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RESUME

L'estimation des paramètres physiques de la surface du sol, notamment de l'humidité et de la
rugosité, est importante pour les études hydrologiques et agricoles, car ils constituent deux
paramètres majeurs dans la précision du ruissellement au niveau d'un bassin versant en milieu
agricole.

Le radar offre un potentiel élevé pour la mesurer des paramètres de la surface du sol par
télédétection. Une image radar est produite par un système actif où un signal hyperfréquence
est émis vers le sol et sa réflexion au capteur (rétrodiffusion) est mesurée. Les variations de
l'intensité du signal rétrodiffusé produisent une variation du niveau de gris des pixels de
l'image. Les progrès technologiques des dernières années dans le domaine du radar ont mis en

évidence la complexité des mécanismes régissant la rétrodiffusion d'un signal par une cible
visée. En effet, ces mécanismes sont bien souvent dépendants à la fois de l'instrumentation et
de la cible. L'information contenue dans le signal hyperfréquence rétrodiffusé par une cible
visée, reflète d'une façon globale, la géométrie, la nature et les propriétés diélectrique de cette

cible; de plus, cette information reçue à l'antenne, traitée par l'ordinateur du système de
réception, doit être interprétée en tenant compte de la polarisation et de la fréquence de l'onde
incidente, de la géométrie de visée.

De nombreuses études ont déjà été réalisées sur le potentiel de la télédétection radar à

retrouver l'humidité et la rugosité du sol. En particulier, l'étude de la réponse de la
rétrodiffusion radar d'un sol nu constitue un champ important dans le domaine de la
télédétection à cause de sa capacité d'extraire les paramètres physiques appropriés de la
surface.

L'humidité du sol peut être définie comme la quantité de précipitation stockée temporairement
à l'intérieur de la couche superficielle de la terre qui est généralement limité par la zone
d'aération. Elle est définie aussi comme un rapport, exprimé en pourcentage, de poids d'eau
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liquide par poids de sol sec. La sensibilité du radar à l'humidité du sol est définie comme le
taux de variation de la rétrodiffusion du signal radar avec le contenu en eau du sol. Pour des

paramètres de radar constants (fréquence, angle d'incidence, polarisation), le coefficient de
rétrodiffusion d'un sol nu dont la rugosité est constante varie en fonction de son humidité et.
Ceci est en fait dû à une variation de sa constante diélectrique. En règle générale les milieux
dont la constante diélectrique est élevée constituent habituellement des surfaces hautement
réfléchissantes. Donc, plus notre cible contient d'eau plus notre coefficient de rétrodiffusion
sera élevé.

La rugosité de surface d'un sol est la variation statistique et aléatoire de la hauteur de la
surface par rapport à une surface de référence. Elle est caractérisée par la dimension verticale
(l'écart-type des hauteurs ou rms hauteurs) et aussi dans certains cas, la dimension horizontale
(la longueur de corrélation de surface). La rugosité de la surface affecte le coefficient de
rétrodiffusion et masque la réponse de la constante diélectrique. Plus une surface est rugueuse

et plus le signal de rétrodiffusion sera intense parce que la partie spéculaire du signal réfléchi
diminue et la partie diffusée de façon lambertienne, augmente. Souvent, la grande difficulté de
l'observation radar de l'état des surfaces naturelles est le caractère indissociable de la rugosité
avec l'humidité sur la rétrodiffusion et l'extraction de l'un des paramètres nécessite la
cormaissance de l'autre.

L'objectif de ce travail est d'évaluer et d'inverser les modèles de coefficient de rétrodiffusion
permettant de choisir la meilleure approche pour extraire les paramètres de surface rugosité et
humidité à partir des images radar.

Pour séparer les effets des différents paramètres sur le signal acquis au-dessus d'vme zone
complexe, les concepts multi-techniques (multi-polarisation, multi-angulaire, multi-capteurs,

multi-fréquence, et multi-temporel) offrent les meilleures possibilités de solutions.

À partir d'une étude théorique (simulation), trois configurations différentes, la multipolarisation, la multi-fréquence et la multi-angulaire, sont vérifiées à fin d'évaluer la
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configuration optimale pour un capteur à bord d'un satellite radar permettant de choisir la
meilleure approche pour extraire la rugosité de surface.
Une étude de simulation utilisant les modèles théoriques et expérimentaux permet d'estimer la
sensibilité du coefficient de rétrodiffiision à la variation relative des paramètres du sol en

termes des caractéristiques des radars. Les simulations ont été effectuées à l'aide des quatre
modèles théoriques (SPM, POM, GOM et IBM) et deux modèles empiriques (modèle de
Dubois et modèles de Oh). C'est la configuration multi-angulaire qui donne les meilleurs
résultats. Basé sur ce résultat, le travail a été poursuivi comportant les cinq phases suivantes:
Phase

Un nouvel indice normalisé de la rétrodiffiosion radar (Normalized radar Baekscatter

soil Roughness Index-NBRI) utilisant l'approche multi-angulaire est proposé. Cet indice
présente une relation logarithmique entre les coefficients de rétrodiffusion et l'éeart-type des
hauteurs de la surface (rms hauteurs) qui peut estimer et classifier la rugosité de surface des
zones agricoles à partir de deux images radar avec différents angles d'incidence. Il est très
sensible de changement des conditions de la surface, par exemple si les deux images ne portent
pas les même valeurs de l'humidité, les résultats peuvent ne pas être fiables.
Phase 2) Un nouveau modèle empirique linéaire a été présenté pour estimer l'humidité du sol
en utilisant les données de RADARSAT-1. Ce modèle est basé sur le modèle linéaire de

CLOUD mais il est capable de rendre compte l'influence des effets de l'angle incidenee et de
la rugosité de la surface qui sont deux paramètres très importants pour estimer l'humidité de
surfaee. Le modèle proposé est capable d'estimer l'humidité de surface en réduisant les erreurs
d'estimation, eomparativement aux autres modèles linéaires.

Phase 3) Inversion des paramètres de smface à l'aide des modèles non-linéaires classiques.
Dans ce cas, la méthode numérique de Newton-Raphson a été utilisée dans le modèle
d'extraction pour résoudre le problème d'inversion. Cette inversion est eapable d'estimer les
deux paramètres de surface (la rugosité et l'humidité) simultanément en utilisant des modèles
de coefficient de rétrodiffusion basés sur une approche multi-angulaire. Trois différents
modèles ont été choisis selon le domaine de validité des modèles et les conditions de surface.
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il s'agit des modèles GOM,Oh et MDM.Le MDM qui est développé pour les sites du Québec
a donné les meilleurs résultats.

Phase 4) Dans cette phase, un réseau de neurones avec une méthode dynamique
d'apprentissage a été mis au point pour inverser les paramètres de surface à partir des doimées
radar.

Un algorithme rapide d'apprentissage a été utilisé pour entrmner les réseaux de neurones

multicouches à l'aide de la technique filtre du Kalman. Pour l'étape d'apprentissage, deux

bases de données différentes (les données simulées et empiriques) ont été utilisées. Chaque
base de données a été configurée sous forme d'ensemble simple et d'ensemble multi-angulaire
servant comme données d'entrée, compatibles avec une et deux images respectivement. Toutes
les configurations sont entraînées et ensuite évaluées avec les données RADARSAT-1 et les

données simulées. Pour le site d'étude, la base de données empirique (données mesurées)
ayant la configuration basée sur l'ensemble multi-angulaire dorme les résultats des plus précis.
L'avantage de l'approche multi-angulaire avec des dormées mesurées est clairement établi.

Phase 5) Finalement, une méthode novatrice a été développée basé sur la mise au point d'un
algorithme génétique(AG)pour estimer les paramètres de surface.

Cette technique est basée sur la Théorie de l'évolution de Darwin. À partir des dormées du
problème, on crée (généralement aléatoirement) ime "population" de solutions possibles. Les
caractéristiques de chaque solution représentent ses gènes. Puis, on évalue chacune des

solutions. On élimine une partie infime de celles qui se sont montrées inutiles ou désastreuses,
et on recombine les gènes des autres afin d'obtenir de nouveaux individus-solutions. Selon la

théorie évolutiormiste, cette nouvelle génération sera globalement plus adaptée au problème
que la précédente. On itère alors le procédé jusqu'à la naissance d'ime solution que l'on jugera
satisfaisante. Donc, l'algorithme génétique a été engagé pour l'inversion des paramètres de
surface à partire des images radar en utilisant des modèles de coefficients de rétrodifïusion.

Cette partir de l'étude s'appuie sur cinq campagnes de mesures réalisées en France : Orgeval
94, Alpilles 97, et Pays de Caux 98-99, et sur deux campagnes réalisées au Canada(province
du Québec): Brochet 99 et Châteauguay 99 avec les images de RADARSAT et ERS. Ainsi,
dans cette partie nous avons utilisé un étalonnage empirique du modèle de rétrodiffusion lEM.

Cette calibration a été réalisée en utilisant des configurations radar variées en incidence,
polarisation et longueur d'onde. Basées sur plusieurs bases de données, des relations entre le

paramètre de calibration et la rugosité de surface ont été retrouvées pour chaque configuration
radar. La version calibrée du modèle lEM a par la suite été validée sur une autre base de

données expérimentale indépendante. Cette calibration s'avère être robuste et généralisable,
puisqu'elle est indépendante de la base de données et du capteur utilisés.
Cette étude a démontré que l'algorithme génétique peut présenter une bonne estimation de

l'humidité et de la rugosité de siirface, simultanément, à partir d'une seule image radar. Cette

approche avec sa bonne précision peut être plus utile pour les régions ayant un risque de

précipitation ou de gel du sol pendant la période séparant l'acquisition des images
RADARSAT multi-angulaire.
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SUMMARY

Estimâtes of the physical parameters of the soil surface, namely moisture content and surface

roughness, are important for hydrological and agricultural studies, as they appear to be the two
major parameters for runoffforecasting in an agricultural watershed.
Radar bas high potentiality for the remote measurement of soil surface parameters. In
particular, the investigation of the radar backscattering response of bare soil surfaces is an

important issue in remote sensing because of its capacity for retrieving the desired physical
parameters ofthe surface.

The objective of this study is to formulate and to constrain a methodology for solving the
inverse problem for the operational retrieval of soil surface roughness and moisture.

To separate the effects of the différent parameters on the measured signal over complex areas,
multi-technique concepts (multi-polarization, multi-angular, multi-sensor, multi-frequency,
and multi-temporal) are the main solution. In this work, based on a simulation study, three

différent configurations, multi-polarization, multi-frequency and multi-angular, are compared
to obtain the best configuration for estimating surface parameters and the multi-angular
configuration gives the best results. Based on these results, this study was continued according
to fîve différent phases:

Phase 1) A new index, the NBRI(Normalized radar Backscatter soil Roughness Index), using
the multi-angular approach was presented. This index can estimate and classify surface
roughness in agricultural fîelds using two radar images with différent incidence angles.
Phase 2)A new linear empirical model to estimate soil surface moisture using RADARSAT-1
data was proposed. This model can provide soil moisture with reduced errors of estimation
compared to other linear models.
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Phase 3) Inversion of the surface parameters using nonlinear classical methods. In this case,
the Newton-Raphson method, an itérative numerical method, was used in the retrieval

algorithm to solve the inverse problem.
Phase 4) In this phase, the neural network technique, with a dynamic leaming method, was
applied to invert the soi! surface parameters ffom the radar data. The results were obtained

through performance testing on two différent input schemes(one and two data sériés) and two
différent databases (theoretical and empirical). The advantage of the multi-angular set with
measured data is apparent. These results are the best in this study.
Phase 5) Finally, a novel genetic algorithm (GA) was developed to retrieve soil surface

parameters. In this study, it is shown that the genetic algorithms, as an optimization technique,
can estimate simultaneously soil moisture and surface roughness from only one radar image.
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PREFACE

The following studies bave been published, accepted for publication or submitted and form the

basis for chapters two, three, four, five and six ofthis thesis which constitute the main body of
this thesis. This thesis is the format of a thesis by article. Appendixes A to F provide more
detailed information in the direction ofthe main chapters.
Two important points have to be noted:

- First, according to the individuality of each paper, some parts such as study area or data
descriptions had to be explained in each paper expressing the fact that these sections are
repeated in some chapters.

- Each paper or manuscript was formatted based on the différent Joumals' instructions.

Therefore, the layout and formatting ofthe chapters can be vary.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.

Importance of soil surface parameters

Remote sensing offers watershed researchers a type of data which is very différent from those

they have traditionally worked with. These data provide a new tool for use in scaling and in
extrapolating point measurements to represent areas. The spatial nature of remote sensing data
for différent scale areas is their most unique characteristic, especially when considering that ail
hydrologie data are obtained ffom point measurements(King and Delpont, 1993; Blyth, 1993).
Indeed, remote sensing présents entirely new measurements, such as rainfall over océan, snow

water content, and surface température, which are not traditionally availahle to hydrologists.
Remote sensing can provide measurements for several hydrologie variables used in modeling,
either as direct measurements comparable to traditional forms, as surrogates of the traditional
forms, or as entirely new data (Blyth, 1993). This study focuses on the estimation of soil

surface parameters using radar remote sensing data, on how some commonly availahle models

will perform with a data set and on how this performance can be improved using différent
novel approaches.

The measurement of soil surface parameters (soil moisture and surface roughness) is important
for understanding hydrological, environmental and agricultural conditions (Boisvert et al,

1995). Soil surface parameters are useful across the différent scales. For example, on a global
scale, they are important as boimdary conditions for hydrologie and climate models. On a

régional scale, they are important for agricultural assessments (crop yield models, drought
prédiction, érosion, etc.), flow hydraulics and infiltration (Govers et al, 2000). A number of
environmental disasters including floods, flash floods, droughts, and landslides, are closely
linked to soil surface parameters. Better measurements of these parameters and simulation

based on these would help in reducing the potential for damage from such events (Bindlish
and Barros, 2000).

As important as it may seem to our understanding of hydrology, soil surface parameters as
descriptors of hydrological models have not had widespread application in modeling (Engman

and Gumey, 1991). This omission can be explained by two important facts. First, soil surface
parameters are difficult to measure on a consistent and spatially comprehensive basis. Second,

the understanding of the rôles of these parameters in hydrology and ecosystem processes bas

been developed ffom point measurements where the emphasis bas been on tbe temporal
variability of soil surface parameters. Tberefore, most bydrological models (empirical and
semi-empirical) bave been designed around available point data, and do not describe tbe
influence of spatial variability (Bindlisb and Barros, 2000).

Traditional metbods, based on in-situ soil surface parameter measurements, are sparse, point
measurements and eacb value is représentative of only a very small area for tbe time period of
measurement. However, remote sensing data witb sufficient accuracy would provide truly
significant wide-area soil surface parameters data for bydrological and environmental studies
across global and régional régions(Engman and Gumey, 1991).
2.

Définitions and system parameters

Several parameters affecting tbe backscatter microwave signal ffom bare soils bave already
been mentioned in tbe literature (Ulaby et al, 1982, 1996; Dobson and Ulaby, 1986; Engman
and Wang, 1987; Ob et al, 1992; Fung and Cben, 1992; Dubois et al, 1995; Boisvert et al,

1995). Tbe most important of tbem are relatable to tbe radar sensor configuration and tbe

target parameters. Tbe radar configuration is cbaracterized by its incidence angle, frequency
and polarization. Tbe radar emits a microwave signal at a given configuration and measures
tbe signal backscattered tbat contains information on tbe target (surface parameters).
Holms (1990) and Boisvert et al (1995) reviewed tbe effect of most of tbese parameters on

tbe radar signal for agricultural applications. Tbis section briefly explains tbe most important
parameters be addressed, wben extracting accurate bare soil surface parameters.
2.1.

Radar sensor characteristics affecting backscatter

2.1.1. Synth etic aperture radar(SAR)

Conventional radar (radio détection and ranging) imaging is a technique in wbicb a target is
illuminated witb electromagnetic waves of microwave configuration and tbe reflected signal is

used to deduce information about the target (Elachi, 1988). The all-weather, transmit-and-

receive, radar imaging remote sensing technique uses the round-trip travel times and
amplitude of the signal reflected from multiple targets on the ground to déterminé the

distances to the targets, and to generate a rough two-dimensional image of the target area as
the radar sweeps the area of interest. Real aperture radar (RAR) would have a resolution of

about 5-10 km, limited by the power and size of the footprint of the radar beam, and thus a

RAR's pattem resolution is set by the width of the antenna. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
most commonly used today, combines signal processing techniques with satellite orbit
information to produce a resolution much smaller than the antenna pattern width (Elachi,
1988).

SAR processing significantly improves the resolution of point targets in both the cross-track
(range) and along-track (azimuth) direction by focusing on the raw radar echoes (Elachi, 1988;
Curlander and McDonough, 1991). Fine resolution in the cross-track direction is achieved by
using a radar signal of high bandwidth, which improves the differentiation of radar echoes
ffom closely spaced targets in the range direction.
2.1.2. Incidence angle

Incidence angle (0)is defmed as the angle between the radar line-of-sight and the local vertical

(Figure 1) with respect to the geoid (Ulaby et al, 1982). Incidence angle can be incorporated
by look angle (cp) and the curvature of the earth that assumes a level terrain or constant slope
angle (a) (Figure la). In contrast, as illustrated in Figure Ib, incidence angle can be

incorporated as the local incidence angle and takes into account the local slope angle (a)
(NASA, 1989). In général, reflectivity ffom distributed scatterers decreases with increasing
incidence angles. For example, over a bare soil, the backscattering coefficient decreases when

the local incidence angle increases.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of system (la) and local(Ib)incidence angle (0)
FromNASA, 1989).

2.1.3. Frequency/ Wavelength

Radar wavelength and frequency are inter-related as seen in Equation 1:

2

f

(1)

where c is the speed of light (3xlO'° cms"'),/is the frequency in terms of hertz(Hz) and X is
the wavelength in centimeters (cm). Table 1 présents the value of X and/for radar bands. The
définition and nomenclature for these radar bands, although now adopted as convention, are

arbitrary (having been established by the US military during World War II for security
reasons). Other classification Systems were established outside of the United States; however,
the System presented below appears to be the most widely used.
In bare soils, the pénétration depth and backscatter coefficient change as a function of
frequency.

Table 1. Radar bands and frequencies(From Waite, 1976)
o
00
Wavelength
(X)

Frequency (f)

(in cm)

(in MHz)

Radarfrequency band
F

136-77

220- 390

UHF

100-30

300- 1000

L

30-15

1000-2000

S

15-7.5

2000 -4000

C

7.5-3.75

4000- 8000

X

3.75 - 2.40

8000- 12500

Ku

2.40-1.67

12500- 18000

K

1.67-1.18

18000-26500

Ka

26500 - 4000

2.1.4. Polarization

Propagating electromagnetic radiation (EMR) bas three vector fields that are mutually

orthogonal. The direction of propagation is one vector; electric and magnetic fields make up
the other two vector fields (Figure 2). Active microwave energy, as well as other frequencies
of EMR,have a polarized component defmed by the electric field vector of the radiation.

E (Electric Field)
IV

\

H (Magnetic Field)

Figure 2. Components of an electromagnetic wave. The plane of polarization is defined by the
electric field.(From Waite, 1976).

Linear polarized radar Systems operate using horizontally or vertically polarized microwave
radiation as shown in Figure 2. When the electric vector field is parallel to the X-axis
(vertical), the wave would be vertically polarized (V). Conversely, if the electric vector field

was parallel to the Y-axis (horizontal), the wave would be designated horizontally polarized
(H). In radar Systems, energy is both transmitted and received. Therefore, the linear

polarizations can be mixed and matched to provide the four linear polarization schemes (Wait,
1976). A radar can be designed to measure the radar response for VV,HH,HV or VH, where
the first letter dénotés the polarization of the receive antenna and the second letter dénotés the
polarization of the transmit antenna; however, the response for HV and VH are identical
(Ulaby et a/., 1981).

Champion (1996) demonstrated that the value of angular dynamics of the radar response, over
a bare soil, is larger at HH than at VV and both of them larger than at HV.

2.1.5. Sigma nought(a)
As illustrated in Figure 3, sigma nought or backscattering coefficient represents the average
reflectivity of a horizontal material sample, normalized with respect to a unit area Al on the
horizontal ground plane (Cosgriff et al, 1960). It is a fraction which describes the amount of
(average) backscattered energy compared to the energy of the incident field. The
Backscattering coefficient dépends on the target properties (physical and electrical) and on the

radar configuration such as frequency, polarization, and incidence angle. It also dépends on
the local surface slope towards the radar(Ulaby et al, 1981).

e
dR

dz

dx

dy

dR

sin 6.

dy

dR
dz
COS U:

Figure 3. Définition of surface area used to dérivé reflectivity parameters for distribution
surface scatters. 0i : incidence angle; Aj: illuminated area in the plane of the wave; Al:

illuminated area on the ground; R : range from the radar's position at puise transmission
(Modified from Cosgriff et al, 1960)
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In most référencés, a° is the favored descriptor for scene reflectivity. Most of the related
discussions of this thesis conform to this convention.

The backscattering coefficient, which is a unitless quantity representing the radar cross-section

(in m^) of a given pixel on the ground per unit (physical) area of the pixel (in m^), is akin to
the optical reflectivity responsible for the intensity recorded by an optical imaging system.
Often, because

may exhibit a wide dynamic range, it is expressed in decibels(dB):

cr°(c?fî)= 10xlogcr°(ffî^w"^)

(2)

2.1.6. RADARSAT

The information conceming RADARSAT-1/2 presented in this section has its
origin at the Canadian Space Agency Web site: www.space.gc.ca .

RADARSAT-1, Canada's first Earth resources remote sensing satellite was launched

November 4, 1995, and was designed for five years of service in orbit. The only imaging
instrument is a SAR operating in C-band, HH polarization. A variety of resolution, image

swath width, and incidence angle parameters are available that may be selected through
ground command. The designated agency responsible for RADARSAT is the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA). The mission is the resuit of more than a decade of work and initiative by the
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing(CCRS)and the data distribution is done commercially by
RADARSAT international (RSI). RADARSAT-1 was designed in response to user
requirements that demand a variety of incidence angles(ffom about 20° to 50°)in the standard
imaging modes. An antenna with electronic élévation beam steering is part of the baseline
RADARSAT design. Although this enables user requirements to be met, it does add further

complexity to the entire system. In order to provide a reasonably constant ground range
resolution over the range of incidence angles, three différent puise bandwidths are needed.

Signal-to-noise ratio and data rate considérations in these modes are comparable to those of
the standard beams. Extended modes resuit ffom sélection of beams outside of the nominal

500 km accessibility région, either doser to nadir (steeper incidence), or further away (more
shallow or grazing incidence angle). RADARSAT-1 is the first operational satellite radar

System to implement the ScanSAR technique (Moore et al, 1981; Raney et al, 1991), which
provides a continuous image swath of either 300 km or 500 km width.
'To be launched in 2004, RADARSAT-2 will be lighter, cheaper, more capable, and will
assure data continuity well into the new millennium. Its enchanced capabilities include

additional beam modes, higher resolution, multi-polarization, more fréquent revisits, and an
increased downlink margin enabling réception of data from lower-cost receiving antenna
Systems."

"RADARSAT-2 will carry a C-band remote sensing radar with a ground resolution ranging
from 3 to 100 métrés. Swath widths may be selected in a range from 20 to 500 kilométrés."

Imaging modes for RADARSAT-1/2 include several modes presented in Figure 4 and Tables
2 and 3. In each mode, data are collected continuously along a swath parallel to the sub
satellite path. Swath length is limited only by the duration of continuous radar opération, and
may be thousands of kilometers long. Swath widths and positions are determined by the
antenna élévation beam pattems and the radar range gâte control.

For RADARSAT-2,"additional modes are generated by appropriate choices of antenna beam
and range puise bandwidth. The fine resolution mode, for example, is achieved by selecting
the widest available bandwidth, and using a narrow beam in élévation at angles of incidence
larger than approximately 45°. A narrow swath results from the requirement to minimize
beamwidth in order to maintain good signal-to-noise ratio, and also from the necessity to
maintain data rates consistent with downlink channel capacity. Wide swath modes require
wider antenna élévation beamwidths than normal, and the smallest available range puise
bandwidth. These compromises allow a larger land area to be covered with about the same
number of pixels, which of course implies a coarse r ground range resolution."
"Representing a significant évolution from RADARSAT-1,the design of RADARSAT-2 will
be the first commercial SAR satellite to offer multi-polarization — an important tool
increasingly used to identify a wide variety ofsurface features and targets."
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RADARSAT-1 compatible beam modes are also available ensuring data continuity for
existing users. Other key features of RADARSAT-2 include the ability to select ail beam
modes in both lefl and right looking modes(Figure 4b), high downlink power, secure data and

telemetry, solid-state recorders, on-board GPS (Global Position System) receiver and the use
of a high-precision attitude control system.

TABLE 2. RADARSAT-1 imaging modes(Modified from www.space.gc.ca)
Resolution

Width

Incidence

(km)

(degrees)

Look^

Mode

(R}xA, m)
Standard

25x28

4

100

20-49

Wide(1)

48-30x28

4

165

20-31

Wide(2)

32-25x28

4

150

31-39

Fine resolution

11-9x9

1

45

37-48

ScanSAR(N)

50x50

2-4

305

20-40

ScanSAR(W)

100x100

4-8

510

20-49

Extended(H)

22-19x28

4

75

50-60

Extended(L)

61-28x28

4

170

10-23

'Nominal; ground range resolution varies with range.
^ Nominal; range and processor dépendent.
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TABLE 3. RADARSAT-2 imaging modes(Modified from www.space.gc.ca)
Resolution

Mode

Swath

Width

Incidence

coverage

(RxA, m)

(km)

(km)

(degrees)

Standard

25x28

250-750

100

20-49

Fine

10x9

525-750

50

36-48

Low Incidence

40x28

125-300

170

16.5

High Incidence

20x28

750-1000

70

49-60

Wide

25x28

250-650

150

20-45

ScanSAR(N)

50x50

250-600

300

20-47

ScanSAR(W)

100x100

250-720

500

20-47

Fine(Quad-Pol)

11x9

400-600

25-50

30-41

Standard (Quad-Pol)

25x28

250-600

25-50

20-41

Ultra-Fine(N)

3x3

400-550

10

30-40

Ultra-Fine(W)

3x3

400-550

20

30-40

Triple-Fine

11x9

400-750

50

30-49
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Figure 4. RADARSAT imaging modes a)RADARSAT-1; b)RADARSAT-2(Modified from
www,space.gc.cal
2.2.

Influence of target parameters on microwave backscatter

2.2.1. Backscatterfrom bare soil

It bas long been known that soil can play an important rôle in backscatter measurements of
crops or forest. The entire scope of the parameters influencing backscatter from soil is not
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understood yet, but soi! moisture content, soil roughness and végétation cover (if présent) are
known to be three ofthe most important factors(Ulaby et al, 1982). A good synthesis ofthese
phenomena is given in Ulaby et al (\9%2), Wagner(1998) and Company-Rémond (1996), and
the sections below are adapted from it.

When an electromagnetic wave with an incidence angle, other than normal incidence, makes

an impact on a soil surface (not perfectly smooth), the incidence power is scattered in many
directions, including the backscatter direction (Figure 5). The component scattered in the
backscatter direction provides the relation between the energy received by radar and the

characteristic of the soil médium. The rest of the energy is transmitted (penetrates) through the
layers of différent densities. The depth of pénétration and absorption dépend on the
wavelength and soil characteristics(Ulaby et al, 1982; Wagner, 1996). For example, the depth
of absorption losses can vary from 0.5 to 10 cm for a radar signal in C-band. Normally, this
thickness is 0.5 to 5 cm (Ulaby et al, 1982). Therefore, the crucial pattems of the target in
determining the backscatter response of a bare soil surface are the dielectric constant (the
upper layer of soil depending on wavelength) the geometrical properties of soil surface

roughness, soil properties (texture, bulk density, etc.) and géographie conditions (topography
and local slopes)(Dobson and Ulaby, 1986).
2.2.2. Soil roughness

Soil roughness is expressed by describing disturbances or irregularities in the soil surface at a

scale which is generally too small to be detected by a conventional topographie map or survey
(Govers et al, 2000). Romkens and Wang (1986) make a distinction between four types of
roughness: (i) microrelief variations, which are due to individual grains or micro-aggregates,
(ii) random roughness, which is related to soil clodiness, (iii) oriented roughness, which

describes the systematic variations in topography due to farm implements and (iv) higher
order roughness, representing élévation variations at the field, basin or landscape level.

Roughness is one of the most important target parameters that influence radar backscattering.
For incident microwaves, when a surface is smooth (specular), the impinge energy is reflected

away from the surface. As shown in Figure 5a, the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of
incidence (0i=02). This radiation-reflection is govemed by Snell's Law (Jackson, 1986). When
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a surface is slightly rough (or isotropic), the incidence energy is scattered in many directions
(incohérent component), including the backscatter direction (coherent component) and

specular direction (Figure 5b).When the surface gets rougher, the incidence energy is scattered
in many directions. In other words, the reflected energy becomes more diffuse and less

described by Sneil's Law (Figure 5b) until the surface becomes really rough (Ulaby et al,
1982; Wagner, 1998). As the surface is truly rough, the reflected energy diffuses in ail

directions (Figure 5c). In this case, the energy is independent of incidence angle and the
surface is considered diffuse and the signal Lambertian(Ulaby et ai, 1982).

Specular reflector
Reflected wave
Incident
wave

s.

Smooth surface

(a)
Mixed scatterer

X
Slightly

Backscattered
component

rough surface

.t)ô

ç, » i-i"

(b)

Diffused scatterer

Rough surface

Figure 5. Specular and diffuse components of radiation scattered at(a) perfect plan,(b)
slightly rough,(c) very rough surfaces. 0i and 02 are the incidence angle and scattering angle
respectively.(From Trevett, 1986)
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2.2.3. Surface roughness parameters

In agriculture zones, a surface profile may generally consist of two height variations: i) a
random component with certain statistical properties, and ii) a deterministic component, such
as the periodic pattem shown in Figure 6a (Ulaby et al, 1982). The random component is
defined relative to a reference surface, which may exist as periodic component (Figure 6a) or
as Mean (flat) surface (only random variation, as in Figure 6b).

Random Surface Component

.c^

Periodic (Reference) Surface

Random Surface Component
JXc

Mean (Reference) Surface

y

Figure 6. Two configurations of height variations:(a)random height variations superimposed
on a periodic surface;(b)random height variations superimposed on a flat surface(From
Ulaby et a/., 1982).
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The statistical variation of a random surface can be characterized by its rms height (s), which
is a measure of vertical roughness, its corrélation length (S), which is a measure of the
horizontal roughness and its corrélation fiinction p(^), which présents the distribution of the
surface roughness. Figure 7 shows the height variation z(x) for a typical random surface as a

function of x, the horizontal distance across the mean surface. In général the height z is a
function of both x and y, but ifz(x,y) is statistically independent of the azimuth angle in the x-y
plane, it is then sufFicient to use z(x) alone to characterize the statistical properties of the
surface.

Classically, according to Ulaby et al.(1982),rms height is calculated by:

= p-z\

0.5

(3)

where z is the mean surface height and z^ is the second moment of height.
According to Ulaby et al. (1982) and Company-Rémond (1996), the surface autocorrélation

function can be expressed as a measure of the degree of corrélation between the height z(x) at
a point X and the height z(x+S,) at a point ^ distant from x:

fz(x)z(x + t^)dx

p(C)= ^—r-2
Jz (x)dx

(4)

with the limits of intégration extending over the overlapping segment of the profiles z(x) and
z(jc+^. In the discrète case the intégral is replaced by sommation. Figure 8 displays the
computed autocorrélation function p(^) of the random surface shown in Figure 7. The

corrélation function of a surface is defmed as the displacement ^ for which p(^) is equal to e"'
(Ulaby et a/., 1982; Company-Rémond, 1996):

Pi£)= e-'

(5)
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Figure 8 illustrâtes this autocorrélation. A surface with a rapidly varying height profile has a

short value for S, whereas for a perfectiy smooth surface for which any point is perfectly
correlated with every other point,£ is infinité (Ulaby et al., 1982).
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Figure 7. Measured height profile of a slightly rough surface(From Ulaby et ai, 1982).
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Figure 8. The corresponding autocorrélation fimction of a slightly rough surface. The

corrélation length of 12 cm corresponds to the displacement ^ for which p(Q=e''(From Ulaby
et a/., 1982).
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In this study, the corrélation length is not really used, because first, this factor does not have

an important rôle in hydrological studies and second, as explained in Appendix F, measuring
the corrélation length is a problem because of the substantial instability of agricultural soils
and therefore, the classical method can not give an accurate estimation of this factor and
introduces important errors in results.
2.2.4. Dielectric properties ofsoil

As mentioned before, the radar backscattering coefficient dépends on soil moisture because

the larger the dielectric constant of the soil the stronger the scattered radiation is as compared
with the radiation entering the sub-surface médium (Schanda, 1987). In other words, the
dielectric properties of moist soils are major factors in determining the microwave scattering
ffom a bare soil(Holmes, 1990).

Soil is a heterogeneous mixture of solid particles (minerai and organic matter), air and water.
Soil moisture measurement using microwave remote sensing is based on the large contrast
between the dielectric properties of water and dry soil (Engman and Chauhan, 1995). The

complex dielectric constant (e) présents the dielectric properties of the soil médium. This
constant is given as(Ulaby et al., 1982):

s = e'+j£"

j= yFÎ

(6)

where e'is the real part of the dielectric constant or permittivity and e"is the imaginary part of
the dielectric constant or loss factor.

Dry soil exhibits a narrow range in e'between about 2 and 4, whereas that of water is about 81
(Hallikainen et ai, 1985). The dielectric constant of soil is therefore a function of the water
content of the soil and the dielectric constant increases with increasing water content. In

nature, the e'range of soil is from about 3 to 30(Holmes, 1990). Also, both e'and e" vary with

ffequency, permittivity increasing with increasing wavelength and the loss factor decreasing
with increasing wavelength (Ulaby et al, 1982; Holmes, 1990).
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e' and e" dépend on environment température. Both of them decrease with decreasing
température below 0°C (Hallikainen et al., 1985)

Dielectric properties of soil médium dépend upon soil moisture, soil density, soil texture and
fluid chemistry. However, these dependencies exhibit characteristic behavior as a fimction of

frequency and température; there exists a potential to infer such bulk characteristics ffom radar
backscatter(Koorevar et al., 1983; Henderson and Lewis, 1998).

Hallikainen et al.(1985), also reported by Wagner (1998), showed that the dielectric constant
(e) of soil moisture is a function of its volumetric soil moisture content (wv) and of the soil
texture characteristics. As volumetric soil moisture content increases both components of the
complex dielectric constant (e' and e") increase (Figure 9). Also Hallikainen et al. (1985)
aimed to establish an accurate empirical model (as a polynomial expression) for différent

ffequencies and différent soil types. Concentrating on the frequency used in this study (Cband), the results of their experiments are presented in Figure 9. Equation 7, Adapted by

Wagner from the original Hallikainen et al. (1985), also présents the polynomial expressions
for C-band (frequency = 6 GHz):

£f = (1.993 + 0.002Sa + 0.015Cl) + (38.086 - O.llôSa - 0.633CI) xm^

+(10.720+1.256Sa+1.522Cl)

(7a)

= (-0.123 + 0.002Sa + 0.003CI) + (7.502- 0.058Sa - 0.1160) xm^

+ (2.942 +0.452Sa+0.543a) xm^^

(7b)

where Sa and O are the clay and sand components of soil (presented by weight) respectively.
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Figure 9. Measured dielectric constant for five soil types as a fiinction of volumetric soil

moisture at 5 GHz(From Hallikainen et al., 1985).

Scope of the work

3.1.

Probiem defînition

Due to the relationships between the backscattering coefficient(a°) and surface characteristics
(soil roughness, soil moisture, and végétation), many studies bave shown the possibility of
inferring land surface parameters ffom active microwave data (Dobson and Ulaby, 1986;

Dubois et al, 1995; Engman and Wang, 1987; Fung and Chen, 1992; Oh et al, 1992; Ulaby et
al, 1978, 1982, 1996). However, these studies mainly showed that radar backscattered signal
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could be reiated to soi! moistiare, but with the following caveat: perturbating factors, mainly
surface roughness(on a bare soi!) are important and bave to be taken into account.

Because surface roughness as well as soi! moisture affect radar backscatter on bare soils, any
practical application of radar must be able to account for these two target features. Thus, if one

were interested in monitoring soi! moisture over complex areas, the effects of roughness
would have to be subtracted from the measured backscatter in order to isolate the soil moisture

effects. This is not a practical solution. However, by changing some sensor parameters
(ffequency, incidence angle and polarization) it is possible to decrease the influence of the soil
parameters on radar backscatter.

This study addresses the problem of the estimation of bare soil surface parameters (roughness
and moisture) and applies algorithms to this estimation based on remotely sensed data.

Separating roughness and soil moisture is however of very high importance, because these
parameters have opposite hydrological effects: high roughnesses (s) will slow down runofî,
while high moisture (wy) will increase runoff.
3.2.

Objectives

The overall objective of this research project concems the development of a consistent
methodology for the inversion of the soil surface parameters (roughness and moisture) from

SAR data especially RADARSAT-1 images. Therefore, it is necessary to go beyond the
empirical approaches tested so far, by combining them with backscattering coefficient models
and more sophisticated approaches.

Consequently, the main objective is divided into the following objectives ranked by increasing
sophistication:

1) Finding the best configuration (i.e. incidence angle, frequency and polarization) of satellite

data for the extraction of soil surface parameters based on the multi-technique approach.
2)Evaluating the potential of simple linear models to estimate bare soil surface parameters.
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3) Using a numerical inversion approach based on the traditional backscatter models using
RADARSAT-1 data to estimate the soil snrfaee parameters.

4) Testing a neural network technique, as a new concept, for the inversion of soil surface
parameters from RADARSAT-1 images.

5) Using a genetic algorithm optimization method for the inversion of soil surface parameters
ffom only one radar image.
3.3.

Hypothèses

The proposed work will try to verify the following hypothèses:
General hypothesis: It is possible to obtain the surface parameter values of a soil ffom radar
images using the inversion approaches; in other words, separating the soil moisture and soil
surface roughness signais ffom the radar signal.
Sub hypothesis:

> The multi-angular configuration gives the best results for inversing the surface
parameters on a bare soil agricultural field.

> Backscattering models can be improved locally by adaptation.
> Inversion of the soil surface parameters by the neural network method with self-

leaming eapability may generate more précisé results than the approach obtained by
traditional models.

> Estimation of soil moisture and surface roughness simultaneously ffom only one radar
image ean be realized using an accuracy optimization approach (such as the genetic
algorithm) and backscattering models.
3.4.

Methodology

As explained, the radar backscatter coefficient (a°) of a bare soil surface is determined by
three attributes:
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1) the geometry of the air-soil boundary, commonly known as surface roughness can be
presented by rms height(5) or rms height and corrélation length (5 and €);

2)the microwave dielectric properties of the soil médium can be presented by volumetric soil
humidity {niy) or dielectric constant (e);

3) theoretical or empirical models defme the relationship between the radar backscatter

coefficient(a°) and soil surface parameters according to radar configuration.
It is important to note that in this study only rms height represents surface roughness and the
influence of corrélation length is considered as negligible (Company-Rémond, 1996). Thus,
theoretically, we have one équation (model) with two unknowns (e and 5). To résolve this
problem, two solutions are presented. First, the rms height (s) or dielectric constant (e) is

presented as known and the other is presented as unknown. This value can be obtained by field
measurement or from some databases. Second, both s and 8 are presented as unknowns

therefore, we need two équations to fmd these unknowns and solve these as a set of équations.
Three équations should be used if we take into account the corrélation length (€). This means

using two or three images with two or three différent conditions for example, using the images
with différent incidence angles, différent frequencies or différent polarizations that can give
two (or three) différent backscattering coefficients for the same target. In this study we used
the second solution.

Based on the above explanations, this work is divided into five phases:
1- Comparison of the multi-angular, multi-polarization and multi-ffequency approaches to

obtain the best configuration for estimating surface parameters. A simulation study using
theoretical and empirical backscattering models bas permitted the estimation of the
backscattering coefficient's sensitivity to a relative variation in soil parameters in terms of
radar characteristics. This work forms the first paper, published in the Canadian Journal of
Remote Sensing.
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2- Retrieval of the soil surface parameters using the linear classical methods based on the

cloud model (Attema and Ulaby, 1978). This is the theme of the second paper, published in
the International Journal of Remote Sensing.
3- Inversion of the surface parameters using the nonlinear classical methods. In this case, the

Newton-Raphson method, an itérative numerical method, is used in the retrieval algorithm to
solve the inverse problem. This approach is the third paper submitted to the Journal of

Hydrology. The paper is conditionally accepted after corrections.
4- Inversion ofthe surface parameters using a dynamic leaming neural network by:

i) one sériés of data; ii) two sériés of data.
In this case, two différent databases (theoretical and empirical) are tested for network leaming.

This approach has been submitted to the Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering.
5) The genetic algorithm optimization method is used to estimate the soil surface parameters
by only one set of radar data (one image). This novel approach was based on the use of an
international dataset (France & Canada) for testing its universality and obtaining better
validation. It has been submitted to Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing.
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A comparison of multi-polarization and
multi-angular approaches for estimating bare
soil surface roughness from spaceborne
radar data
Mahmod R. Sahebi, Joël Angles, and Ferdinand Bonn
Abstract Soil surface roughness and moisture content both have a significant effect on microwave backscatter to the
satellite. Hie puipose of tbis woilc is to evaluate tbe optimum sensor configuration for existing radar satellites to quantify
soil surface roughness. A simulation study using tbemetical and empirical models permits tbe estimation of tbe sensitivity of
the backscatter coefficient to relative variations in soil parameters in terms of radar cbaracteristics. Two différent
configurations for estimating surface roughness were tested, multi-polarization (co-polarizations) and multi-angular, and tbe
results of tbe multi-angular configuration {nttvided tbe best résulta. A noimalized radar backscatter soil roughness index
(NBRI)is presented for estimating soil roughness firom a multi-angular approacb using sensors sucb as RADARSAT-1. Tbis
index was tested using tbe géométrie optics model(GOM)and RADARSAT data. Coefficients of détermination of 99% and
83%, respectively, were obtained for eacb simulation.

Résumé. La rugosité et l'humidité d'une surface de sol nu ont un effet significatif sur le coefficient de rétrodiffusion
emegistré par le c^teur satellitaire RSO. L'objectif de ce travail est d'évaluer la configuration optimale pour un capteur à
bmd d'un satellite radar permettant de choisir la meilleure approche pour extraire la rugosité de surface. Une étude de
simulation utilisant les modèles théoriques et expérimentaux permet d'estimer la sensibilité du coefficient de rétrodiffusion à
la variation relative des paramètres du sol en termes des caractéristiques des radars. Pour la rugosité, deux approches
différentes sont vérifiées, la configuration multi-polarisation (co-polarisations) et la configuration multi-angulaire. Cette
dernière dorme les meilleurs résultats. Un indice normalisé de la rétrodiffusion radar pour la rugosité du sol (normalized
radar backscatter soil roughness index, NBRI)est proposé pour estimer la rugosité de surface à partir de l'approche multiangulaire comme celle de RADARSAT-1. Cet indice a été testé par le modèle GOM (Géométrie Optics Model) et les
doimées de RADARSAT. Les coefficients de détermination sont respectivement de 99% et 83% pour chacime des
simulations.

Introduction
Estimâtes of the physical parameters of the soil surface,
including moisture content and surface roughness, are
important for hydrological and agricultural studies, as they
sppear to be the two major parameters for forecasting runoff in
an agricultiual watershed (Bâtes et al., 1997). Soil siuface
roughness is also a factor that controls the erosive power of
runoff water, by reducing the velocity of surface flow, and dius
the ability to erode and transport solid particles. A réduction in
roughness can increase érosion, and thus an adéquate mapping
of soil siuface roughness can be used in erosion-hazard
modeling. Combined, distributed nmoff-erosion models
require roughness inputs, either in terms of Manning
coefficients as in the Hydrotel/GIBSI model (Fortin et al.,
1991)or as arbitrary roughness classes such as in the STREAM
model(Le Bissonais, 1990). The latter model has been used in

he European FLOODGEN project (King et al., 1998) to map
excess nmoff risk in Upper Normandy (France) and to guide
the establishment of agro-envirorunental protection measures.

Research with active microwave sensors to provide soil

conditions on a quantitative basis has been conducted by
several authors (Oh et al., 1992; Blyth, 1993; Clianzy et al.,
1995; Ulaby et al., 1996). The important parameters that
signifîcantly influence the radar response of soils can be
classified into two catégories:(i) the target parameters such as
moisture, roughness, and végétation cover (if présent); and
(l'O the sensor parameters such as fiequency, polarization, and
incidence angle. Radar scattering by a bare soil surface is
determined by the geometry of the soil surface, commonly
known as surface roughness,and the dielectric properties of the
soil, which dépend on the soil characteristics such as moisture,

particle-size distribution, and mineralogy.
Remotely sensed synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data can
provide spatial and multi-temporal estimâtes of moisture and
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surface roughness depending on tfae sensor configuration and
field conditions.

Several studies were conducted over the last 20 years to

study the relationship between the backscattering coefficient
and soil parameters(Dubois et al., 1995; Fung, 1994; Prévôt et
al., 1993; Fung and Chen, 1992; Oh et al., 1992; Engman and
Wang, 1987; Dobson and Ulaby, 1986a; 1986b; Ulaby et al.,
1978; 1982; 1996). Most of the researcb work was oiiented
towards tfae estimation of soil moisture and the development of

algoritbms for mapping soil moisture distribution. Estimation
of surface soil moisture was usually obtained by using an

empirical relationship to convert the measured backscatter
coefBcient (o") to volumetric soil moisture (m,)(Dobson and
Ulaby, 1986a; Prévôt et al., 1993; Ulaby et al., 1996). For
example, Ulaby and Batlivala (1976) and Ulaby et al. (1978)
reported from tbeir analyses of early ground-based
scatterometer measurements over bare soils tbat tbere is a

positive corrélation between

in tbe frequency range of 1-

autocorrélation fimction of surface p(^, wbere ^ is tbe
displacement of beigbt variations of tbe siuface. Sèveral
matbematical forms bave been used in tbe bterature to describe

p(^ of natural siufaces, including tbe Gaussian form

P(^)

(1)

and tbe exponentiel form

p(^ = exp^^^j

(2)

According to Ob et al. (1992), tbe exponential autocorrélation
fonction is adapted to smooth surfaces and tbe Gaussian
autocorrélation fimction is adapted to rougb surfaces.
In practice,estimation of surface rougbness can be defîned as

12 GHz and soil moisture. At incidence angles greater tban 20°,

a quadratic corrélation

an increase in surface rougbness increases tbe radar
backscatter. Tbese results received confirmation more recently

coefBcient (o") and tfae rougbness parameters (s and [).

by Wang et al. (1986) and Champion (1996). Tbe
backscattering coefBcient can vary over a 20 dB range witb
surface rougbness beigbt changes from ~0to 4 cm(Wang et al.,
1997). Tbus, to estimate soil moisture from radar backscatter
measurements over bare soils, tbe effects of surface rougbness
bave to be taken into considération.

Objectives
Tbis p^r addresses tbe estimation of surface rougbness and
^plies some algoritbms developed to estimate tbis parameter
using remotely sensed data. Tbe main objectives of tbis
researcb are to (1) find tbe best radar configuration for
estimating surface rougbness, (2) présent an approacb for
estimating surface rougbness using tbe best configuration
obtained by simulated results, and (3) test tbe developed
approacb (presented in objective 2) witb actual RADARSAT
data and in situ measured surface parameters (rougbness and
soil moisture). To reacb objectiye 1, two radar configurations,
multi-angular and multi-polarization, were compared using tbe
backscatter coefficient simulated by some existing
backscattering coefBcient models. Tbe small perturbation
model(SPM),tbe pbysical optics model(POM),tbe géométrie

optics model (GOM), tbe intégral équation model (lEM), tbe
Dubois model, and tbe Ob model are used in tbis study. It is

important to note tbat tbis study focuses on tbe actual SAR
sateUite data, wbicb is wby tbe multi-polarization approacb is

presented only as co-polarizations(HH or W).

between tbe radar backscatter

Assuming soil moisture is known, we bave one équation witb
two unknowns. Tbere are two solutions to tbis problem. First,
tbe influence of corrélation lengtb can be assumed to be
negligible, and tbus corrélation lengtb, wbicb sbows tbe
horizontal distribution of surface rougbness, is not estimated.
Altematively, tbe relationship witb s and l can be establisbed
tbrough two équations based on backscatter acquired by two

différent radar configurations. Using data acquired at two
différent incidence angles or polarizations,tbe équations can be
solved for botb s and /.

In tbis study, we used tbe second solution witb two différent
approacbes, multi-polarization and multi-angular, to détermine
tbe best configuration for estimating surface rougbness and
develop a new index for estimating surface rougbness using
radar.

Modeling approacb
Tbe aim of tbis study was to compare tbe ability of multipolarization and multi-angular approacbes for estimating bare
soil surface roughness. Tbe compatison was carried ont using
existing theoretical and empiriçal models. Tbe tbeoretical
models tested included tbe SPM,POM,GOM,and IBM. Tbe

empirical models examined were tbe Dubois model and tbe Ob
model.

Small perturbation model(SPM)(Ulaby et al., 1982)
Tbe SPM is intended to simulate scattering from a relatively
smooth siuface witb ks < 0.3, kl <3,and m < 0.3, wbere k is tbe
wave number(it = 2n/K, wbere X is tbe wavelengtb)and m is tfae

rms slope of tbe surface (m = s [p'fO)]''-', wbere p'(0) is tbe

Radar observation of soil roughness

second derivative of p(^ evaluated at ^ = 0). According to tbe

SPM, tbe backscattering coefBcient (ct^) for any transmitSurface rougbness is usually described by two parameters,
root mean square(rms)beigbt(s)and corrélation lengtb (l). The
statistical variation of a random siuface is cbaracterized by tbe
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receive polarization (pp) can be calculated as follows:

o°„{0)=oU('3)+aU^

(3)
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where Bis the incidence angle;a^h

cohérent component,

which becomes negiigibly small for observation angles 0> 10°

(Henderson and Lewis, 1998); and
component given by

oSic =

According to this model the backscattering coefficient can be
calculated as follows:

is the^ noncoherent

"Sp = —l/ppP
exp(-4iFj2cos^0)^^
(4t^»'co3^e)"
y.
2
..I
"!

cos''0|/îpp|^{exp[-{Âdsin0)^]}

(4)

+^Re(/4F„)exp(-3jFjicos'e)^S*!d^!i®)lw(2itsm6.0) (7)
'

where

g

can be presented as

n!

+^„|exp(-2it^i^cos^0)£

(iPj'coi'e)'

W"(2*8me.O)

n!

^ _ cos0-

- sin^ 0

^ _ Ej cos0-^e,- sin^ 0

cosB + yEj-sin^B

E, cos0+^E,- sin^ 0

with

and /„
r_ =3^
/Ui=-^
cosB
oa6
cosS

and Er is the real part of the dielectric constant.
Physical optics model(POM)(Ulaby et oL, 1982)
The POM,also known as the Kirchhoff ^proach under the
scalar approximation, was developed for slightly rough

sin'e
/r^=2=^|4/î,
cote

H}

X + Ktt,)'

A,= 2-

surfaces satisfying the condition 0.06l^fi > ks, kl >6,and m <
0.25. The coefficient
is given by Equation.(3), where
becomes negiigibly small for observation angles 0 > 10°
(Henderson and Lewis, 1998), and
is given by

Z^ exp (-kl sin0)^

aL(0)=(«)'[Wa + sin^ 0)+ Re(/?pp«*pp)sin2e]
X exp

where h =

(-h

nin
and

eJ-iMS®'
L
"

For a Gaussian autocorrélation fimction.

W"(2iksm0O)=
(5)

is the complex conjugate of R^p.

Géométrie optics model(OOP)(Ulaby et al., 1982)
The GOM, also known as the Kirchhoff method under the

stationary phase approximation, is intended to characterize

scattering by rough surfaces, with O.Q61c'-fi > ks, kl > 6, and
(2ks cos 6)^ > 10. This model predicts that o^(0)= aJyCB) at ail
incidence angles. The expression for the co-polarized
backscattering coefficient is given by

2n

Oh model(Oh et aL, 1992)

Because ofthe inadéquate performance of theoretical models
for predicting the backscatter response of random surfaces. Oh
et al. (1992) developed an empirical model based on
expérimental data acquired at L, C, and X bands (1.50, 4.75,
and 9.50 GHz, respectively). This model was designed for
surfaces with various roughnesses (fiom slightly smooth to
veiy rough) and moisture conditions. This model does not
incorporate corrélation length. The valid surface conditions
cover the following ranges: 0.1 < ikï < 6.0, 2.6 < kl < 19.7, and
9 < OTy < 31%. nie backscattering coefficients for this model
can be written as follows:

a%m = l^pp(0)|'

ftan^ 0^

"wJ

2m^ cos'^0

where iîpp(O)is the surface reflectivity from normal incidence.
Intégral équation model (IBM)(Fung and Chen, 1992)
The lEM is a backscattering model applicable to a dielectric
rough surface. This model is based on an approximate solution

of a pair of intégral équations for typical agricultural soils. It
can be applied to complex anisotropic surfaces, and its
continuons applicability ranges from smooth to rough surfaces.
The validity range of the IBM given by Fung (1994)is defined

such that ks < 3, cos^0((ky)^/(O.46k/)'''^]exp{-[2 x 0.46kZ(l sinB)]"'} « 1, and klx ks < p-dEfl)"-^, where p is a constant

< = g^lpcos^ e[J?,v(G!)+

(8a)

a°,= &^^[R„(e)+ Ra,(ia)]

(8b)

where

exp(-fa)

and g = 0.7(1 - exp[-0.65(fcs)i «]}.

(equal to 1.6 and 1.2 for the Gaussian and exponential
autocorrélation functions, respectively).
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(3) To obtain the best results, the validity range of each

Dubois model (Dubois et al., 1995)

The Dubois model(Dubois et al., 1995)was developed using
scatterometer data and is based on an empirical model for
smooth and medium-rough surfaces. The model is optimized
for bare surfaces and requires radar channels at a ffequency
between 1.5 and 11.0 GHz. It gives best results for ks < 2.5,0>
30°,
< 35%, and normalized différence végétation index
(NDVI) less than 0.4. This model does not incorporate
corrélation length. The HH- and VV-polarized backscattering
cross sections were found to follow Equations(9a)and(9b):

model was respected.

(4) To estimate surface roughness using the multi-angular
approach, a new roughness index (normalized radar
backscatter soil roughness index, NBRl)is proposed. The
index,

calculated

from

two

différent

values

of

backscattering coefficients obtained by two différent
radar incidence angles for one target, allows us to
calculate and classify surface roughness from radar data.

(5) To validate the theoretical approach, field data from the

ogh = 10-2" cos'-^6^QQ028an9E,(fcy sin0)'"A,"2

(9a)

a®, = 10-"5

sin 0)1.1

Study area
(9b)

sm^0

Methods
The models described in the previous sections are used to
simulate backscatter coefficients for estimating surface
roughness of bare soils. The simulation was cairied ont using a
C-band frequency (wavelength equal to 5.6 cm), two
polarizations(HH and W),and two incidence angles(20° and
40°). These radar parameters were selected to represent the
RADARSAT-1 and European remote sensing (ERS-1/2) radar
satellite sensors. In this study, to obtain the best comparison
possible, the following elements were considered:

(1) According to expérimental results obtained by McNaim
et al.(1996) at C band, HH is more sensitive than VV or

HV to surface roughness, and Beaudoin et al.(1990) and

Coppo et al. (1995) concluded that with incidence angles
greater than 30° the sensitivity of the backscattering
coefficient to soil moisture decreases but sensitivity to
roughness increases. Therefore, in this study the
incidence angle was kept constant (0 = 40°) to test the
multi-polarization approach, and the polarization was
kept constant (HH polarized) when testing the multiangular approach.
(2) Two différent indicators were chosen to evaluate the two

approaches. The first indicator was the of/a" ratio. This
ratio is defined as Ohh/ctSv in ib® multi-polarization

approach and a%flo%y in the multi-angular approach. If
this ratio approaches 1(0° = a"), we conclude that the
proposed approach was not sensitive enough to extract
the necessary information for estimating surface
roughness (Autret et al., 1989). The second indicator was
presènted as
to show the absolute différence

value of the backscattering coefficient. This différence

was represented by |a^ -ctSvl i® the multi-polarization
approach and by |o4o°-<ï20°I i° the multi-angular
approach, where 040» and
represent the backscatter
coefficient for incidence angles of 40° and 20°,
respectively.
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St. Lawrence Lowlands area of Quebec, Canada, and data
fiom RADARSAT-1 are used.

sin^0

Ihe agricultural sites chosen for this study are the Chateauguay
River(45°19'N,73°46'W)and Pike River(45°08'N.72°54'W)
watersheds, which are located on the south shore of the

St. Lawrence River, southeast of Montréal, Quebec, Canada
(Figure 1).
Data description
Roughness and moisture measurements were carried out

over 27 parcels of land on the same days as those when the

images were acquired. To calculate rms height, six 2 m long
(with 1 cm sampling interval) surface profiles (three parallel
and three perpendicular to tiie soil furrows) were investigated
for each parcel. These profiles were photographed and then
digitized. llie method for extracting and modeling the
roughness parameters has been described in détail by Beaulieu
et al. (1995).
A reflectometry instrument was used to measure the surface

moisture. Fifteen samples were taken in each parcel and
measurements were carried out for soil depths of0-5 cm with a

Thetaprobe soil moisture sensor. Using the équation presented
in the Thetaprobe soil moisture user manual (Delta Devices
Ltd., 1996), the direct outputs (DC voltage in mV) were
converted to soil water content (m^-m"') and dielectric
constant. To evaluate the results obtained by this method, five
soil samples for each parcel from soil depths of 0-5 cm were
transferred to our laboratory. Wet and dry weights were used to
détermine gravimétrie soil water content. The soil water

contents (in m^ m'^) obtained using these two methods were
compared,and a mean relative différence of 12%(équivalent to
1.8% volumetric soil moisture) between the two methods was
observed.

The satellite data used in this study correspond to a
RADARSAT image pair. The fïrst image was acquired on
12 November 1999 in the standard-1 ascending (SI) mode,
with incidence angles ranging from 20° to 25°, and the second
image was acquired on 18 November 1999 in the standard-7
ascending (87) mode, with incidence angles ranging from 40°
to 49°. The RADARSAT DN values are converted to a"
according to Shepard (1998). An average backscatter
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Figure 1. Location of tbe study area

coefficient (in dB) was assigned to each parcel of land,

Table 1. Surface parameters measured in the field.

coiresponding to a 20-30 pixel area.
The roughness and moisture of the surface were measured in
situ on 12 and 18 Novetnber (the same dates as the satellite

Parcel

images were acquired). Between the peiiods of data

No.

acquisition, however, the weather was stable and surface
moisture had not changed significantly because of the low

2

5.01

21.26

4.91

5

2.39

30.45

2.28

29.94

evaporation and température at that time of the year. Average

7

4.49

21.12

4.29

20.85
23.46

November 12

November 18

rms

Soil

height

moisture

(cm)

(%)

Soil

rms

height
(cm)

moisture

(%)
21.89

températures were 2.3°C, and there was no recorded rainfall

8

3.77

23.93

3.26

between the two acquisition dates. To completely satisfy the
conditions of this study, however, only 10 parcels of lanri were
chosen that had exactly the same moisture and roughness for
the two dates. Table 1 shows the measured rms height and soil

14

4.51

20.60

4.17

20.13

17

3.29

23.16

3.14

23.74

105

3.82

13.93

3.20

13.30

108

5.46

17.05

5.13

16.63

109

4.03

26.65

4.11

27.14

117

2.84

15.18

2.68

15.06

moisture for these 10 parcels.

Resiilts and discussion

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Simulation résulta

This section évaluâtes the applicability of the two proposed
^proaches for the estimation of surface roughness. Generally,
a large range of surface rms heights (0.10 ^ j5 6.00 cm) was

chosen to simulate backscatter; however, for each model only
the results within its région of validity are presented. Therefore,
to be able to cover a large domain of possible surface
conditions,four différent values for corrélation lengths and two
différent soil moistures were chosen, de{>ending on the région
of validity of each model. Table 2 shows the parameters used
for the simulations.

Figure 2 shows the simulated results from the SPM for a

corrélation length (/) equal to 2 cm and an exponential
© 2002 CASI

rms height
(cm)

Volumetiic soil

Corrélation

Model

moisture (%)

length (cm)

18, 28
18, 28

15

18, 28
18, 28

6

SPM

0.10-0.25

POM

0.10-2.00

IBM

0.10-1.80

IBM

0.10-0.70

GOM

2.20-6.00

Oh

0.10-6.00

18, 28
18, 28

Dubois

0.10-2.00

18, 28

2
2

10

—

■

autocorrélation function. Figure 2clearly shows the advantage
of the multi-angular approach for estimating the roughness of
smooth surfaces.
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Figure 2. Comparison between multi-polarization and multi-anOTlar approaches: simulation by the SPM with a

conelation length of 2 cm.(a) Indicator af/Oj- (b) Indicator |(T) - o§|.

Hie ratio indicator of/a^ for the multi-polarization and

ofaf/a® and ja? -o"! decrease until the rms height is 1.50 cm

multi-angular approaches varies from 19 to 43% and increases

with higher rms values, and the différence indicator |of -Ojj

and then reach a minimum (1.00 and 3.30 dB, respectively)
before increasing again (Figures 4a,4b). This phenomenon is

varies from 55%(3.00 dB)to 74% (3.40 dB). This can also be

also observed in die IBM model (Figures 5a, 5b).

observed in the results of the POM and lEM for smooth

In addition, the POM model predicts that aSy/^hh with

surfaces (Figures 3-6). In both models, the superiority of the
multi-angular approach is shown. For the POM, values of

increasing rms, a resuit that is contrary to expérimental

of/o" 3re almost equal to l.CX) for the multi-polarization

linear form for both approaches for smooth surfaces

approach, but are between 1.30 and 6.12 for the multi-angular

(Figures 2b, 3b). This means that the o'' versus rms height

approach. This différence is less for the lEM, with af/a"

curves for the SPM model are paraUel and the différences

values between 1.00 and 1.60 for the multi-polarization
approach compared with 1.20 to 8.50 for the multi-angular
approach. In both models, however, these values decrease with
higher rms (in the médium surface roughness range) and
increase again, thus displaying a sinusoidal form. This
phenomenon may be explained by the model behavior. For a
large range of rms heights (smooth and médium surface
roughness) for both models (POM and lEM), the relation

between of and 0° are constant

observations (Oh et al., 1992). The indicator ja? -0§| has a

The empirical models (Oh and Dubois models) also verify

the increase of 0Î'/0§ with smooth surfaces for the multiangular approach; however,contrary to the POM and lEM,this
increase continues and the empirical model curves do not have
a completely sinusoidal form. For the Oh model this increase
changes to a stable value(a line parallel to the horizontal axis).

For the Dubois model, die values of0°/02 are almost equal to

between0^ and rms height bas a curvilinear form (logarithmic

1.00 (between l.CX) and 1.14) for the multi-polarization

or polygonal of more than 2°). This curve form dépends on
the incidence angle, and there is a gap between the curve
for 20° and that for 40°. For example, for the POM model,
these curves are so close in rms height at 1.50 cm that the values

approach; however, they are between 1.55 and 11.50 for the

multi-angular approach. In the Oh model,contrary to the other

models, the indicator 0i'/02 is approximately the same for a
very smooth surface but decreases in the case of multi-
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Figure 3. Comparison between multi-polarization and multi-angular approaches; simulation by the POM with a
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polarization and becomes equal to 1.00 in a medium-roughness
surface zone; however, for the multi-angular approach this
indicator increases to l.SO and 1.70 for my = 18 and 28%,

respectively. The différence between indicator )af - a®! for
both approacbes in the Dubois model is greater than that for the
Oh model (Figures 7, 8).
O 2002 CASI

According to the GOM, of), is equal to a^, which means
that the indicator af/o® is always equal to 1.00 for rough
and very rough siufaces and therefore this approach is not
efficient for the estimation of surface roughness. This is also
observed in the results of the Oh model (Figure 7a). As shown
in Figure 9, for rough siufaces (rms heights less than 3.50 cm).
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the |<Tp — O2I indicator is greater than 1.00, whereas for very
rough surfaces this value is equal to 1.00. This pbenomenon
may be explained by tbe bebavior of microwave scattering,
because wben tbe surface is very rougb it bebaves like a
Lambertian surface and tbe incidence signais are scattered in ail
directions abnost unifonnly, independent of tbe incidence
angle.
Anotber important parameter is tbe influence of soil
moisture (niy,) on tbe results obtained. Tbe simulation results

witb indicators loP-a^l and of/a" suggest tbat différences
between tbese indicators for multi-polarizations witb m, = 18
and 28%, respectively, are not very large; bowever, tbese
différences are often uniform (tbe curves or tbe Unes are
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parallel). Conversely, tbese différences are important in tbe
multi-angular approacb. Tbis may be explained by tbe variation
in tbe sensitivity to soil moisture witb varying incidence angles.
According to tbe Uterature, radar backscattering is more
sensitive to soil moisture at small incidence angles, and
tberefore a backscatter coefficient obtained witb a 20°

incidence angle is more sensitive to soil moisture tban in tbe
case of a 40° incidence angle.
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Figure 9. Multi-angular approaches: simulation by the (jOM with a
corrélation length of 10 cm.

Comparison to satelUte configurations

As described earUer, tbe simulation parameters in tbis study
were cbosen (HH and W for multi-polarization and 20° and
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Figure 10. Relationship between rms height and backscattering coefficient simulated by the
Dubois model.

Table 3. Relationship between rms heights and simulated backscattering coefficients.
angle (°)

rms height
range (cm)

Incidence
Model
SPM

40

0.10-0.30

POM

40

0.10-1.00

lEM

40

0.10-1.00

GOM

40

3.00-6.00

Oh

40

0.10-0.30

40° for multi-angular) close to the parameters of the

Corrélation

Equation obtained

o° = 8.6350 ln(î) - 6.242
0® = 8.5910 ln(r) - 13.725
o® = 21.3420 ln(s) - 15.409
o® = -5.4527 ln(j) + 3.200
o® = 5.0580 ln(s) - 4.308

coefficient (R^)
1.0000
0.9997
0.9983
0.9859
0.9120

s = ap(a^,a^) + b

(10)

RADARSAT-1 and ERS-1/2 radar satellite sensors. This

comparison assesses the capability of these satellites for
estimating surface roughness and can also be used to simulate
the capabilities of RADARSAT-2 and ENVISAT. The results

obtained in the previous section show that the multi-angular
approach gives a satisfactoiy estimation of siuface roughness,
whereas the results of the multi-co-polarization approach are
questionable. Therefore, with the capability of acquiring data at
différent incidence angles, we conclude that using the
RADARSAT-1 satellite alone can provide the necessary
images to estimate surface roughness.
Application to RADARSAT data
Définition of a multi-angular backscatter index
The simulated results suggest a relationship between the

backscatter coefficient and soil roughness (rms height) for the
same target conditions (soil roughness and soil moisture are
constant for the two pairs of data).

where s is the surface roughness, p(af,a2) is the relationship
between two différent backscatter coefficients obtained using
two différent incidence angles, and a and b are linear
coefficients. To détermine this relationship, we plotted the
values of the simulated backscattering coefficients for différent
rms heights and obtained a strong logarithmic relationship
between these values. Figure 10 provides the results for the
Dubois model, and Table 3 shows the results of this analysis for
différent models.

Regarding this relation, p(CT?,a2) can have the form
p(oJ',CT§) = In(NBRI)

(11)

where

nbri = 4^

(12)

The simple relationship between multi-angular backscatter
and soil roughness can be presented by
© 2002 CASI
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Figure 12. Relationship between roughness index (NBRI) measured from RADARS AT data and
soil roughness on 10 parcels of land.

The normalized radar backscatter soil roughness index
can be used to generate soil roughness maps over large areas
with C-band SAR data.

NBRI and soil roughness relationship for very rough
surfaces

Based on the knowledge of held conditions (very rough
surface), the proposed approach was tested using simulated and
650

actual backscatter values. To simulate backscatter coefficients,
the GOM was chosen with the following parameters: 3 < s <
6 cm, E = 8, and 1= 4 cm. Figure 11 shows the results obtained
using simulated backscatter values, and a corrélation
coefficient higher than 99% was derived. This approach was
tested with the backscatter coefficients obtained from the

RADARSAT images (Figure 12) and a coefficient of
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determiiiation (R^) greater than 83% was obtained, which is a

strong relationship for actual satellite daU.
Conclusions
Two radar configurations (multi-polarization and multi-

angular) were proposed for estimating surface roughness using
C-band SAR satellite imagery. The values of the backscatter
coefficients were calculated using six existing theoretical and
empirical models (SPM,POM,IBM, GOM,Oh, and Dubois)
for différent roughness and moisture conditions (0.10 ^ nns <
6.00 cm,2^/ < 15 cm,and my = 18 and 28%). The simulation
results indicate that the multi-angular approach is more
sensitive to surface roughness conditions than the multipolarization (co-polarization) approach. Based on these results,
it was concluded that the RADARSAT-1 satellite with its

capability of acquiring data at différent incidence angles could
be used for estimating surface roughness.
Based on our results, we propose a new index, the
nonnalized radar backscatter soil roughness index (NBRl),
using the multi-angular approach. This index estimâtes and

classifies surface roughness in agricultural fields using two
radar images with différent incidence angles. Roughness
dominâtes the radar signal at high incidence angles, and
moisture dominâtes the radar signal at low angles. A relatively
simple NDVI-like approach should be easier to implement for
operational users when compared to a sophisticated model
inversion method or a neural network approach, even if the
latter methods can be slightly more accurate. The NBRl was
tested using simulated data(from the GOM)and measured data

(firom RADARSAT images), and corrélation coefficients (R^)
of99 and 83%,respectively, were obtained for each test Work
is continuing towards extending die multi-angular approach for
providing an estimation of surface roughness and to separate
roughness from soil moisture using RADARSAT images. In
this case, it is possible to invmt the soil surface parameters
using the multi-angular approach. For this purpose, bare soil
surface parameters are extracted fiom two or three

RADARSAT images acquired at différent incidence angles.
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TRANSITION BETWEEN CHAPTERS 2 AND 3

Chapter 2 has presented a method for evaixiating mxilti-technique approaches to estimate soil
surface parameters from SAR data. The first section provides a description of the
backscattering models. It is followed by a comparison of the multi-angular and multipolarization approaches and the results show that the multi-angular approach performs
significantly better than multi-polarization. This section is further developed in Appendix B

where this comparison is carried out using three radar configurations (multi-angular, multipolarization and multi-jfrequency), and again the multi-angular shows the best results.
This important conclusion guides the rest of this study. Indeed, the continuity of the thesis is

based on the estimation of soil surface parameters using the multi-angular approach.
The second section présents a novel approach for estimating soil surface roughness referred to
as the NBRI (Normalized radar Backscatter soil Roughness Index). The NBRI can estimate
soil surface roughness, however knowledge of soil moisture is needed and the NBRI is not

capable of giving any information relating to soil moisture. As explained before, the global
aim of this thesis is to estimate both soil surface roughness and moisture and therefore, the

presence of an approach for estimating soU moisture seems to be needed for supporting the
NBRI to wards reaching this aim.

The following chapter présents a new empirical model to retrieve soil moisture content. This

linear model, like the NBRI, is very easy and fast to use and it can be a good complément to
the NBRI, which is a rapid and simple approach. This model can be used only for estimating
soil surface moisture or both surface parameters. To develop this new model, first two linear
models (Ji and Champion models) were tested and recalculated, then, based on their
formulation the new linear model is executed. Appendix E gives some more information
conceming the Least Square method used in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

ESTIMATION OF THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF BARE SOIE FROM
RADARSAT-1 SAR USING SIMPLE EMPIRICAL MODELS
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Estimation of the rooisture content of bare soil from RADARSAT-1

SAR using simple empirical models
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de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, QC, JIK 2R1, Canada
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Abstract. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) provides a remote sensing tool to
estimate soil moisture. Mapping surface soil moisture from the grey level of SAR
images is a demonstrated procédure, but several factors can interfère with the

interprétation and must be taken into account. The most important factors are
surface roughness and the radar configmation (frequency, polarization and
incidence angle). This Letter évaluâtes the influence of these variables for

estimation of bare soil moisture using RADARSAT-1 SAR data. First, the
parameters of two linear backscatter models, the Ji and Champion models (Ji
et al. 1995, Champion 1996), were tested and the constants recalculated. rms
error based on the backscattering coefficient was reduced from 6.12 and 6.48 dB

to 4.28 and 1.68 dB for the Ji and Champion models respectively. Secondly, a
new model is proposed which had an rms error of only 1.21 dB. The results
showed a marked increase in accuracy compared with the previous models.

1.

Introduction

Microwave remote sensing techniques are of primary interest for monitoring soil
moisture, due to their all-weather capabilities, ability to penetrate many natural
média and sensitivity to surface variables (such as water content) that are difficult
to estimate using optical sensors.

Surface soil moisture content bas usually been estimated with an empirical
relationship to convert the measured backscatter coefficient (cr") into volumetric soil

moisture (wv)(Dobson and Ulaby 1986, Prévôt et al. 1993, Uiaby et al. 1996).
The objective of this Letter is to make use of RADARSAT-1 Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) data for soil moisture content estimation. To reach this goal, the
selected models (Ji et al. 1995, Champion 1996) were first evaluated, then their coef
ficient constants were recalculated for the study area using RADARSAT-1 SAR data.
Following this, a new model is presented to increase the accuracy of soil moisture
estimation. The linear model proposed in this Letter is a fonction of soil moisture,
rms height of the surface roughness and incidence angle. AU three variables have a
multiplicative effect on the radar signal expressed as a backscatter coefficient (dB).
*Corresponding author; e-mail: ferdinand.bonn@usherbrooke.ca
International Journal of Remote Sensing
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2. Study area

The agricultural sites chosen for this study are the Chateauguay (73° 46'W,
45° 19'N) and Pike River (72° 54'W, 45° 08'
watersheds, which are located on
the south shore of the St Lawrence River, south-east of Montréal, Canada

(figure 1). The areas consist mainly of agricultural fields on a rather fiât, relief
plateau with a homogeneous soil texture composed of about 36% clay, 42% silt and
22% sand. The ground surveys were made on rectangular agricultural parcels of
about 0.6 ha that were considered as homogeneous spatial units. The parcels were
furrowed with rough to very rough surfaces.
3.

Data

3.1. Ground data

Roughness and moisture measurements were carried out on 27 parcels in the
Chateauguay area and 11 parcels in the Pike River watershed, on the same day
as the SAR image acquisitions. To calculate rms heights, the parameter used to

quantify roughness, six 2 m long (1.5 cm sampling interval) surface profiles (three
parallel and three perpendicular to the soil furrows) were measured for each parcel.
The profiles were photographed and then digitized. The method for extracting and
modelling the roughness parameters has been described in détail by Beaulieu et al.
(1995).

To measure the surface moisture, a Thetaprobe soil moisture instrument which
measures the apparent dielectric constant of the soil was used. Fifteen samples were
taken at each parcel. These measurements were carried out for soil at 0-5 cm depth.
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Figure 1. Location of study area.
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corresponding to the length of the Thetaprobe needles. Using the équation
presented in the Thetaprobe soil moisture user manual (Delta T Devices Ltd 1996),
the direct outputs (DC voltage in mV) were converted to soil water content

(rn^m"^) and dielectric constant. Field measurements were made on 12, 15, 18 and
23 November, the same dates as the SAR image acquisitions.
3.2. Satellite SAR data

Four RADARSAT-1 SAR images were acquired during the ground surveys as
described in table 1. AU four images cover the Chateauguay watershed but only
two images (standard-1 and standard-7 ascending) cover the Pike River watershed.
The parcels were identified on the images, which had been georeferenced and
geometrically corrected using reference points identified by a global positioning

System (GPS). The image digital number(DN)values were converted to a «r® using
coefficients by Shepard (1998). In order to include spatial variability and to avoid
problems related to georeferencing of individual pixels of the parcels in the study

area, an average ct"(dB) was assigned to each parcel (approximately 20-30 pixels).
The SAR and ground data of the Chateauguay site were used first to calculate
the coefficients and constants of the Ji and Champion models. The Pike River data
were then used for the comparison and évaluation between these models and the
proposed new model.

4. Testing and fitting the models

Previous research work has described the relationship between ff" (dB) and
volumetric soil surface moisture (m,,) as linear (Attema and Ulaby 1978):

<7''= C+Dmr

(1)

where C is the backscatter coefficient of a dry soil and D=da'^lclmy is the radar
sensitivity to soil moisture that varies with the radar configuration.
The backscattering coefficient varies with the sensor parameters (frequency,
polarization and incidence angle) and the target parameters (roughness and
moisture for a bare soil). In équation(1), for a given frequency and polarization,
soil moisture is related to D, in which case C can be expressed as a fonction of
roughness and incidence angle. In this study, two models based on équation(1) are
used. The first model (Ji model; Ji et al. 1995) expresses équation(1) as:

o"^ = C'

Dnty

(2)

where A' and C are the constants for a given radar configuration and s is the rms
height of surface roughness (cm). The values used for a configuration of C-band,
HH polarization are presented in table 2.
Table 1. Acquisition parameters of the RADARSAT SAR images.

Date

12
15
18
23

November
November
November
November

1999
1999
1999
1999

RADARSAT-1
mode

Incidence angle
n

Pixel spacing
(m)

Standard-1
Standard-3
Standard-7
Standard-7

20-25
34-40
45-49

12.5
12.5
12.5

45-49

12.5

Orbit

Descending
Ascending
Ascending
Descending
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Table 2. The values of constant coefficients for the Ji model.

D
Original values
Recalculated values using Chateauguay data

0.364
0.221

—17.67
—16.51

0.125
5.43

Table3. The values of constant coefficients for the Champion mode!.

Original values
Recalculated values using Chateauguay data

Cl

C2

C3

D

-29.2
-27.45

27.2
18.46

2.8
0.34

17.42
2.22

The second model (Champion model; Champion 1996) is:

= C\-\-C2C0&{Q)^'^+Dmy,

(3)

where 6 is the incidence angle and Ci, C2 and C3 are constant coefficients (table 3).
To obtain results from these models, the following procédure was applied.
1. To evaluate the accuracy of the model outputs, the backscatter coefficients
were simulated using the measured in situ variables. The coefficients were
then compared with the backscatter coefficients obtained from the images of
the Pike River watershed (figures 2 and 3).
2. To increase the prédictive accuracy of the two models in the study area, the
constants of each model were recalculated using the Chateauguay watershed
data. The constants were recalculated using the nonlinear least-squares
method of Coleman and Li (1996). The results of this analysis are presented
in tables 2 and 3 for the Ji and Champion models respectively.
5.

A new linear model

According to équations(2) and (3), it would appear that neither of these models

could represent ail the variables that have an influence on the radar response. The Ji
model dépends on the roughness; however, it is not sensitive to incidence angle. On
the other hand, the Champion model dépends on the incidence angle but it does not
take into accoimt the roughness. To solve this problem, we propose a new model
using the rms height roughness and incidence angle as follows:

cr"(dB)=A1 +A2 cos(0)'^'+A4ln(s)+Dm^

(4)

The constants Ai, Az, A3, A4 and D were calculated for a configuration of C-band,
HH polarization using the nonlinear least-squares method. The following values
were obtained for the Chateauguay and Pike River sites: Ai = -27.14, A2= 17.50,
A3=0.25, A4= -0.31 and £)= 1.85.
6. Interprétation and discussion

Figures 2, 3 and 4 présent the relationship between the measured and calculated
backscattering coefficient values for the Ji, the Champion and the new model
respectively. Table 4 also présents the statistical results for these models. Based on
the statistical results for the comparison presented in table 4, the corrélation

between the measured a" and the «r" calculated from original coefficients for both Ji
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Figure 2. Relationship between measured and estimated backscatter coefficients calculated
using the Ji model. Recalculated values show a slight increase in accuracy.

and Champion models was net strong and there were large errors. However, as was
expected, the adaptation of the Champion and Ji models with new local coefficients
significantly increased the accuracy of the models for estimating soil surface

moisture. Figures 2 and 3 show that (fi obtained from recalculated values
(triangular points) are doser than (fi calculated from the original values
(rectangular points) to the idéal 1:1 régression line (where ail points would be
situated on the fine). This increase is more apparent for the Champion model. In
figure 2, the recalculated points were slightly doser than the original points to the
idéal 1:1 line; however in figure 3, the recalculated data were considerably doser
than the original data to the idéal 1:1 line.
Linear empirical models can be applied only within the région where they were
initially developed. Their coefficients have to be recalculated to take into accoimt
différent soil characteristics and agricultural practices when they are to be used in
other régions. Furthermore, the values related to the new model show further
decrease of the rms error in comparison with the Ji and Champion models (table 4).
According to the indicators, presented in table 4, the new model reduces the error
margin noticeably in ail cases. This means that the new model can provide the
siuface soil moisture in relation to the backscatter coefficient with reduced errors.

The new model was tested at an incidence angle of about 47° over rough
surfaces, which are generally unfavourable conditions for soil moisture surface
estimation. The results are still more accurate in comparison with the results using
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Table 4. Statistical results of comparison between measured and calculated backscattering
coefficients using the Ji, the Champion and the new model.
Indicator

Model

Champion
(original)
Champion
(recalculated)
Ji (original)
Ji (recalculated)
New model

Maximum

Mean absolute

RMS

error (dB)

error (dB)

Variance
of error

error (dB)

6.24

6.48

1.81

9.17

1.42
5.96
4.10
1.05

1.68
6.12
4.28
1.21

0.93
1.42
1.25
0.61

2.94
7.84
5.77
1.85

the other models. However, the new model should be adapted for ail RADARSAT-1
acqtiisition modes and for a range of agricultural surfaces.
Comparison of the results of the original and improved models (table 4)shows
that the effect of incidence angle cannot be neglected and must be taken into
account by the models. However, the influence of roughness on linear models is less
noticeable.

7.

Conclnsions

This study has determined the relationship between RADARSAT-1 backscatter
(for C-band, polarization HH)and the volumetric soil moisture of bare soil surfaces
using linear backscattering models. The simple model, described in this Letter,
estimâtes the soil moisture content for ail radar configurations, even for incidence
angles near 50° and over rough surfaces. However, when applying the model in
another région or with other sensor configurations (i.e. polarization and frequency),
it will be necessary to recalculate the model coefficients.
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TRANSITION BETWEEN CHAPTERS 3 AND 4

In Chapters 2 and 3, two independent methods (NBRI and new linear) are presented for
estimating soi! surface roughness and soil moisture content. The NBRI (Chapter 2) is
strictly developed based on the multi-angular approach, but the new linear model (Qiapter

3)is not necessarily executed for the multi-angular approach; however, it can be used in the
context ofmulti-angular data. In this case, at first, the rms height should be calculated using
NBRI(Chapter 2)as:
s = ax]niNBRl)+b

(1)

<7? +<7,

where NBRI = —^

^ is the relationship between two différent backscatter coefficients

(7y -CTj

(ct°i and a^a) obtained using two différent incidence angles, and a and b are linear
coefficients that must be calculated for each région independently. Then, the volumetric
soil surface moisture (/Wv) can be given by:

Wy

_ Ty-AMs)
—

or

^
_T,-AMs)
wjy =
—

(2)

T]and T2 are expressed as:

Ty =(7y -Ay-A^ cos(^,

und T2=a2 -Ay- A2 cos(^2

where ^7,A2,A3,A4 and D are constant coefficients related to the sensor characteristics; ff";
and

(in dB)represent the backscattering coefficients firom images with incidence angles

6]and 62 respectively.

This new linear model intégrâtes the influence of rms height and incidence angle
simultaneously within the relationship between the backscatter coefficient and soil moisture
content for a given frequency and polarization. However, it bas to be noted that the constant
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coefficients were calculated for the study area and this suggests that the model should be
used with caution in other régions and if necessary, they have to be recalculated.

In spite of the simplicity of these modes, it is évident that linear models are based on

several observations (purely empirical). There is no reason to accept this fact as an
inconvenience; however, it is assured that its results must be compared with the results
obtained from more complex models (theoretical and semi-empirical models).

The next chapter présents a methodology for inverting the theoretical and semi-empirical
backscattering models for retrieving soil surface parameters (soil siorface roughness and soil
moisture content simultaneously) in the concept of the multi-angular approach. These
inversions were made using analytical and numerical(Newton-Raphson) methods.
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AN INVERSION METHOD BASED ON MULTI-ANGULAR
APPROACHES FOR ESTEMATING BARE SOIE SURFACE
PARAMETERS FROM RADARSAT-1 DATA

Abstract

The radar signal recorded by earth observation (EO) satellites is known to be sensitive to
soil moisture and soil surface roughness, which influence the onset ofrunoff.

This paper focuses on the inversion of these parameters using a multi-angular approach
based on RADARSAT-1 data with incidence angles of 35° and 47°(in mode 83 and 87).

This inversion was done based on three backscatter models: Géométrie Optical Model
(GOM), Oh Model (OM) and Modified Dubois Model (MDM), which are compared in
order to obtain the best configuration. For roughness expressed in rms of heights, mean
absolute errors of 1.23 cm, 1.12 cm and 2.08 cm, and for dielectric constant, mean absolute
errors of 2.46, 4.95 and 3.31 were obtained for the MDM,GOM and the OM simulation,
respectively. This means that the MDM provided the best results with minimum errors.

According to this, the inversion algorithm was applied on the images and the final results
are presented in two différent maps showing pixels and homogenous zones.
KEYWORDS: Remote sensing, RADARSAT, multi-angular, soil moisture, soil
roughness,inversion.
1.

Introduction

Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) are active microwave sensors that have the potential to
acquire data under almost any météorologie condition and without an extemal source of

illumination. It is, therefore, possible to collect information on a regular over an area often
covered by cloud at either day or night. This advantage over sensors operating in the visible
and infi-ared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum improves the capability to monitor
dynamic phenomena. The potential of SAR data bas been demonstrated for monitoring the
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earth's surface (Ulaby et al, 1978, 1982, 1996; Dobson and Ulaby, 1986a, 1986b; Engman
and Wang, 1987; Oh et ai, 1992; Fung and Chen, 1992; Fung, 1994; Dubois et al, 1995).
However,it is sometimes diffîcult to separate land cover information using a single channel
of SAR data. A multi-technique approach, using SAR data, is thus seen as essential in
environmental studies.

In the scope of this paper, the monitoring of land siirface parameters is defined as the
estimation of soil surface roughness and moisture status over a large area. Mapping of soil
siirface roughness and moisture over a large scale regularly or at critical times (floods,
droughts, landslides, etc.) is useful for agronomists and hydrologists. It provides an overall
view of land surface parameters on a spatial scale. It allows the détection of dry and wet
areas, as well as smooth and rough areas and the identification of areas of potential
hydrological or agronomie problems.
Mapping of siuface characteristics can be donc either fi-om point measurements or
estimated values fi"om models and remote sensing. Soil moisture obtained fi-om remote
sensing instruments is derived by converting the detected dielectric constant. The remote

sensing data are not as accurate as the groimd point data because of the resolution and the
algorithms or models that have to be applied to the signal in order to obtain the soil
moisture estimate. However, they do provide information on the spatial variability
(Benallegue et ai, 1998)and the derived values provide a map of an area without having to
interpolate data as with point measurement.
Based on simulation results, Sahebi et al. (2001 & 2002) indicated that a multi-angular
approach is better adapted to the séparation of moisture and roughness signais than multipolarization and multi-fi-equency approaches. Therefore, the RADARSAT-1 satellite with
its capability of acqiiiring data at différent incidence angles could be used for estimating
soil moisture and surface roughness. However, it is necessary to develop a method adapted
to RADARSAT-1 data for estimating these parameters.
The objective of this paper is to formulate and define a transformation approach to solve
the inverse problem for the operational retrieval and mapping of soil surface roughness and
moisture. The strategy consists in formulating the inverse problem in the context of multi-
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angular RADARSAT-1 data. We study the relation between the C-band radar response and
soil parameters, specifically soil dielectric constant (e) and nns height (j), which are used

as constraining target parameters in the Géométrie Optics Mode!(GOM)(Ulaby et al,
1982), the Oh Mode!(CM)(Oh et al, 1992) and the Modified Dubois Model (MDM)
(Angles, 2001). According to results obtained from the MDM,a roughness and a moisture
maps for the Chateauguay watershed (Quebec, Canada)were produced.
2.

Study site and data description

The agricultural site chosen for this study is part of the Chateauguay watershed (73°46' W,
45°19' N), located on the south shore of the St. Lawrence River, southeast of Montréal,
Canada (Figure 1). The area consists mainly of agricultural fields on a rather flat relief
plateau with homogenous texture composed of about 36% clay, 42% silt and 22% sand.

During the ground surveys the parcel surfaces were rough to very rough.
Roughness and moisture measurements were carried out over 27 agricultural parcels,
simultaneously with the image acquisitions (Figure 2). Roughness measurements were
made using a homemade needle profilometer measuring 2 meters in length. To calculate
rms height, six 2 m long (1.5 cm sampling interval) surface profiles (three parallel and three
peipendicular to the soil furrows) were investigated for each parcel. These profiles were

photographed and then digitized. The method for extracting and modeling the roughness
parameters has been described in détail by Beaulieu et al(1995).
To measure the surface moisture a time domain reflectometry(TDR)instrument was used.

These measurements were carried out with a Thetaprobe soil moisture sensor for soil
depths of 0-5 cm corresponding to the length of the Thetaprobe needles. Fifleen samples
were taken in each parcel of land. Using the équation presented in the Thetaprobe soil
moisture User Manual (Delta Devices Ltd., 1996), the direct outputs (DC voltage in V)

were converted to soil moisture content (m^.m"^) and dielectric constant. Also, to evaluate
the results obtained by this method, five 0-5 cm soil samples for each parcel were
transferred to our laboratory. Wet and dry weights were used to détermine gravimétrie and
volvimetric soil moisture content. The soil moisture content(m .m')obtained by these two
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methods were compared and a mean relative différence of 12% (équivalent to 1.8% in
volumetric soil moisture) was observed between the two methods.
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The satellite data used in this study correspond to a RADARSAT-1 image pair. The first

image was acquired on November 15, 1999 in S3 (Standard-3 Ascending) mode with
incidence angles ranging from 30 to 35° and, the second image was acquired on November
18, 1999 in S7 (Standard-7 Ascending) mode with incidence angles ranging from 45 to 49°.
The RADARS AT DN values were converted to

according to Shepard (1998). In order to

include the spatial variability and to avoid problems related to georeferencing of individual
pixels of the parcels in the study area (homogeneous soil structure, bare soil, homogeneous
ploughing), an average

(dB) was assigned to each parcel (approximately 20 to 30

pixels). The roughness and moisture of the surface were measured in-situ on November 15
and 18 (the same dates as the satellite image acquisitions). Between the periods of data
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acquisition, the weather was stable and surface moisture had net changed significantly
because of the low evaporation and température at that time of the year. According to local

observation and Environment Canada, average daily températures were 2.3 °C (with
minimum value of 1.5° and maximum value of 7°) and there was no recorded rainfall nor

soil freezing between the two acquisition dates. However, to completely satisfy the
conditions of this study, 20 parcels that had nearly the same moisture and roughness for the
two dates were chosen for the analysis.
3.

Methodology

The important parameters that significantly influence the soil surface radar response may be
classified into two catégories: 1) the target parameters such as moisture, roughness and

végétation cover (if présent) and, 2) the sensor parameters such as fi-equency, polarization
and incidence angle. Usually in remote sensing applications, the sensor parameters are

known; however, the relationship between the target and the measured signais have to be

investigated. Estimation of soil surface parameters was usually obtained by using

theoretical or empirical relationships to couvert the measured backscatter coefficient (a°)
into soil surface roughness and moisture (Dobson and Ulaby, 1986a; Prévôt et al., 1993;
Ulaby et al, 1996). Thus for each target, we had one équation with two unknowns, or three
if the model incorporâtes the corrélation length. As a conséquence, the use of radar data

acquired with single configuration does not generally permit the estimation of these soil

surface variables. Therefore, to simultaneously estimate the surface parameters over
complex areas, multi-technique concepts (multi-polarization, multi-angular, multi-sensor,
multi-fi-equency, and multi-temporal) are the main solution.

From a ground based experiment (Chanzy et al, 1998) and a theoretical study (Sahebi et
al, 2001, 2002), it was demonstrated that the multi-angular configuration is the best one to
estimate bare soil surface parameters. For this reason, the multi-angular configuration is
used for the inversion of backscattering models to estimate for roughness and soil moisture
fi-om RADARSAT-1 data acquired at two différent incidence angles. It has to be noted that
this approach was tested with différent RADARSAT-1 images acquired at différent
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incidence angles (between 20 and 49 degrees) and the presented images gave the optimal
results.

3.1.

Model descriptions

As mentioned before, the aim of this study is to estimate bare soil surface parameters using
multi-angular approaches. This process was carried eut using existing theoretical and

empirical backscatter models that introduce the relationship between backscatter coefficient
and surface parameters(roughness and dielectric constant).
Considering the study sites profile that contain very rough surfaces, the comparison the
mentioned backscattering models is carried out using simulations by GOM (Géométrie
Optics Model; Ulaby et al., 1982), OM (Oh Model; Oh et al., 1992) and MDM (Modified
Dubois Model; Angles,2001).
Géométrie Optics Model(GOM)
The Géométrie Optics Model (GOM) also known as the Kirchhoff method under the

stationary phase approximation intended to express scattering by rough surfaces with,

0.06Ar^^>ks, k€> 6 and (2ks.cos 0^ 10 where ^ is the corrélation length, k is the wave
number (k=27i/X, where X is the wavelength), s is the root mean square (rms) height and 6

is the incidence angle. This model predicts that aV(0)=CT°w(O), at ail incidence angles. The
expression for the co-polarized backscattering coefficient is given by:

Rpp(Si)
'PP

X exp

(Zn?'cos^0)

tan^^
2m^

0)

where Rpp(0) is the surface reflectivity from normal incidence and m is the rms slope of the
surface {m= s[p"(0)f'^ where p"(0) is the second derivative of autocorrélation function of
surface p(^ evaluated at ^0). Several mathematical forms have been used in the literature
to describe p(^) of natural surfaces, including the Gaussian and the exponential forms.
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According to Oh et al. (1992), the exponential fimction is adapted to smooth surfaces and
Gaussian autocorrélation function is adapted to rough surfaces. Based on the study area
descriptions (rough to very rough surfaces) the Gaussian autocorrélation function was
chosen for calculating m values.
Oh Model(DM)

Because of the inadéquate performance of theoretical models for predicting the backscatter

response of random surfaces, Oh et al. (1992) developed an empirical model based on
expérimental data acquired in L- C- and X-bands(1.5,4.75 and 9.5 GHz respectively). This
model was designed for surfaces with various moisture conditions and roughnesses, from

slightly smooth to very rough and does not incorporate the corrélation length. The valid
smface conditions cover the following ranges: 0.1 <ks< 6.0, 2.6 <

< 19.7 and 9% < Wy

<31%, where Wy is the volumetric soil moisture. The backscattering coefficients for this
model can be written in hh polarized:

crwi =

cos ^Rvy{9)+ Rhh{0)\

where .^ =1-(^|

(2)

^xexp(-A3) and g=0.7[l-exp(-0.65(Asy'^)]

Modified Dubois Model(MDM)

The empirical model developed by Dubois et al.(1995) was initially developed in order to
separate moisture and roughness using a bipolarization approach. This model is limited to

ks < 2.5, G> 30° and moisture contents my < 35%. This model was tested over the study
area by the researchers of the Université de Sherbrooke (Angles, 2001; Angles et al, 2002)
and the results presented an important différence between simulated and desired values.

The method that Dubois et al (1995) bave been following bas been used for adapting the
Dubois model into measured data over the Quebec agricultural area. To overcome this

discrepancy, the RADARSAT-1 data (band-C, hh-polarized and incidence angles between
20° and 50°) and measured ground data (soil surface roughness, soil moisture and soil
texture) were used. This modification is presented as a new model named Modified Dubois
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Model(MDM). It expresses the backscattering coeflBcient for this model is described by
Equation 3 that can be applied to bare agricultural surfaces of Quebec with cm< 5 <6 cm
and 14%< rriv <32%(Angles, 2001),

o-aa=10"^®'xJ?2S^x10°"^ 'x(ib,sin0°®®^/'

(3)

sin 6

where k is the wave number(k=2^À)and X, is the wavelength.

Applying this model to RADARSAT-1 data acquired at two différent incidence angles of
the same target with a short time interval, this approach generates a two équation system
with two unknowns, which can be resolved to obtain s and s. However, for validation

progress, this model may be tested in other régions with différent conditions.
4.

Inversion method

Let us suppose that we have backscatter coefficients(aV in this case) measurements for a
given surface at the given incidence angles ûj, O2 and 63 (if applicable). From these
measurements, it is possible to compute the land-surface parameters using the above
models.

As explained, three models are chosen. The MDM is analytically invertible. Equations 4
and 5 show the inversion ofthis model to calculate land-surface parameters using the multiangular approach for hh-polarization:

0.112 X (tan

- tan 62)

J=ix 0.883
k

COS (Û2)
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where a°hh (^7) and a°hh (^7) are the backscatter coefficients measured at 6t and 62
respectively, and:

^ o'âff(ft)xsin^'"\ft)xcos''^(ft)
â2)xsin^''"(62)xcos'"^(0i)
The OM and GOM are net invertible by this way. For these models, the Newton-Raphson
method (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970), a numerical itérative method,is used in the retrieval
algorithm to solve the inverse problem.

Based on Newton-Raphson method, the variable matrices(the vinknown variables) are s and

£;■ for OM and s, er and -B for GOM. The known parameters in the model are the backscatter
coefficients at two or three différent incidence angle. The algorithm can be summarized as
follows:

Step 1. Présentations of the zeroed functions (/Ç) are issued by nsing GOM and OM based
on the multi-angular approach. For example these functions for OM are:

/ = arhh{6\) — gyfp cos 0i[Rvv(0i) + Rw(ft)] = G

(6-a)

fi = crui(02) - gyjp cos ft[Rw(62) + Ru,{02)\ = G

(6-b)

(p and g functions are already explained in Eq. 2).

Step2. Computation of the error matrix based on an initial guess of the variables

and s

for OM; Sr, s and S for GOM). In this study, the initial values were: Sr=lO, .s =3 cm and B=
5 cm.

Step3. Computation of the matrix ccy which is the relation between the backscatter
coefficient and the soil-surface parameters. Equations 7 and 8 présent this matrix for OM
and GOM respectively:
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ds dsr
a=

forOM

(7)

for GOM

(8)

ds dSr

ÔS ÔCr Ôi
a=

dfi dfi dfi
ds dsr di

.ds dsr d£,

Step 4. Calculation of the error (âcj) in the estimation of land surface properties. This
matrix can be solved by the LU (Lower and Upper triangular) décomposition method
(Westiake, 1968).

Step 5. Correction of the error in the estimation of soi! surface parameters by âxj for the
next itération.

Step 1 through 5 are repeated until convergence is reached; that is,
4.1.

10"' in this case.

Evaluation of the results

Evaluation of the errors req\iires comparisons between predicted and measured surface

parameters. Ail comparisons between measured in-situ and predicted smface parameters
obtained by RADARSAT-1 images are presented on an even basis for rms heights and
surface dielectric constants (separately). They are carried out using the coefficient of
performance CP'a (James and Burgess, 1982):

(13)
/=1

/ /=!

where 0(i) is the ith observed parameter, Oavg is the mean value ofthe observed parameter,
S(i) is the ith predicted parameter using radar images and n is the total number of events.

The coefficient of performance approaches zéro as observed and predicted values get
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doser. This coeffîdent can show the effidency of each model for estimating surface
parameters. In this study, the mean total absolute error for the results of each model is also
calculated.

5.

Discussion and Results analysis

Figure 3 to 8 présent a comparison between the value of surface parameters estimated from
the inversion of radar data and those measured in-situ. For rms height, the results with

minimum error are given by GOM with a mean absolute error of 1.12 cm, followed by
MDM (with a mean error equal to 1.23 cm)and OM (with a mean error equal to 2.08 cm).
However, for the dielectric constant, MDM definitely has the best estimation with an error

equal to 2.46 followed by OM (with an error equal to 3.35) and GOM (with an error equal
to 4.59). As explained, to be able to compare these results, we also used the coefficient of
performance {CP'À). Table 1 présents the values of this coefficient. These results show that

the inversion of MDM gives the best results for estimating the soil surface parameters.

Table 1. Mean absolute error and coefficient ofperformance {CP'À)for surface
parameters obtained by inversion approach
Errors

Models

CP'a

Height rms Dielectric

Dielectric

Height rms

Total

(cm)

constant

MDM

1.23

2.46

2.26

1.7

1.98

GOM

1.12

4.59

2.03

6.28

4.16

OM

2.08

3.35

6.30

3.59

4.95

constant
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For MDM and OM, the estimation of the dielectric constant is more exact than the

estimation of rms height. Contrarily, the rms height estimated by GOM is more exact. On
the other hand, for GOM, total value of CP'a, for the dielectric constant is greater than
those for rms height (Tablel). This sensitivity to roughness may be explained by the
behavior of GOM. According to this model, the statistical variation of surface roughness is
characterized by its rms height, corrélation length and corrélation function that is

represented by rms slope {m). Therefore, the précision of roughness estimation also
dépends on the estimation of corrélation length. However in MDM and OM,roughness is
characterized only by rms height.
This study présents an approach to estimate surface parameters derived from SAR satellite
data with reduced estimation errors, comparative to other studies. However, there are still
errors in the estimation of soil surface parameters. Further investigations are needed to
understand this drawback, but several hypothèses can already be given:

- Failure of the models to présent a real relationship between radar signal properties and
target parameters: Unfortunately, none of the backscatter models provide results in good
agreement with expérimental observations for ail of the polarization configurations and

over a wide range of incident angles, even when confined to its presumed validity range
(Henderson and Lewis, 1998).
- Behavior of the models in the multi-angular approach context to find an exact solution:
Consider the case oftwo dimensions, where we want to simultaneously solve:

(13)

fa.A^) = 0
An example ofthis case is presented by équation 6a & b for OM. Each of the fimctions bas
zéro régions where their respective fimctions are positive to négative. Unfortunately,
according to model behavior, the fimctionsfl andf2 are not dépendent to each other. Note
further that the zéro contours consist of a number of disjoint closed curves. Figure 9

showing the curves e vs. s for parcel no 120(a°i = -10.07 dB and a°2 = -10.77 dB for 0i =
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35° and 02 = 47.4° respectively) simulated by OM is an example of this situation. The
solution obtained from these data was the point with the coordinate s = 2.32 cm and e= 5

that was the closest point between the two curves. This phenomenon was also observed in
some cases in the inversion with GOM. Figure 10 shows the same curves simulated by
MDM. These curves intersect exactly at

3.25 cm and s = 11.75 which is the exact

solution ofthe System of équations,

- Incompatibility between ground measurements and estimated parameters: As explained,
the groimd data for each parcel are issued by some point measurements and their mean are
presented as rms height and dielectric constant ofthe parcel.

These measurements were random and numerous enough to calculate a good mean value,

but generally, can this method présent the real characterization of surface parameters?
Unfortunately, no better method for this measurement has yet been presented.
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Figure 9. Variation ofthe dielectric constant as a fimction ofrms height for two différent
incidence angles for OM
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Figure 10. Variation ofthe dielectric constant as a function ofnns height for two différent
incidence angles for MDM

- Error in the estimation of the backscatter coefficient for parcels, To présent the
hackscatter coefficient of each parcel, we calculate a mean of the pixels that were within
the parcels. The pixel values vary sometimes with considérable variance. This opération
mcreases errors.

- Influence of tillage direction and look direction: The orientation of mechanical labor,
which can be related to roughness measurements, bas an influence on backscattering
signais(Remond et al, 1999; Smyth et al, 2000). However, the backscatter models do not
enable to simulate this influence directly. Also, the use of images acquired from différent
orbits (ascending and descending) is sometimes inévitable in temporal studies with SAR

data. The look direction accoimted for 1.5 dB différence in a° for ERS-1 images by
Gauthier et al (1998). Unfortunately, this investigation is not yet done for RADARSAT-1
images.
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- Influence of speckle and climatic conditions on radar signais. Discussion of these
problems is not the aim of this paper. However, these phenomena can produce some errors
when calculating backscatter coefficients from satellite images.
6.

SURFACE PARAMETERS MAPPING

The inversion algorithm is applied on two RADARSAT-1 images of the studied watershed.
Two important points should be noted, first, the forest and urban areas are masked in the

maps; second,the humidity maps are presented in term of volumetric soil moisture(m^.m"^)
obtained by inverting the empirical model of the dielectric constant developed by
Halikainen et al. (1985). This application was carried out in two différent scales namely
pixel scale and homogenous zone scale. In pixel scale (Figures 11 and 12) the inversion is

applied directly on the two images pixel by pixel. The speckles of the images were reduced
using the Lee filtering (Lee, 1981). The pixel scale maps are more accurate, however the

pixel values vary and are also difficult to use, so that is difficult to have a général idea of
the surface parameters distribution on the watershed. To solve this problem, we used the
homogenous zones scale. Each homogenous zone on a radar image présents a minimal

variance in the backscatter coefficients. Furthermore, within a homogenous zone the

physical characteristics of the soil surface is almost the same. This kind of présentation
allows us to have a général vision of the distribution of surface parameters (Figures 13 and
14).

Creating an homogeneous zone contents four steps:

1) Improving the image contrast: this contrast is only for better viewing the images and

does not touch the pixel values. This step helps to better view the images, specially, for
manual digitalization (step 3).

2) Noise reducing: this step is carried out using the despeckle filters. Generally, the
adaptative filters like Lee or Frost filters reduce notably the noise. In this study the Lee
filter and a Low-pass filter was tested. As expected, the filter reduced the speckles better
than Low-pass filter, but it modifies the values of the pixels that changed the final results.
Contrarily, the Low-pass filter reduced the noises less than the Lee filter but the values of
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the pixels did not change significantly. However the final résulta(homogeneous zone maps)
were approximately the same. Therefore the best filter should be chosen in each case. For
this study, it was the low-pass filter.

3) Edge détection of homogeneous zone: in this step two filters were used to limit the

homogeneous zones based on the minimal variance of a" in each zone (Angles, 2001), and
then the edge of each zone was detected using an edge détection filter. For a few zone the

polygonal ofedge was not correctly closed. This problem was corrected manually.

4) Averaging: In the last step, the average of the o°s in each zone was calculated and

presented as the o° value of the homogeneous
homogeneoi zone. Figure 15 présents the methodological
flowchart for homogenous zone calculation.
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7.

Conclusion

This work bas demonstrated the possibility of using tbe multi-angular approacb to dérivé
soil moisture and surface rougbness from satellite remote sensing data. In spite of some
errors, tbis estimation derived from satellite radar data is a useful tool for estimating tbe soil

surface parameters over extended areas. Tbese errors can be produced eitber by some
essential averaging or by tbe bebavior of tbe backscattering models or tbe incompatibility

of tbe ground measurements and tbe results obtained using satelbte images. However, in
tbis paper, we demonstrated tbat using tbe rigbt approacb (multi-angular), it is possible to
decrease tbese types of errors and dérivé acceptable results for tbe wbole area in tbe
watersbed.

To minimize tbe influence of backscatter models, we used tbe Modified Dubois Model

(MDM) developed for agricultural sites in Quebec and presenting minimum errors. Tbis
resuit is obtained by comparing tbe same results calculated by GOM,MDM and OM.

For an application point of view, tbe final products oftbis investigation are tbe maps ofsoil
surface parameter. Tbese maps were illustrated following two différent scales tbat can serve
for many applications like bydrological models, agricultural or environmental management,
etc. For example, tbe pixel scale maps of moisture and rougbness can easily serve in

bydrological models based on pixel bke units AGNPS (Young et al., 1987) or ANSWERS
(Beasley et al., 1980). However tbe bomogeneous zone maps represent tbe soil surface
distribution in a large area and can be used in agricultural or bydrological management at
tbe subcatcbment scale by bydrological response units.
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TRANSITION BETWEEN CHAPTERS 4 AND 5

The previous chapter described a method for inverting the backscattering models. This
inversion allows the estimation of both soil surface roughness and moisture content based on
the multi-angular approach. Based on the description ofthe soil surface measurements and the
limitations of backscattering models (explained in Chapter 2), three models, GOM, CM and
MDM, were selected for this inversion. Two important results may be derived from this
chapter as:
i) The possibility of retrieving soil surface parameters simultaneously, based on the multiangular approach. In other words, a démonstration is made on how the multi-angular can be
executed for soil surface parameter estimation. Furthermore, the proposed method is applied
on radar images and the results are illustrated in the form ofroughness and soil moisture maps.
ii) Comparing différent models quantitatively. This comparison not only showed the
performance of each model but also gives a global idea about the accuracy of backscattering
models.

The second resuit confirms that backscattering models may not always be robust enough to
give accurate results. Therefore, to guide this study towards more précisé soil surface
estimation, a new approach is needed. The neural network technique is presented as a possible
solution for this problem.
Neural network algorithms have been shown to be powerful techniques for remote sensing
inversion problems. The neural network is a complicated technique to use and many
parameters have to be defined clearly such as the number of hidden layers, the number of
nodes, the training method, etc. These parameters can completely change the output results.
Therefore, this technique can not be used blindly and its features must be chosen carefully.
However, several studies have proven that the neural network is a strong tool and provides
good accuracy ifthese features are chosen correctly.
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The followiiig chapter outlines the neural network technique for the retrieval of soil surface
parameters from RADARSAT data and in-situ measurements. To eliminate the influence of

backscattering models on the résulta, these models are replaced by a neural network structure.
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Chapter 5

NEURAL NETWORKS FOR THE INVERSION OF SOIE SURFACE PARAMETERS
FROM SAR SATELLITE DATA

Mahmod Reza SAHEBI, Ferdinand BONN. Goze B. BÉNIE
Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering,Submitted on October, 2002

This paper has been evaluated and modified, then
resubmittedfor thefirst time on January 2003.
A second revision asked for additional changes. This
new version is now presented here.
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NEURAL NETWORKS FOR THE INVERSION OF SOIE SURFACE
PARAMETERS FROM SAR SATELLITE DATA

Abstract:

This paper présents an application of neural networks to the extraction of bare soil surface
parameters such as roughness and soil moisture content using SAR satellite data. It uses a fast

leaming algorithm for training a multilayer feedforward neural network using the Kalman
filter technique. Two différent databases (theoretical and empirical) were used for the leaming
stage. Each database was configured as single and multi-angular sets of input data (data
acquired at two différent incidence angles) which are compatible with data from one and two
satellite images respectively. Ail the configurations are trained and then evaluated using
RADARSAT-1 and simulated data. The empirical (measured) database with the multi-angular
set of input data configuration had the best accuracy with a mean error of 1.54 cm for root
mean square (rms) height of the surface roughness and 2.45 for soil dielectric constant in the
study area. Based on these results the proposed approach was applied on RADARSAT-1
images fi-om the Chateauguay watershed area (Quebec, Canada) and the final results are
presented in the form ofroughness and humidity maps.
Key words: Neural networks, Kalman filter, RADARSAT,SAR,soil roughness, soil moisture.
Résumé:

Cet article présente une application des réseaux de neurones povir l'extraction des paramètres
de surface des sols nus tels que la rugosité et l'humidité en utilisant les données issues de
capteurs satellitaires RSO. Un algorithme rapide d'apprentissage a été utilisé pour entraîner les
réseaux de neurones multicouches à l'aide de la technique du filtre Kalman. Pour l'étape

d'apprentissage, deux bases de données différentes (données simulées et doimées anpiriques)
ont été utilisées. Chaque base de données a été configurée sous forme d'ensemble simple et
d'ensemble multi-angulaire (doimées acquises à partir de deux angles d'incidence différents)
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servant comme données d'entrées, compatibles avec une et deux images respectivement.
Toutes les configurations sont entraînées et ensuite évaluées avec les données RADARSAT-1

et les données simulées. Pour le site d'étude, la base de données empiriques (mesurées) ayant
la configuration basée sur l'ensemble multi-angulaire donne les résultats les plus précis avec
ime erreur de 1,54 cm pour la hauteur rms de la rugosité et de 2,54 pour la constante
diélectrique du sol. Sur la base de ces résultats, l'approche proposée a été appliquée sur les
images RADARSAT-1 du bassin versant de la rivière Châteauguay (Québec, Canada) et les
résultats finaux sont présentés sous la forme de cartes de rugosité et d'humidité.
Mots clés: Réseaux de neurones, filtre du Kalman, RADARSAT, RSO, rugosité du sol,
humidité du sol.

Introduction

Microwave remote sensing is of primary interest for monitoring land siufaces because ofits ail

weather capability, its signal pénétration depth through natural média and its sensitivity to
surface variables (such as water content) which are difficult to estimate using optical remote
sensing sensors. With its weather-independent capability and sensitivity to the soil dielectric
constant, Synthetic Aperture Radar(SAR)présents a unique advantage.
As it provides its own energy, it can operate day and night. Several research projects bave
demonstrated the feasibility of deriving soil surface parameters fi-om SAR. Most ofthem were
oriented towards the estimation of soil moisture and the development of algorithms for

mapping soil moisture distribution, by investigating the relation between the backscattering
coefficient and soil parameters(Oh et al. 1992; Prévôt et al. 1993; Fxmg 1994; Dubois et al.
1995;Ulabyera/. 1996).

Estimation of soil sxorface moisture was usually obtained by using an empirical relationship to

convert the measured backscatter coefficient (ct°) into volumetric soil moisture {m^. Results
showed that the radar spécifications for optimum soil moisture détection with minimum soil

roughness influence were determined to be the C-band with HH polarization and an incidence
angle around 10-12°(Benallegue et al. 1998; Boisvert et al. 1997).
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The SAR incidence angles of présent and future satellite missions start around 20° (23° for
ERS1/2, 38° for JERS-1, 15-55° for SIR-C and 20-50° for RADARSATl/2). This means that

the incidence angles of operational SAR Systems are quite différent from the 10-12° optimum
angle for moisture and that radar results are expected to dépend on both soil water content and

roughness. In addition, the influence of soil roughness on the radar signal cannot be neglected.
Bindlish et al. (2000) and Sahebi et al. (2003b) investigated numerical methods to invert soil
surface parameters using multi-confïguration approaches and backscattering models. These

results are interesting, however errors introduced by the backscattering models to présent a
real relationship between radar signal properties and target parameters decreased the accmacy

of these results. Based on a theoretical study, Chen et al. (1995) used a dynamic leaming
neural network to invert the soil surface parameters. Their results were accurate and
interesting but it is necessary to validate them based on measured satellite data.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to make better use of satellite SAR data for estimating
soil surface parameters. We focus on the development of a consistent methodology for soil
surface parameter inversion from RADARSAT-1 data using neural networks.

Network Properties
Network architecture

The multilayer perception architecture is an outgrowth of the perception, which was first
studied by Rosenblatt(1959). The term perception was coined by Rosenblatt to cover a variety
of architectures designed by him while trying to model the human brain. Today, the use of the
term perception generally refers to a single node. The term multilayer perception means more
than one layer of nodes fully interconnected between layers. This paper will deal strictly with
multilayer perceptions.

Figure 1 shows the structure of a multilayer perception. Each of the disks in the diagram
représenta a node, which performs a weighted sum of the inputs and applies a nonlinearity
flmction. The network shown has one hidden layer, that is, one layer that is neither input nor
output. The network has M inputs, H nodes in the hidden layer, and N outputs. A short-hand
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notation for describing this architecture is M-H-N. Superscripts are used to indicate the layer
with which the variable is associated. The layers are numbered from the first layer of nodes

performing the nonlinear function ofthe weighted sum ofthe inputs. In other words, the inputs
to the network are not counted as a layer. The first hidden layer ofthe network is Layer 1.

Outputs

=f(Y,^nX,+0i)

w
k

*2
W

w

W

W

*1

M2

• • •

*2

7

*1

inputs

Fig. 1. Multilayer perceptron architecture.

A remaining problem with the application of multilayer perceptrons to various problems lies
in architecture détermination. Unfortunately,in the literature no practical way to détermine the
number of nodes required for a given problem is outlined. There bas been some preliminary
work in this area for determining the number of hidden nodes required (Hiiang and Huang
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1991). Techniques that may allow automatic pruning of the size of a network (LeCun et al.
1990) have been developed. The combination of these techniques with some basic rules of
thumb for sizing a networic should provide effective methods for automatically architecting a
multilayer perceptron. This paper will not deal with the automatic sizing issue. The
architectures of the networks are determined using heuristic rules based on past experience in
training these networks.
In order to make such networks useful, a method for detennining interconnection weights is

required. Algorithms for setting weights are called leaming rules or training algorithms and
will be discussed in the next section.

Training algorithm
Backpropagation

Many researchers have worked in the area of adaptive Systems during the 1960's using
perceptrons. The single-node perceptron was a popular architecture for which the leaming rule
had been shown to converge when a solution existed (Nilsson 1965, pp. 82-87). However, in

1969, Minsky and Papert published their book that showed that a single node perceptron could

not perform the simple Boolean fimction exclusive-OR (Minsky and Papert 1969). The book
discouraged many researchers from further work in the area. From that time until the early
1980's, neural network research was not vigorously pursued. Since this period, it has been

shown that a simple two-layer network can perform the exclusive-OR problem (Rumelhart et
al. 1986). In fact, Rosenblatt had developed some algorithms that could train multilayer
networks (Rosenblatt 1959) although convergence of these training procédures could not be

proved. The lack of an effective training mie for multilayer networks has been cited by many
researchers as the primary reason for the demise ofneural network research in the 1970's.
There are now many training algorithms available for multilayer perceptrons. Some algorithms
have been developed for multilayer networks where the nodes have hardlimiter nonlinearities.
However, the most popular architecture uses sigmoidal nonlinearities on the nodes. The

sigmoid is differentiable, which makes it possible to implement weight update rules based on

the gradient of the error with respect to the weights in the network. The best known rule for
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training weights in a multilayer perceptron is the backpropagation training algorithm. This
technique was popularized by Rumelhart et al. (1986), although it was fïrst derived by Werbos

(1982) and rederived by Parker (1982). It bas been suggested by White (1989) that the
stochastic approximation techniques developed by Robbins and Monro (1951) subsume
backpropagation.

Backpropagation is a gradient descent method for training weights in a multilayer perceptron.
For a given problem, there is a set of training vectors X such as, for every vector x s X, there

is an associated desired output vector d & D, where D is the set of desired outputs associated

with the training vectors in A!! Let the instantaneous error Ep be defined as:

[1]
^

^ t-1

where ^ signifies the transpose of a matrix, dk,p is the Âth component of the pth desired output
vector dp, and Zk,p is the Ath component of the actual output vector Zp when the j^th training
exemplar

is input to the multilayer perceptron. Let the total error Erhc defined as follows:
P

[2]
p=l

where P is the cardinality of X. Note that Et is a fimction of both the training set and the
weights in the network. The backpropagation leaming rule is defined as follows:
qe

[3]

Vm<0=-7

+ aVw{t -1)
dw

where rj, the leaming rate, is some small positive number; a, the momentum factor, is also a
small positive number, and w represents any single weight in the network. In the above
équation, Vw(t) is the change in the weight computed at time t. When the momentum term is
used (a ^ 0), the training mie is called the momentum method; otherwise, it is the
backpropagation method. The algorithm (eq. [3] with a = 0) is often called instantaneous
backpropagation because it computes the gradient based on a single training vector. Another
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variation is batch backpropagation, which computes the weight update using the gradient
based on the total error Et when training results are presented. In this case, instantaneous
backpropagation is the method used.
Extended Kaiman filter

The extended Kaiman filter approach to training a multilayer neural network considers
weights in the network as the states of a system to be estimated. Since the weights do not have

any dynamics this becomes a static estimation problem. The state and measmement équations
for this System can be written as(Ruck et al. 1992; Singhal and Wu 1989):
[4]

Vi<r +1) = Mt)

[5]

d(/)= h[wit),x(0,t]+vit)

where w is the weight vector comprising ail the weights in the network, x is the input vector, d
is the vector comprising the desired outputs of the network, v(t) is a white Gaussian noise
sequence with zéro mean and a covariance of d and t is the time index. h[...] is the nonlinear
fimction that maps the states to outputs i.e., it describes the network. The standard form of the

extended Kaiman filter équations for the system described by eq.[4] and [5] are(Ruck et al.
1992; Stengel 1986):

[6]

w,=w,.,+K,[d,-z,]

[7]

[8]

P,=P,-,-lK,H,P,-,]

where m*,, w,./ are the estimâtes of the w (state) vector at time t, t-1 respectively, Kt is the
Kaiman gain matrix, Ht is the gradient matrix resulting fi-om linearization of the network with
respect to w evaluated at w,.;, and P,is the state covariance matrix. z, is the actual output at
time t i.e., z,- = h(w,.i, Xt-i) and dt - Zt is the so called innovation or residual term (Stengel 1986).
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This différence is what drives the correction to the weights in the network. The entries in the
gradient matrix are:

dz,

[9]

H,=

dwj

where i is the number ofoutputs andjis the number of weights in the network.

Surface parameter inversion
Generally, estimation ofland surface parameters, as targets, is obtained using a relationship to

convert them into backscattering coefficients (a") from SAR data according to the sensor
parameters (frequency, polarization and incidence angle). In traditional approaches, this
relationship is expressed as backscattering models. Unfortunately, none of the backscatter
models provide results in good agreement with expérimental observations for ail of the
polarization configurations and over a wide range of incident angles, even when confined to

its presumed validity range (Henderson and Lewis 1998). This study proposes to define a

relationship using neural networks in order to decrease the errors introduced by backscattering
models.

In this study, the soil surface parameters presented are soil surface roughness (expressed by
rms height of the surface in cm) and soil dielectric properties (expressed by the dielectric
constant). Dielectric properties of soil médium dépend upon soil moisture, soil density, soil
texture and fluid chemistry. However, these dependencies exhibit characteristic behavior as a
flmction of fi-equency and température; there exists a potential to infer such bulk

characteristics fi-om radar backscatter (Henderson and Lewis 1998). Hallikainen et al.(1985)
showed that the dielectric constant (e) of soil moisture is a function of its volumetric soil
moisture content (Wv) aud of the soil texture characteristics. As volumetric soil moisture
content increases the dielectric constant increases. The authors also aimed to establish an

accurate empirical model (as a polynomial expression) for différent fi-equencies and différent
soil types. Equation 10, adapted fi-om the original Hallikainen et al.(1985) paper, présents the
polynomial expressions for C-band:
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s =(1.993+0.0025a +0.01SC/)+(38.086-0.1765a -0.6330)x
+(10.720 +1.2565a +1.5220)x
where Sa and O are the clay and sand components of soil (presented by weight)respectively.
In this case, the dielectric constant can be presented as a moisture property ofthe soil surface.

Data descriptions
Study area

The agricultural sites chosen for this study are the Chateauguay(73° 46' W,45° 19' N)and the
Pike River(72° 54' W,45° 08' N) watersheds, located on the south shore of the St. Lawrence
River, southeast of Montréal, Canada (Fig. 2). The study areas extend over a total area of

about 9 by 9 km^ for the Chateauguay and 5 by 5 km^ for the Pike River watershed. They
consist mainly of agricultural fields on a rather fiât relief plateau with homogenous texture

composed of about 36% clay, 42% silt and 22% sand. The ground surveys were made on
rectangular agricultural parcels of about 0.6 ha area.
Ground data

Field measurements were made on 12, 15, 18 and 23 November, 1999(the same dates as the

satellite image acquisitions). Roughness and moisture measurements were carried out over 27

parcels ofland in the Chateauguay area and 11 parcels ofland in the Pike River watershed, the
same day as image acquisitions. To calculate rms heights, six 2 m long (1.5 cm sampling
interval) surface profiles (three parallel and three perpendicular to the soil furrows) were
measured for each parcel using a home made needle profilometer. The profiles were

photographed and then digitized. The method for extracting and modeling the roughness
parameters has been described in détail by Beaulieu et al.(1995). The parcels were ploughed,
displaying rough to very rough surfaces, with an average rms height of approximately 3.6 cm.
The minimum measured rms height was 1.4 cm and the maximum was 5.3 cm.
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Fig. 2. Location of study area.

To measure surface moisture, a reflectometry instrument (TDR Thetaprobe soil moisture

sensor) was used. Fifteen measurements were made in each parcel of land for soil depths of 05 cm. Using the équation presented in the Thetaprobe soil moisture User Manual (Delta-T
Devices Ltd., 1996) the direct outputs (DC voltage in mV) were converted to soil water
content (mv) and dielectric constant (s). The soil moisture contents range from 0.11 to 0.26 cm'

^.cm'^ with average of about 0.17 for both watersheds. Also, to evaluate the results obtained by
this method, five soil samples for each parcel for soil depths of 0-5 cm were transferred to our

laboratory. Wet and dry weights were used to détermine gravimétrie and volumetric soil water

content. The volumetric soil water content (in m^.m'^) obtained by these two methods were
compared and a mean relative différence of 12% (équivalent to 1.8% volumetric soil moisture)
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between the two methods was observed. Between the data acquisition periods, the weather
was stable and surface moisture had net changed significantly because of the low evaporation
and température at that time of the year (November). Average températures were 2.3 °C and
there was no recorded rainfall between the two acquisition dates.
Satellite data

Four RADARSAT-1 images were acquired during the ground surveys as described in Table 1.
Ail four images cover the Chateauguay watershed but only two images(SI and S7 ascending)
also cover also the Pike River watershed. The parcels were identified on the images, which
had been georeferenced and geometrically corrected using reference points identified by GPS.
The RADARSAT digital number (DN) values were converted to

using coefficients by

Shepard (1998). In order to include spatial variability and to avoid problems related to the
georeferencing of individual pixels of the parcels in the study area (homogeneous soil

structure, bare soil, homogeneous ploughing), an average a°(dB) was assigned to each parcel
(approximately 20 to 30 pixels).
The Chateauguay watershed data (SAR image and groimd truth) were used for network
training. The Pike River data were then used for the comparison and évaluation of the
simulated results.

Table 1. Acquisition parameters ofthe RADARSAT images

Incidence angle Pixel size(m)

Date

RADARSAT Mode

Orbit

12-11-1999

Standard-1 (SI)

20°-25°

12.5

descending

15-11-1999

Standard-3(S3)

34°-40°

12.5

ascending

18-11-1999

Standard-7(S7)

450-490

12.5

ascending

23 -11-1999

Standard-7(S7)

450-490

12.5

descending
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Network data descriptions
Model descriptions

To increase the performance ofthe neural network, it is vital to use a database spanning a wide
range ofsoil surface parameters, with différent ranges of soil moisture content and soi! surface
roughness. Obtaining this kind of data based on measured ground data is not aiways possible,
because, first, establishing the data involves several images, study areas with différent

conditions and field measurements that are sometimes expensive and that require a lot of time
and energy for processing the data, and second, in spite of voluminous data acquisitions, oflen

the principle of obtaining a wide range of soil surface parameters is not always guaranteed.
Therefore, using backscattering models that simulate the theoretical radar signal according to
varions sensor configiuations and soil surface parameters can represent a good solution.
To evaluate the performance of this hypothesis, the results of theoretical and measured data

(for the training phase) are compared in this study. To create a training neural network
database based on theoretical (simulated) data, two surface scattering models are used. The

lEM (Intégral Equation Model) is used for smooth to rough surfaces (Fung and Chen 1992)
and the GOM (Géométrie Optics Model) is used for rough and very rough surfaces (Ulaby et
al. 1982); therefore, the combination of these models can cover a very wide range of surface

roughnesses. The description ofthese models is given at Appendixl.
Databases for network training and simulation

To train the neural network, two différent datasets are applied.
> The first set is the simulated data. These data are produced using lEM and GOM since

they cover a wide range of surface roughness as well as soil moisture for the C-HH band.
Thus, a rather wide range of surface conditions is taken into accoimt during the training
process.

>

The second data set is the measured data. As explained, ail the Chateauguay watershed

data are used for this database. The backscattering coefficients are obtained fi-om
RADARSAT-1 images and the soil surface parameters are selected from ground data.
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In the two above cases, after the training process, the Pike River data(RADARSAT-1 images
and grovmd truth) were used for simulation. The data from SI and 87 ascending images are
considered as input data and the surface parameter results from the network simulation (as
output data) are compared with measured ground data for resuit validation.
Input configurations

The input configurations ofthe neural network are considered as adapted varions measurement

datasets. The input data are the backscattering coefficient (ct°) and the incidence angle(û). The
outputs ofthe network are rms height (i') and dielectric constant (£•). The inputs to the network
are determined according to the foliowing schemes:

1) single set: in this scheme, the inputs to the network are incidence angle and backscatter
coefficients with a total oftwo input nodes.
2) multi-angular set: based on simulation results, Sahebi et al. (2001 & 2002)indicated that a

multi-angular approach is better adapted to the séparation of moisture and roughness signais
than multi-polarization and multi-frequency approaches. Therefore, the backscattering
coefficients of two incidence angles are simultaneously fed into the network in this scheme.

Therefore, there are four input nodes {cPj, cP2, 61 and 62).
Results and discussions

To obtain the best neural network architecture parameters, many différent networks with
différent node positions (number of nodes in the hidden layers) were tested, and then the
optimal network configuration was chosen. Table 2 shows the best results obtained for
différent databases and différent input configurations. In the first column in this Table, the
number of optimal nodes for the first and second hidden layers is presented respectively. The
second and third columns présent the optimal training cycle and the training error respectively.
The training error is the mean square error between the network outputs and the target outputs.
The four last columns show the mean absolute error (M.A.E.) and the standard déviation of
error (Std.E.) for estimating rms height and soil dielectric constant. The M.A.E. and Std.E.

présent the absolute average and standard déviation of the différence between the simulated
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values (from the neural network) and the ground measured values over the Pike River
watershed parcels respectively.

Table 2. Summary ofinversion results using the neural network

Hidden
layer nodes

Mean absolute

Standard

error

déviation of error

Training Training
cycle

error
s(cm)

E

s(cm)

s

Single set
70-70

6000

0.52

3.4

3.6

1.0

3.0

70-70

6000

0.61

2.1

3.2

0.8

2.1

90-50

1800

10-^

1.9

3.1

0.8

1.3

90-50

2000

10"

1.2

2.4

0.2

0.6

Sûnulated data

Single set
measured data

Multi-angular set
Sûnulated data

Multi-angular set
measured data

Figures 3 to 6 show the retrieval of soil surface parameters versus their corresponding
reference (groimd measurements). From table 2, it can be seen that the single sets do not
perform as well as the multi-angular sets and both errors for training and estimation are
considérable. Comparing the standard déviation of errors for ail sets shows that the errors

obtained by single sets have a higher standard déviation than multi-angular sets that présent a
weaker performance for single sets. This fact can also be observed in Fig. 3 to 5, since both

M.A. error and Std.E. have minimum values for both soil surface parameters (Table 2). This
conclusion was also obtained when the traditional approaches were used to invert the same
surface parameters from SAR data (Sahebi et al. 2003b). This is logical because, for each

target, we had one équation explaining the relationship between a° and soil surface parameters
with at least two unknowns (roughness rms height and soil dielectric constant). In addition, in
one case involving single sets, négative value was obtained for the dielectric constant, which is
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not acceptable. According to the results of the multi-angular sets, it can be concluded that this
configuration with measured data gives the best results in this study. In addition, training with
the simulated database performs faster than in the case of the measured database.. The

threshold oftraining error set at 10"^ was reached after 1800 and 2000 cycles for the simulated
and measured databases respectively (Table 2). It can therefore be concluded that the data
xxsed for the training phase do not behave exactly as the data used for the network simulation

(Fig. 4). In other words, the errors in the backscattering models have an influence on the
network results. These errors are introduced by the inaccuracy ofthe backscattering models in

presenting the relationship between the radar signais received and the bare soil surface
parameters(Sahebi et al,2003b).

The best performance was obtained when measured data, based on the multi-angular set, were
used for training (Table 2 and Fig. 6). Based on the accuracy and the limitations of satellite
SAR images,this resuit is acceptable and is suggested by this study.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between measured and estimated soi! surface parameters. Single set,
simulated data,(a)rms height;(b)dielectric constant.
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In fact, as explained above, the training with measured data allows us to eliminate the
inaccuracy in the traditional backscattering models. To give an idea of the advantages of soil
surface retrieval by neural networks (measured data and multi-angular set), its results were

compared with of soil moisture and surface roughness retrieval using traditional models. In
this case, the inversion method using the Newton-Raphson method, based on the multi-angular

approach (Sahebi et al. 2003b), was carried out. According to the Pike River profile
containing rough to very rough surfaces, and the validity range of the backscattering models,
three models could be validated for this comparison: the GOM (Géométrie Optics Model;

Ulaby et al. 1982), OM (Oh Model; Oh et al. 1992) and MDM (Modified Dubois Model;
Angles 2001)(Index A). The GOM uses the corrélation length in its formulation. Therefore, to
invert this model, three images are required. Since the simulation phase of the neural network
were obtained using two images covering ail of the Pike River, therefore the OM and MDM
were carried out for this comparison.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between measured and simulated rms height and dielectric
constant. The figure demonstrates that s and e obtained fi-om the neural network are doser than

the same parameters calculated from the traditional methods to the idéal 1:1 régression line.
Table 3 présents the statistical results for comparing the measured and the simulated surface

parameters for the Pike River data. In ail the statistical indicators presented in the table, the
advantage of neural network is évident.
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Table 3. Statistical results ofcomparison between measured and simulated soi! surface
parameters using the neural network, the Oh mode!(OH)and the modified Dubois mode!
(MDM)

Mean Absolute

Variance of

Maximum

Error

Error

RMS Error
Model

Error

s(cm)

e

s(cm)

Neural network

1.19

2.41

0.22

MDM

2.42

3.50

OM

2.70

4.39

s(cm)

Ë

s(cm)

e

0.60

1.21

2.47

1.49

2.95

1.39

1.25

2.74

3.70

4.18

6.46

0.96

1.35

2.85

4.58

3.75

7.19

This approach gives a good estimation of the soil surface parameters based on SAR satellite
data with reduced estimation errors. However, there are still errors in this estimation that can

be introduced by: errors in ground measurements; errors in representing ail surface conditions;
errors in the estimation of the backscatter coefficient for parcels of land and errors due to the

influence of tillage direction, speckle and climate conditions on the radar signal (Sahebi et al,
2003b).

Surface parameter mapping
The proposed network is applied on two RADARSAT-1 images(S3 and S7 ascending) of the
Chateauguay watershed. It should be noted that forests, livers and urban areas are masked in

the maps. This application was canied out using two différent scales namely pixel scale and
homogeneous zone scale. At pixel scale (Fig. 8 and 9), the network is applied directly on the
two images pixel by pixel. The pixel scale maps are exact, however the pixel values vary and

are also difficult to use, making it difficult to have a général idea of the surface parameter
distribution in the watershed. To solve this problem, we used the homogeneous zones scale
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(Angles 2001; Sahebi et al 2003b). Each homogeneous zone on a radar image présents a
minimal variance in the backscatter coefficient. Furthermore, within an homogeneous zone the

physical characteristics of the soil surface are almost the same. This kind of représentation
allows us to have a général view of the distribution of the surface parameters (Fig. 10 and 11).
These maps are useful for many domains i.e. hydrological models, agricultural applications or
environmental management, etc. For example, the pixel scale m^s of moisture and roughness
can easily serve in hydrological models based on pixel units such as AGNPS (Young et al
1987)or ANSWERS(Beasley et al 1980). However,they still display a spatially noisy image.
On the other hand, the homogeneous zone maps represent the soil surface distribution in a
large area and can be used in agricultural or hydrological management at the subcatchment
scale by hydrological response units that are less noisy spatially, but their accuracy at a given
point may be lower.
According to the structure of soils and following extensive expérimentation over the study
area, when farmers plough profoundly, the surface becomes rougher hence water is more
infiltrated and evaporation increases thus, the surface becomes drier. This fact is clearly shown
in Fig. 8 to 11, when rms height is important, soil moisture is low and when rms height is
small, surface moisture is high.
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Conclusion

In this study, the neural network was used as a mapping function where the domain is the set

of measured values (a°) and the range is the set of surface scattering parameters. The aim of
this study is to apply the neural network to invert the surface parameters such as roughness
rms heights and dielectric constant. The neural network leaming process is designed to adjust
the network weights to adapt them to the selected training data. The leaming algorithm makes
use of the Kalman filtering technique to update the network weights, in the sense that the
stochastic characteristics of input data sets are implicitly incorporated into the network. Two
différent databases for network training with two différent configurations were tested and the

multi-angular set configuration with measured data seems to show minimxun errors in
estimating soil surface parameters. However, a more complété database covering a larger
range of humidity and soil roughness for the training phase could decrease errors in the
network simulation.

From an application point of view, the final outputs of this work are soil surface parameter
maps. These maps were illustrated following two différent scales that can serve for many

applications such as hydrological models, agricultural or environmental management, etc.
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Appendix 1 Backscattermg models description
Intégral Equation Model(lEM)

The IBM (Fung and Chen 1992) is a backscattering model applicable to a dielectric rough
surface. The model is based on an approximate solution of a pair of intégral équations for
typical agricultural soils. It can be applied to complex anisotropic surfaces and its continuons

applicability ranges from smooth to rough surfaces. The validity range of IBM given by Fung

(1994)is defined such that: ks < 3, cos'0--^^^.exp(-72 x 0.46W (l-siné))« 1 and k£.ks<^,^^\
where k is the wave number (k=27i/X where A is the wavelength),

is dielectric constant,s is

the root mean square (rms) height, £ is the corrélation length, which is a measure of the
horizontal roughness, ^is the incidence angle and // is a constant (equal to 1.6 and 1.2 for
Gaussian and exponential autocorrélation fimctions respectively). According to this model the
backscattering coefficient for any transmit-receive polarization (pp) can be calculated as
follows:
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where e,is the real part ofthe dielectric constant.
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(-Msin^y
n

For a Gaussian autocorrélation function: ir"(2A:sin 0,0)=

In

Géométrie Optics Model (GOM)

The Géométrie Optics Model(Ulaby et al. 1982) also known as the îCirchhoff method under

the stationary phase approximation is intended to characterize scattering by rough surfaces
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with, 0.06l^£^>ks, kS> 6 and (Zks.cos 0f> 10. The model predicts that cPhh(6D=<^w(9), at ail
incidence angles. The expression for the co-polarized backscattering coefficient is given by:

R

(G)

PP

[A2]

(2m^ cos 9)

tan^^
xexp

2m'

where Rpp(0)is the surface reflectivity from normal incidence and m is the rms slope given by:
Rhh.w(0)=
1+

Oh Model(DM)

Because of the inadéquate performance of theoretical models for predicting the backscatter

response of random surfaces, Oh et al. (1992) developed an empirical model based on

expérimental data acqiûred in L- C- and X-bands (1.5, 4.75 and 9.5 GHz respectively). This
model was designed for surfaces with various moisture conditions and roughnesses, from

slightly smooth to very rough and does not incorporate corrélation length. The valid surface
conditions cover the following ranges: 0.1 < ks < 6.0, 2.6 < M < 19.7 and 9% < /Wy < 31%,
where /Wy is the volumetric soil moisture. The backscattering coefficients for this model can be
written:

[A3]

= gylp cos'^[Ryy(^)+ RhH(^)]

[A4]

where yfp=l-\—j

xexp(-fa) and g = 0.7[l-exp(-0.65(fa)^*)j
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Modified Dubois Model(MDM)

The model developed by Dubois et al. (1995) was initially developed in order to separate
moisture and roughness using a bipolarization approach. This model is limited Xoks< 2.5, 6>
30° and moisture contents nty < 35%. This model was tested over study area by the researchers

of the Université de Sherbrooke (Angles 2001) and the results presented an important
différence between simulated and desired values. As the Dubois Model is an empirical model
based on the theoretical models and scatterometer signal responses. The method that Dubois et
al. (1995) had been foliowed for adapting the Dubois model into measured data over the

Quebec agricultural area. The data content the RADARSAT-1 and measured ground data (soil
surface roughness, soil moisture and soil texture) were used. In the case of the RADARSAT-1

sensor configuration (band-C, HH-polarized and incidence angles programmable between 20°
and 50°) an attempt was made to modify this model with 1 cm< j <6 cm and 14%< rriy <32%

(Angles 2001). This modification presented as a new model named Modified Dubois Model

(MDM). The backscattering coefficient for this model is described by Equation 3 that can be
^plied to ail bare agricultural surfaces of Quebec.

[A5]

al, =10"^®' x^^^^^xlO""'
sin 6

xA°'

where k is the wave number(k=27i/X)and X is the wavelength.

When used with RADARSAT data fi"om two différent incidence angle of the same target with
a short time interval, this approach générâtes a two équation system with two unknowns,

which can be resolved to obtain s and s. However, this model may be tested in other régions
with différent conditions.
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TRANSITION BETWEEN CHAPTERS 5 AND 6

For estimating soil moisture content and soil surface roughness in a multi-angular ^proach
environment, Chapters 4 and 5 présent two inversion methods based on traditional models and
neural network respectively. According to the nature of radar satellite images (resolution,
précision, speckle, etc.), both methods give acceptable results.

In the previous chapter, a multi-layer perceptron neural network was developed with two
hidden layers and trained by the Kalman fîlter method. This algorithm showed a very good
relationship between the soil surface parameters and the backscattering coefficients.
Furthermore, this chapter showed the advantage of the multi-angular set with ground
measured data.

To improve the results, a new image acquisition with terrain campaigns was considered.
Unfortunately, both data set acquisitions in the fall of2001 and spring of2002 were unusable.
This failure was due to changing soil surface conditions between image acquisitions. In other
words, there were précipitations between data acquisitions; hence, soil moisture contents

changed between the two image pairs which is contrary to the basic hypothesis of the multitechnique approaches including the multi-angular one. This phenomenon can be considered as
a practical limitation for using multi-technique approaches. This limitation is less important
for régions with less précipitation (like arid or semi-arid régions).

Chapter 6 outlines a new solution for this problem. This solution uses only one image and
présumés the optimal answers based on optimisation théories. These optimal answers can be
as exact as the soil surface parameters obtained by other methods. In this case, a genetic
algorithm, considered as one of the most powerful optimization methods, was used. The

genetic algorithm is a numerical itérative optimization method, which is capable of solving
either simple or complex problems. Due to its process (encoded into a gene, which is a binary

représentation), the genetic algorithm tries several possible solutions to find the best fit
answer.
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What the help of an international collaboration which gave us access to a better and more
universal database, two new concepts are discussed in the following chapter. First, a new

backscattering model (calibrated Intégral Equation Model) is used for retrieving soil surface

parameters. The détail of this model is found in Appendix F. Second, the data used in this
chapter were extended. The set of data contains 6 databases obtained from différent sites in
Canada and France. The images were acquired by the RADARSAT and ERS radar satellites
with différent configurations. This data set gives a more reliable validation, with a better
generalization potential.
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BARE SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS
ESTIMATION WITH SAR DATA USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Abstract

The retrieval of soil surface parameters such as roughness and soil moisture content using
satellite radar data is of considérable importance in many areas, including agriculture,

hydrology and environment. The inversion technique for retrieving soil roughness and soil
moisture from radar observation bas been investigated in several research works. Genetic

algorithms (GAs), as a novel optimization technique, are capable of providing a very good
estimation of multi-parameters function roots. In this study, a GA is proposed to estimate the

unknown parameters (rms height roughness and dielectric constant) of the backscattering
models. The objective of this study is to develop a GA approach for the retrieval of soil

surface parameters from SAR image data over bare soils. The calibrated intégral équation
mode! (IBM) was employed for computation of the cost function. Good agreement was
observed between approach outputs and ground measurements. The fact that the proposed

inversion algorithm can be executed using only one radar image is the most important
advantage.

Key words: Genetic algorithm. Intégral équation model (lEM), SAR, Soil surface roughness,
Soil moisture. Inversion.

Introduction

There have been significant research efforts based on remote sensing techniques to estimate

bare soil surface parameters (roughness and soil moisture content) in the past two décades.
Recent advances in active microwave remote sensing have proved the relationship between the

radar backscattering coefficient (ct°) and the soil surface parameters (Oh et al, 1992; Fung,
1994; Dubois et al, 1995; Ulaby et al, 1996; Boisvert et al, 1997).
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In order to extract reliable information conceming soil surface roughness from radar imagery,

it is necessaiy to understand the behaviour of the radar signal over a bare soil that is
mathematically expressed by backscattering models. Many theoretical and empirical forward
backscattering models for the study of soil surfaces bave been reported in the literature(Ulaby
et al, 1982; Fung and Chen, 1992; Oh et al, 1992; Dubois et al, 1995). These models
simulate the microwave radar backscattering coefficient using varions physical and

geometrical parameters such as rms soil roughness and soil moisture. Most of the models,
however, have an intrinsic limitation. Moreover, none of the existing models provide

consistently good agreement with the measured data (Rakotoarivony et al, 1996; Zribi et al,
1997; Baghdadi et al, 2002a and Sahebi et al,2003a). The déviation between simulations and
measurements can reach several decibels, which renders the inversion results inaccurate.

In this study, the IBM (Fung and Chen 1992), which is one of the most widely used models,is
utilized to express the relationship between the backscattering coefficient and soil surface

parameters. The success of the IBM can be partly attributed to its applicability to a wide range
ofroughness scales. Recently, Baghdadi et al (2003) proposed a semi-empirical calibration of
the IBM for enhancing the agreement between model simulation and observed data. This

calibration présents a new function for corrélation length in order to correct the imperfection
of the IBM behavior, The reliability of this calibration was validated using databases acquired
over différent sites and good overall agreement was observed between measxired and
calculated data. Accordingly, this calibration is applied in this study.

Backscattering models express the value of (j® in relation to the radar sensor parameters
(Jfrequency, polarization and incidence angle) and target parameters (soil surface roughness,
soil moisture content and if présent, végétation cover). From the point of view of applications,

radar sensor parameters are known and

can be extracted fi-om radar image however, for a

bare soil, soil surface roughness and soil moisture have to be estimated. The inversion

algorithm, then, is required for this estimation. On the other hand, estimation of surface soil

parameters is obtained by using a theoretical or empirical relationship to convert the measured

backscatter coefficient (a°) into sod surface roughness and soil moisture. However, this
inversion is very difficult to implement. This is largely due to the mathematical complexity of
the inverse problem.
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Recently, différent algorithms such as numerical methods based on multi-configuration

approaches (Bindlish et al., 2000; Sahebi et al, 2002 & 2003a) or neural networks (Baghdadi
et al, 2002b; Sahebi et al, 2003b) bave been investigated for inverting soil surface

paranaeters. These results are interesting, in spite of the fact that in ail cases, two or more
images are requested. This study tries to présent an approach that can invert soil surface
parameters using only one radar image,

This paper présents a genetic algorithm developed to estimate the optimal parameters of the
soil surface from the radar satellite backscattering coefficient. To reach this objective, the lEM

backscattering model was inversed. The simulated surface parameters compare well with the
ground data measurements and the results are discussed.

Genetic algorithms
Over the last decade, genetic algorithms (GAs) have been extensively used as search and

optimization tools in varions problem domains, including the sciences, commerce and
engineering. The primary reasons for their success are their broad applicability, ease of use
and global perspective. The concept of a genetic algorithm was first conceived by Holland

(1975) based on the concept of the optimal sélection of natural evolutionary processes. The
GAs are search and optimization procédures that are motivated by the principles of natural

genetics and used artifîcially to construct search algorithms that are robust and require
minimal problem information. Not only do GAs provide an altemative method for solving

problems but also, they consistently outperform other traditional methods in most of the
problem links. Many of the real world problems involve finding optimal parameters, which
prove difficult for traditional methods but idéal for GAs(Deb,2001).
GAs are initialised with a population of guesses (multiple points), rather than by beginning

with a single point within the search space, which is the set of solutions within which the
desired solution résides. These are usually random and will be spread throughout the search

space. A typical algorithm then uses three operators, sélection, crossover and mutation, which
are chosen in part by analogy with the natural world, to direct the population (over a sériés of

time steps or générations)towards convergence at the global optimum (Coley, 1999).
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Typically, these initial guesses are held as binary encodings (or strings) of the true variables,
although an increasing number of GAs use "real-valued" (i.e. base-10) encodings, or
encodings that bave been chosen to mimic in some manner the natural data structure of the

problem. This initial population is then processed by the three main operators (Goldberg,
1998).

Sélection, corresponding to the survival of the fittest, attempts to apply pressure upon the

population in a way similar to that ofnatural sélection foxmd in biological Systems. This means
giving preference to better individuals, allowing them to pass on their genes to the next
génération. Poorer fitting individuals are weeded out and better fitting individuals bave a
greater than average chance of promoting the information they contain within the next
génération of population.
Crossover allows solutions to exchange information in a way similar to that used by a natural

organism undergoing sexual reproduction. This operator randomly chooses pairs of
individuals promoted by the sélection operator and exchanges the subsequences before and
after that locus (point) between two individual binary strings to create two new offsprings
(individuals).

Mutation is used to randomly change (flip) with a small probability some of the single bits
within individual strings(chromosomes). Mutation is typically used veiy sparsely.
After sélection, crossover and mutation bave been applied to the initial population, a new

population will bave been formed and the generational counter is increased by one. This
process of sélection, crossover and mutation is continued until a fixed number of générations
bave elapsed or some form of convergence criterion bas been met.
On a first encounter, it is far from obvions that this process is ever likely to discover the global

optimum, let alone form the basis of a général and highly effective search algorithm.
However, the application of the technique to numerous problems across a wide diversity of
fields bas shown that it does exactly this. The ultimate proof of the utility of the approach

possibly lies with the demonstrated success oflife on Earth(Deb,2001).
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After sélection of the GA parameters (population size, crossover probability, mutation
probability,...), the algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1)Randomly initialize population (t).
2)Détermine fitness of population (t).
3)Repeat:

i.

Select parents from population (t)

ii.

perform crossover on parents creating population(t+1)

iii,

perform mutation on population (t+1)

iv,

détermine fitness of population(t+1)

4)Until best individual is good enough.

Model descriptions
The model used here is the lEM (Fung and Chen, 1992). The lEM is a backscattering model

applicable to a dielectric rough surface. This model is based on an approximate solution of a
pair of intégral équations for typical agricultural soils. It can be applied to complex surfaces
and its continuons applicability ranges from smooth to rough surfaces.
The validity range of IBM given by Fung (1994) is defined such that: ks < 3,

™20_^=.exp(-J2 X o.46Jt^ (l-8in6!>)« 1 and /d.ksKUyliëÂ where k is the wave number
JÔÂâê ^

'

{k=27i/À. where X, is the wavelength), s is the root mean square (rms) height, ^ is the
corrélation length, 0 is the incidence angle and p is a constant. According to this model the
backscattering coefficient for any transmit-receive polarization (pp) can be calculated as
follows:
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where * dénotés complex conjugate,Re means real part, and:
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-sin^ û

.(l-R„)'+('l—!-l (1+R„)=
V

j

W"(u,v)

Rpp is the Fresnel coefficient at horizontal or vertical polarization, and is given by:

cosû-yler-sm^û ^ _ e^cosû-yle^-sm^û

Rjih=

cosû+yler-sia^û

^ £^cosû +

-sin^ û

where Sr is the real part ofthe dielectric constant.

The statistical variation ofa random surface is characterized by the autocorrélation function of

surface p(^) where ^ is the displacement of height variations of the surface. Several
mathematical forms have been used in the literature to describe p(^) of natural surfaces,
including the Gaussian form

/7(^)= exp

(2)

P(^)= exp

(3)

the exponential form:
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and the fractal forai(Zriby et al, 1998):

;7(^)= exp

(4)

with X = -1.67D + 3.67 where D is the fractal dimension.

Many research works have revealed a poor agreement between lEM simulations and measured
data (Rakotoarivony et al, 1996; Zribi et al, 1997; Ba^dadi et al, 2002a). Déviations of as
much as several decibels have been found, which renders the inversion results inaccurate.

Baghdadi et al (2002c) proposed a semi-empirical calibration of the lEM to improve its

performance, with considération of several radar configurations based on différent databases
acquired by différent groups on many study areas. The discrepancy between the measured and
simulated backscattering coefficients is assumed to be directly related to the poor accuracy of
the corrélation length measurements, considering that the other lEM input parameters (rms
height roughness, soil moisture and sensor parameters) are relatively accurate. Baghdadi et al

(2002c) thus proposed an empirical calibration parameter {^opa), which intégrâtes the true
corrélation length and the imperfections of the lEM (the shape for the corrélation fimction is
considered as exponential). This parameter dépends on rms surface height and radar sensor
configuration (frequency, polarization and incidence angle). The results reveal two trends for

the behaviour of -2opa- the first is characterized by lower rms heights and an approximately

constant -Bopo, and the second by higher rms heights and a £opt2 that increases with rms height
according to an exponential relationship (Baghdadi et al, 2003).

According to this approach,the corrélation length is dépendent on rms height. The expressions

were adjusted empirically for -^opa as a fimction of rms height which was modeled by an
exponential fimction (for C-band)given by:

^opt2is,0,pp)= a>^s^
The values of a and fi are presented in Table 1.

(5)
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Table 1. The values ofa and P for calculation -é'opjibased on an exponential œrrelation

Radar configuration
a

P

0

pp

21

hh

65.46

1.2723

23

w

24.78

1.5845

24-26

hh

26.61

1.5660

35-40

hh

17.50

1.4500

45-47

hh

11.63

1.5836

Study areas and data descriptions
Foin measurement campaigns were cairied out in France(Orgeval 94, Alpilles 97, and Pays de
Caux 98-99) and two in Canada(Pike River 99 and Châteauguay 99, in the Quebec Province).
The study sites consisted of agricultural fields on low-relief plateaus. Fieldworks were made at
the same day as satellite radar overpasses and provided descriptions of the soils and their
dielectric and structural properties (roughness and moisture). Data descriptions are presented
in Table 2.

Study areas

Data 1 & 2: The first study area was in the Pays de Caux,in Normandy,France (long. 0°50'W,

lat. 49°47'N). It was selected as a study area for the European FLOODGEN project(FLOOD
risk réduction by spacebome récognition of indicators of excess runoff GENerating areas)

(King, 2001). Soil composition at this site is about 67% silt, 13% clay, and 17% sand.
Fieldwork was carried out in 1994, 1998, and 1999 to describe the roughness and moisture
parameters in a few reference plots.
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Data 3: The second study area was in the Rhône valley in southern France (the Alpilles; long.
4°45'E, lat. 43°47'N). It was chosen as part of the European RESEDA project (Baret, 2000).

Soil composition is 54% silt, 40% clay, and 6% sand. Fieldwork was carried ont in 1997.
Data 4: The third study area was the Orgeval site, 70 km east of Paris (long. 3°07'E, lat.
48°51'N)- Soil composition is about 78% silt, 17% clay, and 5% sand. Fieldwork was carried
out to measure soil moisture and roughness(Zribi et al., 1997).

Data 5 & 6: Two study areas in Canada were also used, the first in the Châteauguay River
basin south of Montréal (long. 73°46'W, lat. 45°19'N) and the second in the 650 km^ basin of
the Pike River (long. 72°54'W, lat. 45°08'N), a tributary of Lake Champlain on the borders of

Quebec, Vermont, and New York State. The soil texture is composed of about 36% clay, 42%
silt and 22% sand. The grmmd surveys were made on rectangular agricultural plots of about

0.6 ha that were considered as homogeneous spatial units(Angles, 2001; Sahebi et al., 2002).
Satellite data

Satellite data were obtained from the varions study areas using ERS and RADARSAT (C-

band) sensors. Image characteristics are described in Table 2. The radar data are available in
hh and w polarizations, with incidence angles between 23° and 47°.
The radar images underwent varions types of pre-processing in order to retrieve calibrated and

georeferenced radiometric information. The average backscattering coefBcient was calculated
for each reference plot.
Groimd data

During the measurement campaigns, reference plots were visited and physical parameters
(moisture and surface roughness) were measured on the same days as radar data were

acquired. The main characteristics ofthe data sets used are shown in Table 2.
Roughness measurements were made using laser and needle profilometers (1 and 2 m long and
with 0.5, 1, and 2 cm sampling intervais). Four to twelve roughness profiles were established

for each training field. From these measurements, the standard déviation of surface height
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(rms) was calculated for presenting soil surface roughness. The surface was assumed to be
isotropic and the autocorrélation function was fitted to an exponential function. The rms
values dépend on the agricultural practices used and the aggressive effects ofrain on bare soil
surfaces; lower values correspond mainly to sowed fields and higher values to recently
ploughed fields.
The volumetric water content at field scale was assumed to be equal to the mean value

estimated fi-om several samples(4 to 15 per plot) collected fi-om the top 5 cm of soil using the

gravimétrie method and a TDR (Time Domain Reflectometry) probe (Delta Devices Ltd.,
1996). The standard déviation of the measured volumetric water content is about 5%. The
empirical model developed by Hallikaïnen et al. (1985) was used to link the volmnetric water
content to the corresponding complex dielectric constant. This model uses the sand and clay
composition ofthe soil.
Table 2. Data description

Radar configuration
Data

Description

Field data
Radar data

(frequency, poUrlzation,

(roughness, moiiture)
incidence)

ERS-2,

C-vv-23°

RADARSAT-1

C-hh-39°,47°

ERS-2

C-vv-23°

RADARSAT-1

C-hh-23°, 39°

ERS-2

C-vv-23°

RADARSAT-1

C-hh-23°,40°

11 plots

ERS-2

C-vv-23°

21 plots

RADARSAT-1

Pays de Caux 98

45 plots

Data 1
BRGM «F98»

Pays de Caux 99

18 plots

Data 2
BRGM «F99»

Alpilles 96-97

16 plots

Data 3
BRGM «RES»

Orgeval 95
Data 4

CETP «095»

C-hh-25°, 35°,

Chateauguay 99
Data 5

47.5°,47.7°

CARTEL «CHA»
Pike River 99

8 plots

Data 6

CARTEL «BRO»

RADARSAT-1

C-hh-21°,45°
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G^netic algorithms to retrieve soO surface parameters
Using optimal corrélation length in the lEM,not only increases the accuracy ofthe model, but
also decreases the number of unknown parameters to estimate. As explained in Equation 5,

■^opû is expressed by rms height surface roughness, therefore the lEM dépends on only two
target parameters (dielectric constant, e, and rms height roughness, s), which have to be
estimated. Then these two parameters are coded into the genes to be optimized. A set of [s, s]

composes a population. A set of [a°pp, 0, X], obtained from radar images for each parcel of
land, is introduced into the lEM as input data. From trial solutions of chromosomes (here, two
sets of chromosomes compose a population) in the GA, the simulated backscattering
coefficients were calculated using the lEM then the cost function was constructed as;

C {dB) = y,-crl\

(6)

where a°s présents the simulated backscattering coefficients and aV présents the measured
backscattering coefficients obtained fi"om the radar images.

Fitness that can be expressed by the best estimation of the unknown parameters measured by
the cost function C. The best fitness is reached when the value of the cost fionction is the

lowest. A common sélection approach assigna a probability of sélection, Pj, to each individual,

j, based on its fitness value. A sériés of Nrandom numbers (in this study N=30) is generated
and compared against the cumulative probability (Equation 7) of the population:

cp, =i;pj

(7)

j=i

The appropriate individual, i, is selected and copied into the new population if:
Ci.i<U(0,l)<Ci.

The cost function of the new population is calculated again. Then j least-fitting chromosomes

are replaced by j new chromosomes. The operators are used to create new solutions based on
existing solutions in the population. As explained, there are two basic types of opérations:
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i) the pair ofindividuals selected vindergoes crossover with probability pc. Crossover générâtes
a random number Rc from a uniform distribution in the range 0-1 and créâtes two new
individuals (x'and,)'') according to équation 8;

(8a)

lyj,

otherwise

y:=f"
[Xj,

otherwise

(8b)

ii) mutation that flips each bit in every individual in the population with mutation probability
Pm (in this study equal to 0.035) according to équation 9.

^,^ri-x„ if u(o,i)<p„
'[

Xj,

otherwise

It is necessary to define the real limit of each parameter for the GA process. These values can
vaiy within the range restricted by their physical nature, i.e. s e [0, 5] and e e [5, 30].
Theoretically, few backscattering models such as lEM have a wide range of applicability. In

this case, generally, for a given a°, there are two sets of solutions: one with lower s and quite
higher e, and the other with quite higher s and lower e. Therefore, there is a possibility of
obtaining a wrong solution by the inversion approach. This problem was not observed in this
study. However, due to the fact that in the real world, an agricultural zone presenting a very
large variation of soil surface parameters can rarely be found, this problem can be avoided by
the introduction of a limit as outlined above(5 e [0,5] and s e [5, 30]).
To evaluate the accuracy of the results, the estimated values (s and e) were then compared
with the measured in-situ parameters. The results are assorted based on two différent
présentations:
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1) Assorted by study area: this assortment présents the résulta based on a geographical target
class. Figures 1 to 6 présent the relationship between the measured and estimated soil
parameter values from radar data for différent study areas. Also Table 3 présents two
indicators, the mean absolute error(M.A. error) and the root mean square error(R.M.S. error).
These indicators show the accuracy ofthe estimated values for each site. The M.A errors were

less that 0.57 cm (0.42 to 0.57 cm)and less than 3.5 (2.73 to 3.49)for 5 and frespectively.

Table 3. Statistical results ofcomparison between measured and calculated rms height and
dielectric constantfor study areas

RMS error

MA. error

s(cm)

s

s(cm)

s

Data 1

0.55

3.31

0.69

3.88

Datai

0.52

3.44

0.69

3.93

Data 3

0.43

2.73

0.48

3.27

Data 4

0.49

3.22

0.55

3.84

Data 5

0.57

3.29

0.62

3.26

Data 6

0.54

3.13

0.65

3.70
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2) Assorted by radar configuration: this assortment classifies the data based on the
configuration of radar sensors in band C (polarization and incidence angle) to verify the
influence of sensor parameters on the résulta. Table 4 and Figures 7 toll show these résulta.
The M.A. error for s was minimum (0.44 cm)for 0 = 35-40° with polarization hh however the
minimum M.A. error for 8 was observed with 0 = 20-21°. This resuit showed that the

incidence angle near to nadir is more sensitive to soil humidity, which has been already shown
by Ulaby et al.(1978)and Wang et al. (1986).
These results indicate that the approach gives a good estimation of the soil surface parameters
based on SAR satellite data. However, there are still errors. Sahebi et al. (2003a) bave
discussed the source of errors introduced in soil surface parameter estimations using SAR
satellite data. For a more detailed investigation conceming the miscalculations, the following
sections présent the sensitivity analysis ofthe GA inversion and the lEM.

Table 4. Statistical results ofthe comparison between measured and calculated rms height and
dielectric constant for différent radar configurations.

Configuration
Incidence

RMS error

M.A. error

Polarization

s(cm)

s

s(an)

£

20-21°

hh

0.65

2.78

0.75

3.35

23-24°

w

0.49

2.93

0.57

3.46

25-27°

hh

0.52

3.54

0.70

4.01

35-40°

hh

0.44

3.51

0.58

3.03

45-47°

hh

0.69

3.04

0.87

3.61

angle
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GA évaluation

In order to test the robustness of the GA approach for inversing bare soil svirface parameters, a

simulated study was realized. To eliminate the possibility of other errors, a simulated data set

was generated from the lEM. In this case, the différent ranges of input parameters (rms height,
dielectric constant, incidence angle and polarization) were chosen. Then, the simulated

were introduced into the GA as input data and s and s; as output data, and were compared with

the same initial parameters used for the calculation of simulated a°. Figure 12 présents the
relationship between initial (desired) and retrieval parameters. For this évaluation, M.A. errors
of 0.14 cm and 0.98 were obtained for s and s respectively. First, results show very good

agreement between the two sets of data and second, they give an idea conceming the accmacy
of the GA approach in this study since its errors might influence the results of the parameter
inversion.
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Another important source of error can be explained by the behaviour of the optimization
algorithms applied to multi-parameter équations like the lEM. The solution of the lEM
inversion is not usually unique and it is quite possible that there are more than one solution for

this équation. For example, there are at least two sets of solutions
2.46, e = 7.35) for inversion of the lEM when

= 1.56, e = 10.00 and s =

= -6.59 dB,0 = 23.00° with hh-polarization.

Mathematically, ail the roots are correct but of course only one of them is capable of

presenting the reality of the terrain. Unfortunately, this error is inévitable; however by

presenting a good as well as restricted range of parameters in the GA,it is possible to limit the
variation ofthe solution, therefore the possibility offinding real answers is increased.
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Figure 12. Relationship between desired and estimated soil surface parameters based on a
theoretic simulation for (a) rms height roughness and (b) dielectric constant.
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Model évaluation

To test the accuracy of the IBM, its backscatter coefficients were compared with the
backscattering coefficients obtained with SAR images.
To conduct this évaluation, the backscatter coefficients were simulated using the measured in-

situ parameters. The coefficients were then compared with the backscatter coefficients
obtained from the SAR satellite images. Figure 13 présents the relationship between the

measured and simulated backscattering coefficient values. The M.A. errors obtained were
1.66, 0.97, 1.34, 2.41, 1.98 and 2.00 dB for datai to data6 respectively. These errors are not

considérable and show that the model provides good agreement with the satellite data
measurements; however, they are sufficient to introduce miscalculations in the proposed

approach. These miscalculations increase for rough and very rough surfaces.
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Figure 13. Relationship between measured o° and estimated o° by calibrated IBM for ail data.
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Conclusion

Genetic algorithms (GAs) were designed to find near optimal solutions to complicated

problems using the principles of Darwinian sélection. GAs are classified among the most
powerfiil optimization algorithms.

In this study, a genetic algorithm was developed to estimate soil surface roughness and soil
moisture simultaneously using only one SAR satellite image. It is to be noted that the
effectiveness of the parameters used in GAs can be différent for différent problems. In order to

adapt the GA to the objective of this study, the cost function was constructed by comparing
measured and simulated backscattering coefficients obtained from SAR satellite images and

calibrated lEM respectively. The calibrated lEM with an exponential corrélation function can
simulate the behaviour of the radar signal properties and target parameters notably better than
traditional lEM.

M.A. errors between 0.42 to 0.57 cm for rms height roughness and between 2.73 to 3.49 for
the dielectric constant were obtained, which correspond to good estimations. The proposed
method was tested over différent sites (in Canada and France) with différent incidence angles

(23° to 47°)and polarizations(hh and w), which increased the values ofthe results. In spite of
some miscalculations, the estimation derived from satellite radar data is a useful and accurate

enough tool for estimating soil surface parameters over extended areas. However,in this paper
two important sources of errors were verified and it was demonstrated that major
miscalculations could be introduced by using the lEM backscattering model.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

7.1.

Summary and conclusions

This study has focused on the inversion of bare soil surface parameters from SAR data
(specially using RADARSAT images). In previous studies, some approaches were presented
with the same problematics as this study; but they had problems in applying the models over a
selected study area to obtain accurate results. Therefore, différent methods have been proposed
in this study. This strategy not only allowed us to develop and validate différent new
approaches, but also provided a framework for comparing results.
A multi-techniques approach was presented to discriminate the moisture and surface
roughness components of the radar signal backscatter over the bare soils. In this case, to find
the best radar configuration for estimating soil surface parameters, a simulation study using

theoretical and empirical backscattering models was carried out. In chapter 2, two

configurations (multi-angular and multi-polarization) and in appendix B three configurations
(multi-angular, multi-polarization and multi-fi-equency) are compared using two rational and

dififerential indicators. The simulation results point to the fact that the multi-angular approach
is more sensitive to surface parameter conditions than the multi-fi-equency and multipolarization approaches.

Among the présent operational radar satellites, only RADARSAT-1 is capable of offering data
at différent incidence angles. Therefore, the images of this satellite acquired according to
différent modes can be used for estimating surface parameters. However, in practice, weather
instability can be an important problem. There are oflen précipitations or frozen soil
conditions between data acquisitions during the periods of bare soil in some régions like

Québec. Soil moisture and sometimes soil surface roughness can vary between two image
pairs which is contrary to the basic hypothesis of the multi-angular approach. It must be noted
that this problem can exist also when using the multi-polarization and multi-fi-equency
approaches. For example, we could not use the data acquired on October 2001 and May 2002
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because rainfall occurred between data acquisitions. Fortunately, since this problem did net
occur with the 1999 data acquisition, we used these data for this study.
The advantage of the multi-angular approach was the basis for continuing this work. As a

sequel to this work, we continued our investigation foliowing these axes:
i) Based on the multi-angular approach, a new index, the NBRI(Normalized radar Backscatter
soil Roughness Index), was presented to estimate and classify surface roughness in
agricultural fields vising two radar images with différent incidence angles. The NBRI is a
simple and fast approach; however, it is very sensitive to soil moisture changes. This supposes
that the soil moisture conditions for the images must be the same. Therefore, this index is
more practical for régions with stable climatic conditions.
ii) To estimate soil moisture content, linear backscattering models were investigated. Three
linear empirical models (Ji model. Champion model and the new proposed model) based on
the Cloud model were evaluated. For the first two models (Ji and Champion models), results
were imacceptable because of their large errors. These models were altered empirically for the
study areas and the results improved significantly.
The new linear model presented in this work is capable of integrating the influence of rms
height and incidence angle simultaneously within the relationship between backscatter
coefficient and soil moisture content. The results are very accurate. However, the constant

coefBcients were calculated for the study areas and this suggests that this model should be
used with caution for other régions and if necessary, they have to be recalculated.
iii) Chapter 4 demonstrated the possibility of using the multi-angular approach to dérivé soil
moisture and surface roughness simultaneously fi-om RADARSAT-1 data. In this case some
backscattering modes were inverted numerically using the Newton-Raphson method. The

input data for this inversion were the sensor parameters (wavelength, incidence angle and
polarization) and backscatter coefficients fi^om the images and the output data were the rms
height roughnesses and dielectric constants. The results provided a good estimation of the soil

surface parameters over extended areas, in spite of some errors that can be reduced in some
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cases. Using the right model, précisé groimd data and accurate image corrections can decrease
these errors.

In this study, one of the proposed solutions for obtaining more accurate results is to adapt the
models locally. In chapter 3, it was shown that the adapted linear modes (for three models)
significantly improve the performance of the models for estimating soil surface moisture. This
fact is proven by the use of nonlinear models in chapter 4. The best results were obtained by
inverting the Modified Dubois Model that was presented for the Québec région. This
conclusion can be expressed by the reality that actually there is no universal model which

represents exactly the relationship between the radar signais received and the bare soil surface
parameters. Therefore, they need to be evaluated and calibrated to be more powerful.
Some models such as linear empirical models (presented in chapter 3) and the MDM

(presented in chapter 4 and appendix C) are adapted based on the study area data. These
adaptations have improved significantly the performance ofthe models to estimate soil surface
parameters.

iv) The neural network technique was applied to invert the soil surface parameters fi-om radar
data. The results were obtained through the performance testing on two différent input
schemes, single and dual (based on multi-angular configuration) sets, and two différent
databases (simulated and measured databases). A multi-layer perception (MLP) neural

network with two hidden layers, trained by the Kalman filter method, was found to be the best
for modeling the relationship between the soil surface parameters and the backscattering
coefficients. The advantage of the multi-angular set with measured data was apparent. In this
study, this approach presented the most accurate results for estimating soil moisture and soil
surface roughness simultaneously.
The final results of the methods proposed in chapters 4 and 5 were presented in the form of
moisture and soil surface roughness maps over the same area. The maps, which présent the

same parameters, are not exactly the same and this is normal, because they were obtained
through différent methods. However, the différences are not very significant. The maps were
drawn some time after that images were acquired and we could not verify the maps with
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ground truth. According to field measurements and results presented in these chapters, the
maps obtained by the neural network technique are slightly more accurate.
v)As explained, the principal problem of the multi-technique approach presented by changing
the soil surface parameters in the meantime of data acquisitions. This fact guides us to verify
the possibility of using only one image for this estimation. According to classical
mathematics, it is not possible to solve this problem. Therefore, in chapter 6 an optimization

method was proposed. Generally, optimization methods find the nearest possible solutions for
multi-parameter équations and if the chosen optimization method is robust enough, it can find
solutions near enough to the exact solutions.
For this study, a genetic algorithm(GA)was developed to solve this problem because GAs are

a powerful method adapted to both simple and complicated équations. Chapter 6 présents the
inversion of the backscattering model results. These results show that the proposed GA
inversion derived fi-om satellite radar data can estimate soil surface parameters over extended
areas with very good accuracy.

In this chapter the proposed model was applied on 6 différent databases over différent study
areas (in Canada and France) with différent incidence angles(23° to 47°)and polarizations Qih
fi*om RADARSAT images and w fi-om ERS images). The calibrated Intégral Equation Model
(lEM) was employed for computation of the cost function. This version of the lEM simulâtes
the behavior of the radar signal properties and target parameters is more realistic than the
traditional lEM. The description ofthe calibrated lEM is presented in Appendix G.
This study tried to présent and validate différent approaches for estimating soil surface

parameters fi"om SAR satellite images. This objective is one of the most complex problems in
remote sensing. Many parameters, their behavior and their influence on SAR images are not
yet completely clear. Until now, there is no perfect method for solving the problem and of
course many research groups are working on this objective. Therefore, we are not capable of

presenting one single approach as being the best. This research work presented différent ways
for clarifying différent hypothesis.
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The results showed that the proposed approaches could significantly increase the accuracy of
the estimated parameters and this accuracy is sufBcient for many applications (i.e. use in
hydrological models, management of agricultural area, estimation of sédiments, ...) if the

radar sets are adéquate ,which is not aiways the case, for the approaches requiring two images.
7.2.

Prospects and recommendations for future research

This study présents différent methods in order to retrieve bar soil surface parameters. The
results are satisfactory; however, there are several points that should be considered for future
research work to improve the outcome. Future investigations may be oriented towards the
foliowing remarks:

- AU backscattering models, initially, were developed and/or tested from the scatterometer or
the airbome data. Although, when they are applied on satellite data, the results are not oflen

cheering. For improving the robustness of the models, investigations may be directed through

two orientations: 1) enhancing the models by re-evaluating and revising them (locally or
universally); 2) clarifying the précisions between the data from acquired scatterometer,
airbome and satellite and determining their différences.
- With the launching of the new génération of SAR satellites, such as ENVISAT and

RADARSAT-2, it will be possible to acquire the images with différent polarization and

incidence angles simultaneously (multi-angular-polarisation). This configuration may lead to
interesting results. In addition, development of soil surface parameters monitoring System
using polarimetry SAR data can be considered.

- The presented approaches should be tested over other sites with différent soil surface

conditions, and the outcomes of these approaches should be made compatible with différent
hydrological and érosion models.
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Abstract

The land use and land cover ofcatchment basins play an important role in the onset of runoff, érosion, sediment
load and flood risk in many areas of the world They control runoff coefficients, concentration time and
résistance to érosion processes. Remote sensing and GIS tools have the capacity to provide information on the
status of land use and soil protective cover in drainage basins, but this information is not always adaptable to

hydrological modeling and forecasting. It bas to be translated into parameters and coefficients that hydrological
models can understand : Manning coefficients, SCS curve niunber, soil cover fiactors in soil loss équations, etc.

Optical data such as those fi-om LANDSAT Thematic Mapper are used to map land use classes (forest, crops,
bare soils, etc) and soil protective cover by living and dry végétation, while microwave data such as those fium
RADARSAT are used to evaluate soil surface roughness and soil moisture. Additionally, they can also be used
to evaluate land use classes in areas which are not easily observed by optical data due to cloud cover or poor

illumination conditions (wet tropics and northem latitudes). In order to be used reliably in hydrological and
érosion modeling, remote sensing data must be calibrated and validated on the ground by appropriate
measurements of the surface's spectral, dielectric and geometrical properties. These measurements are then
linked to the satellite data which have to be previously geometrically and radiometrically corrected for the
effects of topography (altitude, slope, aspect) and atmosphère. This paper présents the team member's
experience in applying earth observation data to this type ofproblems in Canada,Europe and Vietnam.

1.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Excess nmoff has been a major disaster generating cause in recent years in many areas of the world,
and especially in Northwest Europe. It occurs in régions having large fields of armual crops on loamy
soils, leaving the soil tmprotected by végétation during 2 or 3 months per year. Excess nmoff takes

place on bare soils forming a sealing crust when exposed to strong rains. This crusting effect increases
the nmoff coefficient of the surface and therefore the amotmt and the speed of water sent downstream.
This runoff water is also an important érosion and pollution agent, because phosphates move along the

slopes with the suspended sédiments and end up in rivers and lakes, contributing to silting and
eutrophication.

Figure la) shows the initiation of an érosion rill on one of the test sites in Normandy. Low
végétation cover and smooth, crusted surface create the initial conditions for this land dégradation
process. Land managers and some farmers in Normandy try to reduce these effects by planting grass on
these waterways. This conservation practice seems to be relatively efficient to decrease runoff and
increase infiltration, but it is sometimes perceived as a réduction of the cash crop producing area.

Crusting can also be reduced by tillage or with a harrow in order to increase the surface roughness as
shown on figure Ib), taken on a test site in Ste-Angèle-de-Monnoir, Quebec, Canada. This action
reduces the amount and the velocity of surface runoff, and therefore the erosive power of overland
flow.
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Satellite imagery ean help to map these différent land surface conditions and to provide hydrologie and
érosion models with input data that can refine their spatial distribution. Optical satellites can provide
land use maps, especially for identifying crop types, bare soil areas and also anti-erosive measures such
as the use of residues for soil protection. But their possible use is limited by tbe combination of cloud
cover and satellite overpasses. Radar satellites such as tbe Canadian RADARSAT system can sec
tbrougb clouds, and on bare soils, tbe signal backscattered to tbe satellite is a function of surface
roughness and soil moisture.
Tbese considérations and tbe interest of end users in Normandy and Canada bave given rise to a
Project called FLOODGEN (FLOOD risk réduction by spacebome mapping of excess runoff
GENerating areas), funded by tbe European Union and by Canada (King et al., 1998). Two components
of tbe runoff/erosion problem bave been addressed by tbe Canadian partners of tbe project : tbe
question of surface roughness and tbe question of soil protection by crops and residues.
2.

C-BAND SAR MAPPING OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF BARE SOILS

2.1

Introduction

One possible way to estimate surface roughness consists in using active microwave remote sensing.
Previous work bas sbown tbat tbe backscattered radar signal is influenced by surface roughness and
soil moisture (Ulaby et al., 1978). Tbe potential retrieval of surface roughness status represents a
crucial step before tbe assimilation of remote sensing data into numerical models for predicting
watersbed runoff, especially in winter conditions wben no otber data could be operationally provided
by optical sensors because of fréquent cloud cover.

2.2

Methodology and data acquisition

Wbile ERS 1 and 2 acquire data on a fixed orbit with a 23° incidence angle and can observe tbe same
site every 35 days, RADARSAT can be programmed with différent resolutions and incidence angles
ranging ffom 24 to 49°, according to user needs. Tbis feature allows a more fréquent coverage, up to 2
images per day on tbe same site if tbere is no competing site elsewbere. Images of tbe FLOODGEN

test sites bave been acquired during winter and early spring wben many soils were witbout végétation.
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Simultaneous ground observations and measurements for position (GPS), roughness, moisture and soil
cover have been made in order to be able to relate ground parameters with image data. Most

RADARSAT images used in the projeet were provided by the Canadian Space Agency and have been
preeision geocoded and orthorectified by VIASAT ine. of Montréal, using précision GPS points and
digital élévation models.

The plots sampled in the field were then precisely loeated on the imagery and the backscattering
coefficients (a°) for each of them were extracted ffom the imagery for statistical analysis. Results of
this analysis were then used for image classification. Due to the fact that radar images cannot always
separate bare soils fi"om vegetated areas, a mask based on an optical image such as one from
LANDSAT or SPOT bas been applied on the radar images in order to concentrate the analysis on bare
soils only.
2.3

Data analysis

At every incidence angle (23°, 39° and 47°), an analysis of the 1998 and 1999 Normandy data shows
that it is impossible to establish a relationship between radar data and soil moisture content over bare
soils. This was explained by the low dynamics and high values of soil moisture content (30 to 40%),
close to saturation. But the relationships between the backscattering coefficient and the rms of surface
heights show that G° increases with the surface roughness. The mean différence between the roughest
areas and smoothest areas is only of the order of IdB for ERS data at 23°, but of 3.5 dB for
RADARSAT at 39°, and of 5 dB for RADARSAT at 47°. Figure 2 shows the relationship between
ground measured roughness and satellite data(Coulombe-Simoneau et al., 2000).
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Variation of the satellite backscattering coefficient a°
surface heights(rms)at 39° for the Normandy site.

as a fonction of mean

The results show that the best configuration for a surface roughness measurement requires the use of a
SAR image at high incidence angle sueh as RADARSAT. The relatively good results obtained on the
FLOODGEN sites are due to the fact that moisture was high and not very variable. But in order to
increase the accuracy of the relation when moisture conditions are more variable, the radar signal
related to roughness should be separated tfom the one related to moisture. This can be achieved with
multiple image acquisitions in configurations sueh as 2 différent angles or 2 différent polarizations
(Dubois et al, 1995, Sahebi et al., 2002, Angles et al., 2001).
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2.4

Classification of roughness classes

Soil surface roughness is one of the key parameters involved in the runoff proeess, whose measurement
is of primary importance in the problem of modelling excessive runoff risk. By inversion of the relation
obtained above, a pixel by pixel classifier separated the bare soils of the test area into three eategories:
(1) smooth areas (high runoff potential),(2) médium rough areas (moderate runoff potential) and (3)
rough areas(low runoff potential). Figure 3 illustrâtes the resuit of this classification procédure with the
1999 RADARSAT image. Compared to observations, the classified RADARSAT images show good
agreement with the test fields. The final product provides the localisation and quantity of varions state
of soil roughness inside a catehment basin. The overall classification accuracy is of 80%. The
misclassification rates for individual catégories are less than 20% except for the middle class (40%).
Some sophisticated runoff models such as STREAM (Le Bissonais, 1991) may require more classes,
but end users agreed that even these crude classes were better than roughness guesses from cropping
calendars and helped them in runoff forecasting.
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Conclusion for roughness mapping with RADARSAT

The retrieval of physical parameters of the soil surface such as surface roughness is important for
environmental management in hydrology and agriculture, as they appear to be among the major
parameters for runoff forecasting on a watershed. In this study, the possible use of synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) for mapping soil roughness classes over bare soils shows that RADARSAT at high
incidence angles provides a better way than ERS to discriminate among the différent roughness elasses
(smooth, médium rough and rough areas) of agricultural fields. However, when ail the fields have a
very high roughness, as is the case in the Solnan, another FLOODGEN site, tillage orientation has also
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an important effect on backscattering, allowing the orientation to be extracted from RADARSAT
imagery at high incidence angle(Smyth et al., 2000).
This simple operational processing of radar images for retrieving soil surface roughness will
allow applications to improve the characterisation of the roughness classes in a watershed so that it
should be possible to assess the areas contributing to quickflow and to use them in spatial modelling of
excessive runoff. However, the study sites of the différent FLOODGEN teams vary sigpificantly, and
these results cannot be extrapolated on ail sites. For example, on the Ruwer site (Germany), terrain
slope effect is very strong due to the local topography and it masks the effect of roughness on radar
imagery. On the Lombardia site (Italy), the very small agricultural field size and the proximity of
buildings and roads generates much noise in the radar imagery, making extraction ofradiometric values
less reliable. Therefore, the extraction of roughness based on relations found in this work is applicable
only in areas of open fields with gentle topography. These conditions prevail in many agricultural areas
of Northwest Europe. Similar approaches are presently tested on recently deforested lands in Vietnam.
3.

OPTiCAL OBSERVATION OF CROP RESIDUE COVER AS A WAY TO CONTROL
EROSION AND RUNOFF

3.1

Crop resldues are an efficient way to reduce érosion and runoff

Several agricultural practices have been developed to reduce runoff and érosion. Terraces, contour
tillage, reduced till and no till are among the practices used. Application of crop residues to protect the
soil from raindrop impact and to reduce the speed of runoff is one of the techniques imder
development. Field based experiments conducted in Ontario, Canada (Ketcheson and Stonehouse,
1989), and others in Switzerland, have shown that a residue cover of 30% can reduce the érosion rate
by 80% and also reduce the runoff by a significant amount. In some areas, crop residue application is
subsidised by the states, and therefore it is important to be able to assess the amount ofland covered by
residues.

3.2

Mapping of crop residues is possible with opticai sensors operating in the SWiR
spectral range

Crop residues have a brownish colour relatively close to that of bare soil. Therefore, the usual remote
sensing satellites such as SPOT, operating in the visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) range of the
electromagnetic spectrum, have a tendency to confuse bare soils with crop residues. Classical
végétation indices such as NDVI do not make the différence either because they are based on the
différence between chlorophyll absorption in the red band and cell structure reflection in the NIR band.
Senescent végétation does not absorb the red radiation anymore. Figure 4a) shows the colour similarity
ofthe soil and the residues.

New opticai sensors looking at the short-wave infrared(SWIR)range can however make the
différence between residues and bare soils. This is due to spécifie absorption features of cellulose and

lignine, major components of crop residues,in the SWIR range. In order to investigate the capability of
the new sensors to map crop residues, field spectra-radiometric campaigns have been conducted over
several FLOODGEN sites. These campaigns have shown that the residues can be distinguished from
bare soil by using either an approach based on spectral indices in the SWIR and NIR range or an
approach based on spectral mixture analysis(SMA)(Biard and Baret, 1997; Arsenault and Boim,2001.

Figure 4b)shows reflection spectra of bare soils and cereal residues on one ofthe test sites. Spectra of
cereal residue and bare wet loamy soil are represented in green and red respectively. Even ifboth show
the same water absorption bands, residues show also absorption by cellulose and lignine in the SWIR

part ofthe spectrum. These features help to discriminate residues from bare soil and to map them from
satellite data ifSWIR bands are présent.
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Combination of such maps with cadastral information can help authorities to enforce and verify soil
conservation subsidy policies. Furthermore, these digital maps can then be imported into géographie
information Systems(GIS). This opération can improve the accuracy of runoff modelling or soil loss
prédiction in models such as ANSWERS,STREAM,LISEM or the Universai Soil Loss Equation
where the C factor accounts for the végétative cover.
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ABSTRACT

Roughness and moisture contents of a soil surface both have a signiflcant effect on microwave
backscatter to the satellite. Specially, in agricultural régions, the estimation ofsurface conditions using
radar data could be very usefulfor the management and prévention ofrisks related to excessive runoff.
The purpose ofthis work is to evaluate the optimum operating configuration for the radar satellites that
would allow choosing the best approach to extraction of roughness for rough very rough surfaces. A
simulation study using theoretical and empirical models has permitted the estimation of the
backscattering coefficients sensitivity to a relative variation in soil parameters in terms of radar
characteristics. For roughness, the différent configurations are verifîed and the results of multi-angular
configuration seem to give the best resultsfor a rough surface. In this work, to estimate soil roughness
from a multi-angular approach, a Normalized radar Backscatter soil Roughness Index (NBRI) is
presented and was cross validated with ground data obtained in Chateauguay and Pike River watersheds,
Québec. This Index may allow the mapping ofsoil roughness conditions over large area with C-band SAR
data like that ofRADARSAT.
1. INTRODUCTION

Estimâtes of the physical parameters of the soil
surface, i.e. moisture content and surface
roughness, are important for hydrological and
agricultural studies, as they appear to be the two
major parameters for runoff forecasting on an
agricultmal watershed (Bâtes et al., 1997). One
possible way of estimating surface roughness
consists in using active microwave remote
sensing, based on scatterometers, airbome and
spacebome data (Chanzy et al., 1990, Oh et al.,
1992, Blyth, 1993, Ulaby et al., 1996).
The
important
parameters
significantly
influencing the radar response of soils may be
classified into two catégories: 1) the target
parameters and, 2) the sensor parameters such as
frequency, polarization and incidence angle. In the
first category, radar scattering by a bare soil
surface is determined by two attributes: first, the
geometry of the soil surface commonly known as

surface roughness and second, the microwave
dielectric properties of the soil médium, which
dépend on the soil characteristics such as
moistme, particle
size
distribution
and
mineralogy.
Roughness is one of the main factors for defining
potential runoff from agricultural surfaces. At the
scale of a field, roughness has a double rôle of
trapping water, which helps infiltration, and
slowing down runoff. At the scale of a catchment
area, it is the macro-roughness of that will

influence the concentration of runoff(Benallegue
et al., 1995).

This study examines the différent configuration
and the potential of mapping différent roughness
classes using C-band SAR data over a study site
comprised of bare soils in St. Lawrence lowlands
area, Québec, Canada.
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2.

STUDY

SITE

AND

DATA

DESCRIPTION

2.1. Study area
The agricultural sites chosen for this study are the
Chateauguay and Pike River watersheds located in
the south shore of the Montréal région, Quebec,
Canada (figure 1). Description of the plots was

mostly performed in tenns of surface roughness.
These descriptions were generated according to
the ploughing plots(very rough surface).

acquired on 12*^ November 1999 in the SI mode
with incidence angles ranging from 20 to 25° and

the second image was acquired on IS"* November
1999 in the 87 mode with incidence angles
ranging from 40 to 49°.
The roughness and the moisture of the surface
were measured in-situ the same dates as the

satellite image were acquired. However, between
the periods of data acquisition, the climate was
almost stable and surface moisture had not

changed significantly because of the low
evaporation and tempa-ature at that time of the

year, but to satisfy completely the conditions of
this study, the plots that have exactly the same
moisture and the roughness for two dates are
chosen.

In order to describe the plots in the study area
(homogeneous soil structure, bare soil,
homogeneous ploughing) an average backscatter
Chateauguay and Pike River
watersheds

value a"(in dB)was assigned to each plot area by
converting the RADARSAT DN value to a".
3.METH0D0L0GY

Figure 1. Localization ofstudy area
2.2. Ground data

Many plots in the study area were chosen. The
roughness and moisture of the surface were
measured in-situ the same day as image

acquisition. To calculate rms height, six 2 m long
surface profiles (three parallel and three
perpendicular to the furrows) were investigated
for each plot. The method for extracting and
modeling the roughness parameters has been
described iu détail by Beaulieu et al.(1995).
To measure the humidity surface, a reflectometry
instrument was used to measure soil moisture.

About 5-8 samples were taken at each plot. Also,
to control the results obtained by gravimétrie,

some soil specimens are transferred to laboratory
for measuring soil moisture.
2.3. Satellite Data

The satellite data used in this study correspond to
a RADARSAT image pair. The first image was

In practice, estimation of surface roughness may
be defined as a strong régression between the
radar backscattering coefficient (ct°) and
roughness parameters, rms height (5) and
corrélation length (f), Thus, theoretically we have
one équation with two imknowns(when humidity
is known). To résolve this problem, two solutions
are presented. First, using the assumption that
defines surface roughness only by its horizontal
distribution, it means that only rms height

represents surface roughness and the influence of
corrélation length is negligible. In this case,
corrélation length that shows the horizontal
distribution of surface roughness is not estimated.
Secondly, it is possible to add a second équation
with the same unknowns. This means using two
images with two différent conditions, for example

using two images with différent incidence angles
or différent polarizations, that can give two
différent backscattering coefficients for the same
site, therefore there are two équations with two
unknowns. In this study we use the second
solution with three différent methods, multi-

frequency, multi-polarization and multi-angular,
to obtain the best configuration for estimating
surface roughness. In this case, according to
profile of study site conceming very rough
surfaces, this comparison is carried out using
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simxilations by GOM (Géométrie Optics Model;
Ulaby et al., 1982 )and Oh Model (Oh et al.,
1992).
These

models are used to simulate sxuface

roughness from bare soils. To perfonn these
numerical calculations the parameters of three
radar satellite sensors, RADARSAT-1, ERS1/2
and JERS-1 are chosen. Thxis simulation was

carried ont using two frequencies in band C and L
(frequency equal to 5.3 and 1.2 GHz respectively),
two polarizations(HH and W)and two incidence
angles (20° and 40°). In this study, in order to
obtain the best comparison possible, the following
points are taken into considération;
1) According to expérimental results obtained by
McNaim et al. (1996)in C-band polarization, HH
is more sensitive than W or HV to surface

roughness. Also Beaudoin et al. (1990) and
Coppo et al.(1995) concluded that with incidence

an^es superior to 30° the sensibility of the
backscattering coefficient to humidity decreases
strongly, and on the opposite, its sensibility to
roughness increases. Therefore, in this study,
when the multi-polarization and multi-frequency

approaches are verifîed, the incidence angle is
constant (0=40°) and when the multi-angular and
multi-frequency
approaches
are
verifîed,
polarization is constant(HH polarized).

2) The ratio indicator is chosen to show the
différences and the rate of différences between the

approaches. This indicator présents the ratio a°i/
a°2 that, in the multi-polarization approach can be
defined as a°hh/cJ°w, in the multi-frequency

approach as a°c/cy°L and as a°40°/a°20 for the
multi-angular approach. If this ratio becomes
close to 1 (a°i = ct°2), we can conclude that the
proposed approach is not efficient enough to
extract the necessary information for estimating
surface roughness(Autret et al., 1989).
3) To estimate surface roughness by using the
multi-angular approach, a new roughness index
(NBRI)is proposed.
4) To validate the theoretical approach, fîeld data
from the St. Lawrence lowlands area and actual
RADARSAT data are used.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Simulation results

This section évaluâtes the applicabUity of the
three approaches presented for the estimation of

surface roughness. To be able to cover a large
domain of possible surface conditions, two
différent soil moistures (my =18 and 28%) wra-e
chosen that could be used in calculations.

Figure 2 and 3 diow the simulated results by Oh
model. These figures clearly show the advantage
of the multi-angular approach to estimate the
roughness of rough and very rough surfaces. For
this model the values of a°i/a°2 are almost equal
to 1 (between 1 and 1.04) for multi-polarization
and decrease rapidly for multi-frequency, however
they are between 1.45 and 1.68 (for my = 18 and
28% respectively)for the multi-angular approach.
According to the Géométrie Optics Model(GOM)
CT°hh= cr°yy and a°L= cr°c. This means that the
indicator a°i/a°2 is always equal to 1 for rough
and very rough surfaces and therefore the multipolarization and multi-frequency approaches are
not efficient for estimation of surface roughness.

As shown in figure 4, the a°i/a°2 indicator is
greater than 1, however for extrem rough surfaces
this value becomes equal to 1 and this phenomena
may be explained by the behavior of microwave
scattering, because when the surface is very rough
it behaves like a Lambertian surface, the incidence

signais being scattered in ail directions almost
uniformly,independently of the incidence angle.

4.2.
Comparison
configurations

of

satellite

As explained above, in this study the simulation
parameters were chosen close to the parameters of
the RADARSAT-1, ERSl/2 and JERS-1 radar
satellite sensors. This configuration may be used

for comparing the capabihty of these satellites for
estimating the surface roughness, and it can also
be used for simulations of RADARSAT-2 and

ENVISAT. The results obtained in the previous
section show that for rough and very rough
surfaces, the multi-angular approach gives
satisfactory results whereas the results of the
multi-polarization
and
multi-frequency
approaches are questionable towards providing a
good estimation of sxirface roughness. Therefore,
following to the capabihty of RADARSAT-1 to
acquire data in différent incidence angles, we can
conclude that using this satelhte alone, we are
capable of to obtaining the necessary images to
estimate surface roughness.
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4.3. Définition of a muiti-anguiar
backscatter index using RADARSAT
data

Assessment of the simulated results suggests a
relationship between the backscatter coefFicient
and soil roughness(rms height roughness) for the
same target conditions (soil roughness and soil
moisture are constant for two pairs of data).
The simple relation between multi-angular
backscatter and soil roughness can be presented
by:

s=ay.p{(T^,(yf)+b

(1)

where s is the surface roughness,
relation

between

two

différent

cP^ is the
backscatter

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper three configuration approaches
(midti-polarization, multi-frequency and multiangular) are proposed to estimate the surface
roughness in C-band for rough and very rough
surfaces. In

this

case, the

value

of the

backscatteiing coefficients was calculated by
using two existing theoretical and empirical
models for différent conditions (2.5 < rms < 6 cm
and mv = 18 and 28%). The simulation showed
that, according to the models used for rough and
very rough surfaces, a multi-angular approach was
more sensitive to roughness than a multipolarization and multi-frequency approaches and
based on these results it can be concluded that the

coefficients obtained by two différent incidence
angles, and a and h are linear coefficients.

RADARSAT-1 satellite with its large capability in
terms of acquisition modes improves the
identification of surface roughness. However,

p((Pu cp2) can have the form presented as:

these results must be tested for another surface
conditions.

p(^a^,a^)=\n{NBRI)

(2)

The strong relationship between rms and NBRI
allows us to estimate tihe siuface roughness from
agricultural fields. This work is continuing
towards extending the multi-angular approach to

(3)

separate roughness from soil moisture by using
RADARSAT images.

where:

NBRI--

<7f+<T^

NBRI (Normalized

provide an estimation of surface roug^ess and
radar

Backscatter

soil

Roughness Index) can be used to generate soil
roughness maps over large areas with C-band
SAR data.

4.4. NBRI and soil roughness
relationship for very rough surfaces
Based on the knowledge of field conditions (very
rough surface), the proposed approach was tested
by simulated and actual backscatter values. To
simulate backscatter coefficients, the Géométrie

Optics Model (GOM) was chosen with the
foUowing parameters: 3 ^ s < 6 cm, e = 8, f = 4
cm. Figure 5 shows the results obtained by
simulated backscatter values and a corrélation

coefficient higher than 99% was derived.
This approach was tested with the backscatter

coefficients obtained by RADARSAT images
(figure 6)and a corrélation coefficient higher than
83% was obtained, which is a strong relationship
for actual satellite data.
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A RADARSAT-1 BASED MULTI-ANGULAR APPROACH TO
SEPARATE AND MAP MOISTURE AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS

COMPONENTS OF THE RADAR SIGNAL BACKSCATTERED BY
BARE SOILS

Abstract

Soil svirface roughness and moisture content are both positively correlated with microwave
backscatter intensity. However, their influence on surface runoff works in opposite directions,

rough and dry surfaces having less runoff and more infiltration than wet and smooth soils.
Therefore, it is important to be able to separate moisture fi-om roughness over bare soils, if
information useful for hydrological and érosion modelling is to be derived fi-om satellite

imagery. This work évaluâtes the potential of a multi angular approach to dérivé moisture and
roughness fi^om SAR data. It is based on a modification of the semi-empirical model initially
developed for multi-polarization imagery in order to adapt it for multi-angular single
polarization data such as those ofRADARSAT-1.
The modified model and its limits of validity are presented for an agricultural area. Soil
moisture and soil surface roughness maps of a sub-catchment close to Montréal(Canada)bave

been produced by using the new model and RADARSAT-1 imagery taken in the SI, S3 and
S? modes acquired at short intervais in November 1999. Validation of the model is based on a

field campaign where roughness and moisture have were been measured in 27 fields in the
basin. The S3 and S7 combination gives the best results for the séparation of moisture and

roughness components in the area and is also in agreement with the physical limits of the
model. The pointability and flexibility of RADARSAT-1 makes it possible to acquire these
combinations firom the same side on the same sites within a two day interval, allowing only

small changes in moisture and roughness between the data acquisitions ifit does not rain in the
meantime.
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Introduction

Microwave remote sensing techniques are of primary interest for monitoring land surfaces
because of their ail weather capabilities, their pénétration depth through natural média and

their sensitivity to surface variables (such as water content) difficult to estimate using optical
remote sensing sensors.

Several studies were conducted over the last 20 years to study the relation between the

backscattering coefficient and soil parameters (Ulaby et al, 1978, 1982, 1996; Dobson and
Ulaby, 1986a, 1986b; Engman and Wang, 1987; Oh et al, 1992; Fung, 1994; Dubois et al,
1995). Most of the research work was oriented towards the estimation ofsoil moisture and the
development of algorithms for mapping soil moisture distribution. Estimation of surface soil
moisture was usually obtained by using an empirical relationship to convert the measured
backscatter coefficient (a°) into volumetric soil moisture (m^)(Dobson and Ulaby, 1986a;
Prévôt et al, 1993; Ulaby et al, 1996). Results showed that the radar spécifications for

optimum soil-moisture détection with minimum soil roughness influence were determined to
be the C-band with HH polarization and an incidence angle aroimd 10-12° (Benallege et al,
1998).

The synthetic aperture radar(SAR)angle of présent and future missions starts around 20°(23°
for ERSl/2, 38° for JERS-1, 15-55° for SIR-C and 20-50° for RADARSAT-1/2). This means

that the incidence angles of operational SAR Systems are quite différent fi-om the 10-

12°optimum angle and that radar results are expected to dépend on both soil water content and
roughness.

Based on simulation results, Sahebi et al (2001, 2002) indicated that the multi-angular

approach would be more sensitive to surface parameter conditions than multi-polarization and
multi-fi"equency approaches. They concluded that the RADARSAT-1 satellite with its
capability of acquiring data at différent incidence angles could be used for estimating soil
moisture and surface roughness. However, it is necessary to develop a method adapted to
RADARSAT-1 data for estimating these parameters.
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The objective of this paper is to fomulate and define a transforaiation approach to solve the
inverse problem for the operational retrieval of soil surface roughness and moisture. The

strategy consista in formulating the inverse problem in the context of multi-angular
RADARSAT-1 data. We studied the relation between the C- band radar response and soil
parameters, specially soil dielectric constant (s) and rms height (s), which are used as
constraining target parameters in the Original Dubois Model(ODM)(Dubois et al., 1995) and
the Modified Dubois Model(MDM)(Angles, 2001).
Methodology

The important parameters that significantly influence bare soil radar response may be
classified into two catégories: 1)the target parameters such as moisture and roughness and, 2)
the sensor parameters such as frequency, polarization and incidence angle. Usually in remote
sensing applications, the sensor parameters are known; however, the relationship between the

target and measured signais are subjective. Estimation of surface soil parameters was usually
obtained by xising a theoretical or empirical relationship to convert the measured backscatter

coefficient(a°)into soil surface roughness and moisture(Dobson and Ulaby, 1986a; Prévôt et
al, 1993; Ulaby et al, 1996). Then for each target, we had one équation with two unknowns,
or three if the model incorporâtes corrélation length. As a conséquence, the use of radar data
acquired with single configuration does not generally permit the estimation of these variables.
However, to estimate the surface parameters simultaneously over complex areas, multitechnique concepts (multi-polarization, multi-angular, multi-sensor, multi-frequency, and
multi-temporal) are the main solution.
From a ground based experiment(Chanzy et al, 1998) and a theoretical study (Sahebi et al.
2001, 2002), it has been demonstrated that the multi-angular configuration gives the best
configuration to estimate bare soil surface parameters.
In this study, the multi-angular configuration is used for the inversion of backscattering
models to account for roughness and soil moisture estimation using RADARSAT-1 data
acquired within two différent angular ranges.
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This process was carried out using two empirical backscatter models that introduce the
relationship between backscatter coefficient and surface parameters (roughness and dielectric
constant). Then, to validate the proposed approach, the results are compared with measured
ground data.
The following models were used in this work;
Original Dubois Model(ODM)

The Dubois mode!(Dubois et al, 1995) was developed using scatterometer data. The model is

based on an empirical model for smooth and médium rough surfaces. The model is optimized
for bare surfaces and requires radar channels at a fi-equency between 1.5 and 11 GHz. It gives
best results for ks < 2.5, 0 > 30° and moisture contents (my) < 35% with NDVI(Normalized

Différence Végétation Index) less than 0.4; where k is the wave number (k=2;c/X,), X, is the
wavelength,s is the rms height and 0 is the incidence angle. The HH-polarized backscattering
cross sections were found to follow this équation;

0

-2-75

û

0-^=10

0.028 tan fer

1.4 0.7

(fa.sin^ X

(1)

sin G

where Sr is the real part ofthe dielectric constant.

Modified Dubois Model(MDM)

As explained, the model developed by Dubois et al is limited to surface conditions and
incidence angle. It can cover neither rough (and/or very humid) surfaces nor incidence angles
less than 30°. In the case of the RADARSAT-1 sensor configuration (band-C, HH-polarized

and incidence angles programmable fi-om 20° to 50°) an attempt was made by the Université
de Sherbrooke to modify this model for Quebec agricultural areas (Angles, 2000). This

modification presented in équation 2 can be applied to ail bare agricultural surfaces.

0"''®xÇos^^i0°"' 'x(fo5in6!)°*''x/'
sin 9

(2)
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When used with RADARSAT data at two différent incidence angles of the same target with
short intervais, this approach generates a two équation system with two unknowns, which can
be resolved to obtain s and s.

STUDY SITE

The agricultural site chosen for this study is part of the Chateauguay watershed (73°46' W,
45°19' N), located on the south shore of the St. Lawrence River, southeast of Montréal,
Canada(Figure 1). The area consists mainly of agricultural fields on a rather flat relief plateau.
During the ground surveys the parcel surfaces were rough to very rough.
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Figure 1. Location ofstudy area.

Data

Ground data

Roughness and moisture measurements were carried out over 27 fields, simultaneously with
the image acquisitions. To calculate rms height, six 2 m long (1.5 cm sampling interval)

surface profiles (three parallel and three perpendicular to the furrows) were investigated for
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each parcel. These profiles were photographed and then digitized. The method for extracting
and modeling the roughness parameters has been described in détail by Beaulieu et al.(1995).
To measure surface moisture a reflectometiy instrument was used. Fifteen samples were taken
in each parcel. These measurements were carried out for soil depths of 0-5 cm with a
Thetaprobe soil moisture sensor. Using the équation presented in the Thetaprobe soil moisture
user manual (1996), the direct outputs (DC voltage in mV) were converted to soil water
content(m .m")and dielectric constant. Also, to evaluate the results obtained by this method,
five 0-5 cm soil samples for each parcel were transferred to our laboratoiy. Wet and dry
weights were used to détermine gravimétrie soil water content. The soil water contents

(m^.m'^)obtained by these two methods were compared and a mean relative différence of 12%
(équivalent to 1.8% volumetric soil moisture) between the two methods was observed.
Surface roughness and moisture were measured in-situ on November 15 and 18, 1999 (the
same dates as the satellite image acquisitions). Between the periods of data acquisition, the
weather was stable and surface moisture had not changed significantly because of the low
evaporation and température at that time of the year. Average températures were 2.3 °C and
there was no recorded rainfall between the two acquisition dates. However, to completely
satisfy the conditions ofthis study, 20 parcels that had nearly the same moisture and roughness
for the two dates were chosen.

Satellite data

The satellite data used in this study correspond to a RADARSAT-1 image pair. The first
image was acquired on November 15, 1999 in 83 (Standard-3 Ascending) mode with
incidence angles ranging firom 30 to 35° and,the second image was acquired on November 18,
1999 in 87 (8tandard-7 Ascending) mode with incidence angles ranging firom 40 to 49°. The

RADAR8AT DN values were converted to o>° using 8hepard (1998). In order to include the
spatial variability and to avoid problems related to georeferencing of individiial pixels of the
parcels in the study area (homogeneous soil structure, bare soil, homogeneoiis ploughing), an
average

(dB)was assigned to each parcel(20 to 30 pixels).
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DISCUSSION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

Figures 2 to 5 présent a comparison between the values ofthe surface parameters estimated by
the radar data inversion technique and those measured in-situ. For the surface parameters,
MDM definitely has the best estimation with errors equal to 1.30 cm and 2.81 for rms height
and dielectric constant respectively; however, for ODM,these errors increase to 2.89 cm for

rms height and 28.74 for dielectric constant that are imacceptable. This fact can be explained
by the models behavior. The ODM caimot be used for rough and very rough surfaces while for
MDM, the estimation of the dielectric constant is more exact than the estimation of rms

height.
This sensitivity to humidity may be explained by the behavior of the Dubois Model.
According to this model, the statistical variation ofsurface roughness is characterized only by
rms height and it does not take into account the corrélation length that can introduce an error
to présent the real behaviors ofthe backscattered radar signal. However, the results are largely
acceptable for satellite data.
Conclusion

This work has demonstrated the possibility of using the multi-angular approach to dérivé soil
moisture and surface roughness from satellite remote sensing data. In spite ofsome errors, this
estimation derived from satellite radar data is a useftil tool for estimating soil surface

parameters over extended areas.
To minimize the influence of the errors associated with backscatter models, we propose the
Modified Dubois Model(MDM)developed for agricultural sites in Quebec and presenting a

good estimation of soil sxirface parameters. This resuit is obtained by comparing the same
resiilts calculated using the original and modified Dubois models. From an application point of
view, the final products of this work are soil surface parameter maps (roughness and
moisture).
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Figure 2. Corrélation between the dielectric constant measured and estimated by MDM

Measured dielectric constant

Figure 3. Corrélation between the dielectric constant measured and estimated by ODM
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Figure 4. Corrélation between rms height measured and estimated by MDM
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Figure 5. Corrélation between rms height measured and estimated by ODM
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As explained in the previous chapters, data were collected on the surface for soil moisture
content, surface roughness and soil texture at the chosen sites. This appendix outlines some

procédures for data collection and describes the preliminary analysis conducted on the
parameters measured for the Chateauguay and Pike River watersheds.
1.

Soil moisture

1.1.

Instrument

Data were collected on the surface soil moisture content using a Thetaprobe soil moisture

(TDR) sensor designed by Delta-T devices and the Macaulay Land Use Research Institute
(Delta Devices Ltd., 1996). The instrument converts the signal into a direct current (DC)

voltage shown to be almost proportional to the soil moisture content. The direct output voltage
readings (V) were recorded on a digital voltmeter; however, it can be converted into the
volumetric soil moisture (amv) and soil dielectric constant (f). The probe (Figure 1) comprises

four sharpened prongs of6 cm in length. A moisture estimate is obtained for a 30 cm^ column
of soil within these prongs (Delta Devices Ltd., 1996).

The absolute accuracy of the probe is reported as between ± 0.02 and ± 0.05 cm^.cm'^ of soil
water(2 to 5% in volumetric moisture) depending on calibration method.(Delta Devices Ltd.,
1996).

Joe

m

Figure 1. The dielectric Thetaprobe for measuring volumetric soil moisture.
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According to Gaskin and Miller (1996), the impédance of the emitted 100 MHz signal is
influenced by two properties; the apparent dielectric constant and the ionic conductivity. The
effect of these factors dépend on the signal frequency This means that the signal frequency
maximizes the sensitivity of the signal to changes in the dielectric constant to minimize the
effect ofchanges in the ionic conductivity.
1.2.

Sampling methods

The first task was to check that the probe was operating normally(check the battery, wires and
other components) and that the probe was clean, any small offset in voltage was noted before
the sampling began. The probe was then inserted into the soil, perpendicular to the soil
surface, covering soil depths of0-5 cm. The voltage reading was allowed to stabilize and then
the value was noted. Fifteen samples were taken at three différent random locations within
approximately a 5 m by 5 m area in each fïeld to account for the spatial heterogeneity of soil
moisture within the parcel of land. The average of the recordings was then calculated and
considered représentative ofthe soil moisture content at that particular field.
13.

Calibration

The stated relationship between the output voltage of the probe and the volumetric soil
moisture content is non-linear and dépendent on the type of soil analyzed. According to the

soil texture ofthe studies area, the calibration relationship chosen in this study was for minerai
soils. The relationship between the output voltage (V) and the square root of the dielectric

constant (Ve) can be expressed very accurately (R^ = 1.0) by the 5th order polynomial
presented by Whalley(1993):

yfë =1 + 6.19V-9.72V^ + 24.351^ - 30.84V* + 14.73}^
The simple relationship between Va and
■Je — Un

m,=-

^

(1)

can be expressed in the form:
(2)

The coefficients chosen for ao and ai are given as 1.60 and 8.40 respectively for a minerai soil
(Delta Devices Ltd., 1996). These are derived fi-om a large number of tests carried out on
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minerai soils. The company gives other coefficients for organic soils, but we had no such soils
in our test area. The value of e and

were used as input to the backscattering models when

these parameters were specified. However these parameters may be converted into each other
using the relationship given by Hallikainen et al.(1985).
1.4.

Data vérification

To validate the results obtained by the Thetaprobe for selected parcels of land, gravimétrie

samples were collected for comparing moisture measurements made by the Thetaprobe and
the laboratory results. The standard procédure was at first to collect 5 samples in the régions
where Thetaprobe measurements were carried out. Based on the manual of Agriculture Canada

(Sheldrick, 1984), a représentative sample was collected using sections of metallic gutter
piping 5 cm in length and approximately 5 cm in diameter. The initial weight of the sample
was taken, oven dried at 105°C for over 24 hours, and then re-weighted. The average

gravimétrie moisture content, normally expressed as g water g' soil (oven dried) or as a
percentage, was then calculated using the following formula(Sheldrick, 1984):
gravimétrie moisture =(mass ofwater lost/mass ofoven dried soil)xl00

(3)

It was then converted into volumetric soil moisture by dividing the mass of water lost by the

volume of the sample (équivalent to its volume because density of water is 1 g.cm" ). The soil
water content obtained by these two methods(Thetaprobe and laboratory) were compared and
a mean relative différence of 12% (équivalent to 1.8% volumetric soil moisture) between the
two methods was observed. This shows that the accuracy of the Thetaprobe is within the

spécifications gives by the manufacture, which daims errors fi-om 2 to 5% in volumetric
moisture. The results ofthis data vérification exercise are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Results of volumetric soil moisture(readings from the Thetaprobe and standard
laboratory method) and rms height for the Pike River site.
Volumetric soU moisture

Volumetric soil

estimation with

moisture estimation in

Thetaprobe

lab.

(cm^.cm^)xlOO

(cm^.cm'^)xlOO

2

20

22

5.0

4

28

26

3.1

5

30

27

2.4

6

25

23

5.5

7

20

22

4.5

8

24

21

3.8

10

17

19

4.6

11

14

10

4.8

14

24

22

4.5

15

26

24

4.0

17

25

23

3.3

Parcel No.

Roughness
rms height
(cm)
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Table 2. Results of volumetric soil moisture(readings from the Thetaprobe and standard
laboratory method) and rms height for the Chateauguay site.

Parcel No.

Volumetric soil moisture

Volumetric soil

estimation with

moisture estimation in

Roughness
rms height
(cm)

Thetaprobe

lab.

(cm^.cm"^)xlOO

(cm^.cm'^xlOO

100

11

12

3.9

101

22

26

3.1

102

16

17

3.1

103

12

13

4.4

104

10

13

1.3

105

13

15

3.8

106

12

16

4.9

107

19

21

3.9

108

16

17

5.2

109

26

27

4.0

110

19

20

4.7

111

13

13

3.9

112

18

18

3.8

113

13

13

3.0

114

15

16

4.2

115

29

28

2.2

116

15

16

4.4

117

18

18

2.8

118

13

14

3.7

119

16

16

3.7

120

15

16

3.9

121

22

22

1.5

122

21

22

2.7

123

15

17

3.7

124

14

15

3.7

125

23

23

2.9

126

18

19

1.5
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2.

Surface roughness

2.1.

Définitions

As outlined previously, it is essential to quantify the roughness properties ofa bare soil surface
as one of the most important target parameters can influence the backscatter signal. This insitu measurement allows to validate the roughness estimated using radar data. As explained in

Chapter 1, in this study, the standard déviation of surface heights, also known as root mean

square (rms) height and abbreviated as s présents the statistical parameters of soil surface
roughness because corrélation length bas no real influence of runoff. This parameter is
presented in units of centimeters. The method of measurement and dérivation ofthis parameter
is discussed below. This information is reflected in the spécifications of the equipment used

and the field methodology employed. Outlined below are the basic définitions of rms height,

the procédures adoptai in the field and the method for its détermination. This method was
already used by Smyth(1999)and Angles(2001).
2.2.

rms height

The rms height of a siuface indicates to what degree discrète measurements of the height of a
surface above an arbitrary plane varies. Obviously the greater the spread of height
measurements, the greater the value of rms height. For the sériés zi, i=l,2,.... n the rms height

in the case ofthe discrète one-dimensional values {sp) is given by(Beaulieu et a/., 1995):

^[zi-zm\
(4)
n-1

where,

Z-'
=

(5)
n

and n is the number ofsamples.
In ail cases the number of discrète height measmements exceeded 134. The actual number

taken varied in two ways. First, with respect to deriving the corrélation coefficient value that is
used in some backscattering models, and secondly, in an attempt to dérivé an optimized
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methodology of data collection with the aim of making the data collection process more
accurate(Ulaby et al, 1982).
For each parcel ofland, six surface profiles were investigated. Three profiles were parallel and
three profiles were perpendicular to the soil furrows. Then, the rms height for each parcel of
land is presented as(Smyth, 1999):

pU

(6)

s=■

where

represents the mean of parallel rms heights and 5^1 the mean of perpendicular rms

heights.
2.3.

The profîlometer

The equipment used to dérivé the rms height is a pin profîlometer constructed at CARTEL
(Université de Sherbrooke) measuring 2 meters in length. The device initially was constructed

with 134 pins with a séparation of 1.50 cm. The aluminum pins were attached to a wooden
ffame with locking clips that could trap the pins against the ffame. Also fixed to the ffame was

a spirit level to enable the ffame to be on a horizontal plane. Behind the ffame was attached a
sheet of thin black plywood, providing a reference with which the pins would be shown
against. The profîlometer fully set is shown in Figure 2 for the Pike River watershed.

II

Il i
II

IImH

%
5^
âbd

ém

Figure 2. 2m (134 samples) profîlometer used for measuring surface height values (Built by J.
Angles and F. Bonn).
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The procédure was first to reset the pins, to place the profilometer vertically on the surface and
adjust the métal rods at the side so that the spirit level indicated that the ffame was horizontal.
The pins were then released and would assume the shape of the surface below. When ail ofthe
pins were just touching the ground a photograph of the pins was taken against the background
of graph paper.
2.4.

Photograph analysis

The photographs were developed to 7x5 inches (17.8x12.7 cm). The photos were then
digitized using ARC INFO software by choosing a reference horizontal level and by digitizing
the top of the pins with reference to this plane. This was carried out until ail of the pins were
digitized. The relative heights of the pins were then converted to centimeters by transforming

the edges of the graph paper to units of length (normalization). It should be noted that the
absolute value of the heights are less important than the statistics of their heights. The

measurements were entered into a spreadsheet for further analysis (Beaulieu et al, 1995).
Figure 3 shows two example profiles collected for a Chateauguay and Pike river surface.

Pike River

Chateauguay

20

60

90

120

150

180

Distance(cm)

Figure 3. Examples of profiles recorded for the Chateauguay and the Pike River watersheds.
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The results of nns height for the Chateauguay and Pike River sites are shown in Tables 1 and
2.

2.5.

Problems and alternative methods

When using the pin profilometer method, errors can be introduced into the analysis. First, the

profile has to be horizontal and checks need to be made to ensure that ail the pins are touching
the ground. The photograph should also be taken on the level. When digitizing, it is important
that the very tip of the pin is registered for every profile. As this process is made manually,
human errors are inévitable; however, this can be minimized with proper due care and
attention. Other methods for obtaining surface roughness measurements were investigated. For

example, the laser profilometer (Huang and Bradford, 1990) is one such method. This
profilometer, originally developed to look at micro-relief in wind érosion studies, can measure
surface élévation data by storing the élévation data recorded by a laser beam retuming fi-om
the aimed soil surface. The resolution of the sampling can be controlled from a computer and

typically would be 1.5 mm (Geneq Web site: http://www.geneq.com/fi-ames.html), yielding
over 40, 000 readings per plot. Obviously such a high resolution of readings would not be
required for this study and the fixed sampling, as explained before, would be sufficient.
However, the advantages for such a device are numerous; surface élévations and roughness
statistics could be calculated directly using a simple computer program, human error would be
practically eliminated.
Another approach consists in using three-dimensional images obtained fi-om stereovision

photographies (Zribi et al, 2000). For data acquisition, two digital caméras are kept next to
each other at a constant distance. By taking pictures simultaneously, it is possible to create a
model ofthe photographed surface in 3-D. This 3-D model ofthe soil surface topography with
fine resolution offers a new way for describing soil surface roughness. Presently, a team at
CARTEL (Université de Sherbrooke) is working on this approach. However, the results

obtained are not convincing in terms ofresults vs. processing time.
3.

Soil texture

Soil texture influences the dielectric properties of the soil médium, as mentioned in Chapter 1
and therefore it is important that these properties be measured. The methodology used data
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consisting oforiginal samples collected in the field and analyzed in the laboratory according to
Sheldrick(1984).

Data on the particle size distribution of the soil at the parcels of land were analyzed in the
mineralogy laboratory of the Université de Sherbrooke. At each parcel, 5 samples were

collected from the upper 5 cm of the surface material. The mass of the sample was
approximately 100 grams. The method for deriving the particle size distribution in terms of
percentage sand, silt and clay uses a sédimentation technique followed by sieving. The particle
size class distinction is one commonly used in Canada based on standard laboratory

procédures as outlined in the Agriculture Canada manual (Sheldrick, 1984); sand-size particles
are between 0.05 to 2 mm, silt-size particles are between 0.002 to 0.05 mm and clay-size

particles are less than 0.002 mm. The sand fraction is separated using a 0.05 sieve for coarse
sand, a 0.025 mm sieve for fine sand, whereas the clay fi^ction is determined by particle
settling times in distilled water at a constant température.
The methods used here to détermine the particle size distribution are suitable for most soils

and sédiments. Dry sieving can only be conducted if high proportions of sand are présent
(Rowell, 1994). As most agricultural soils contain significant amounts of silt and clay, pipette

and hydrometer methods(based on sédimentation techniques) were used.
The technique of sédimentation is based on theoretically derived settling times, calculated
using Stokes' Law, for particles of différent sizes. The density of the settling liquid is kept
constant using a water bath (set at a constant température of 20°C) and great care is taken not
to disturb the samples after they have been thoroughly mixed (Rowell, 1994).
The results ofthe particle size analysis for the samples collected at the Chateauguay watershed
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Soil analysis results ofparticle size for the Chateauguay watershed

)%( OM
)%(^«IDOC
(%)

emulov
noitcudéR

foseniflatoT
fodnaslatoT

)%( dnas
esraoC

)%(

)%(dnaS
dnas eniF
)%( tus

.oNlecraP

13
100
68
31
37
19
32.3
8.55
32
1<
5.56

101
36.5
20
12.5
32.5
67.5
1<
31
3.62
9.21
2.10

12.5
102
1<
5
9
19.5
9
2.56
1.48
12.4
32
68

301
56
5
7
32
88
1.75
1.02
16.1
1
12
<

15.5
401
32.5
67.5
1<
65
2.5
17
2.61
1.52
14.4

105
1
2
37
49
2
4.11
3.50
2.03
86
14
1<

3
38.5
45.5
106
1
16
3
84
4.79
2.78
10.1
1<

107
90.5
752
2
38.5
9.5
1<
.5
2.52
1.46
14.4

47
108
87.5
12.5
1<
12
0.5
40.5
1.69
2.91
13.85

109
90
16.1
143
8
2
47
10
<
1.78
1.03

110
14.5
31
41
82
16.5
1<
2.28
11.8
69
3.94

3
22
111
1<
4
28
50
7
2.37
4.08
5.95

2211
3
43.5
29
4.5
72.5
27.5
1<
4.9
41.5
2.98

113
1.5
37
7.5
55.5
192.5
6
1.71
0.99
16.1
<

9411
2
46.5
42
.5
9
88.5
11.5
1<
24.97
.88

115
144
3
1
9
4
52
<6
12
69.4
8.56

39
611
6
9
3
52
16.75
9
6.12
3.55
<1

117
48.5
113
2
79.5
20.5
1<
8.5
14.9
2.38
1.38

49.5
118
4.01
130
2
79.5
20.5
1<
8.5
10.8
2.33

11
911
8
1
8
81
0
19
1<
0.58
0.33
18.5

36
120
21
57
43
1<
3.48
4
1
2
20.2
12.7

121
2.5
25
83
63
36.5
1<
34
3.16
1.83
11.15
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APPENDIXE

OPTIMIZATION USING NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARE METHOD
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In chapter 3, a nonlinear Least Square method was used for optimization. This appendix
explains some détails about this method.
We shall first state the most général form ofthe problem that we are addressing, namely:
Minimize F(x)

xeiR"

(1)

The basic mathematical optimization problem is to rninitnize a total errors E which is a
fimction of the errors at the individual data points. An important spécial case for E is the
nonlinear least squares problem that may be presented as:

E'Z/M

(2)

i=l

Bach subfunction fi(x) represent a component of the total error E and if a vector valued
fimction Fis defined by:

Mx) -Ux}],
£= /"■/

(3)
(4)

where ^ signifies the transpose of a matrix.
Differentiation of équation 2 with respect to Xj in tum as:

^=
ox^

j-\

(5)

=>

VE{x) = lJ^f

(6)

Where Jis Jacobian matrix associated withF and is an mxn matrix of the form:
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Hence, the p-th row is the derivative vector of the p-th subfimction with respect to each
element ofjc.

A second partial differential of équation 2, assuming that thefi bave continuous second partial
derivatives, gives:

^
=2Ï
dx,dxj jfi dx^
=>

dxi

dx,dxj^

V^E(x)=2{j^J + b}

(8)

(9)

Where V^E is ,of course, the nxn symmetric Hessian matrix ofE. The(mxn)matrix B, which
is the sum ofthe Hessian matrices ofthe individual subfunctions, is defined as:

j=i

In other hand, Gradiant methods for optimization are based on the Taylor expression given by:

f(x + Ax)» f(x)+g^Ax +^Ax^HAx
Where

(11)

is defined as the transpose of the gradient vector^which is a row matrix of first

order partial derivatives

^ ^])

^ Oie change in the parameter

values.

The Taylor expression of équation 11 can be used to approximate the minimum value of the

objective fimction fi-om points x near to the minimum Xmi„ asf(x+lxx) i>f(Xmin)- Thus, using the
équations 9 and 10,the équation 11 can be presented as:

Ax =-[/V]"V'"/ =-H-'VE

(12)

In général J^J is positive, so that this applications of the Newton-Raphson method should
converge. In this case a fi*action X ofthe predicted change Ax is used and the process becomes
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x,^i=x,+ÀAx,

(13)

Where A,<1 can either be fïxed in advance or fonnd by a linear search.

The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Input dataxo, and functionsf. Set k=0.
Step 2: Evaluatefk and Ek. If Ek has net reduced over a number of itérations, terminate the
minimization and output x„i„ = Xk and Emin = Ek.
Step 3: Evaluate the nxm matrix J.

Step 4: Dérivé VE = 2ff abd the Hessian H = 2fj.
Step 5: Compute

and solve for Ex =

Step 6: Generate a new point

VE.

= Xk+Ax. Set k = k+1, and retiim to step 2.
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In chapter 4, the Newton r method was used for inversing the backscattering models. This
appendix explains some détails about this method. More détails about the method were
presented in Ortega and Rheinboldt(1970) and Press et al. (1992).
A typical problem gives N functional relations to the zeroed, involving variablesXu /=1,2,...,
N:

fi{xi^,...^N)=Q

I = 1,2,..., N

(1)

If we let X dénoté the entire vector of values JC,- then, in the neighborhood of X, each of the
functionsfi can be expanded in Taylor sériés:

fi(x+sx)=fi{X)+'^^ axj+H(Sx^

(2)

where SX and âXi are the unknown errors and H(S?â)is the second and higher order terms. By

neglecting teims of order S}â and higher, we obtain a set of linear équations for the
corrections of SX that move each function doser to zéro simultaneously, namely:

(3)
J=i

where OCy and Pi can be defined by

and -f respectively.

Equation 3 can be solved by the Lower and Upper triangular décomposition method
(Westlake, 1968).
The corrections are then added to the solution vector,
Tl€W

Xi

o\d

=Xi +Sxi

1=1,2,...,N

and the process is iterated to convergence.

/ A'\.

(4)
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SEMI-EMPIRICAL CALIBRATION OF THE lEM BACKSCATTERING
MODEL USING RADAR IMAGES AND MOISTURE AND ROUGHNESS
FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Abstract

Estimating surface parameters by radar-image inversion requires the use of well-calibrated
backscattering models. None of the existing models is capable of correctly simulating
scatterometer or satellite radar data. We propose a semi-empirical calibration of the Intégral

Equation Model(lEM)backscattering model in order to better reproduce the radar backscattering
coefficient over bare agricultural soils. As corrélation length is not only the least accurate but also
the most difficult to measure of the parameters required in the models, we propose that it be

replaced by a calibration parameter that would be estimated empirically fium expérimental
databases of radar images and field measurements. This calibration was carried out using a
niimber of radar configurations with différent incidence angles, polarization configurations, and

radar fi-equencies. Using several databases, the relationship between the calibration parameter and
the surface roughness was determined for each radar configuration. In addition, the effect of the
corrélation function shape on lEM performance was studied using the three corrélation fimctions

(exponential, fi^actal, and Gaussian). The calibrated version of the lEM was then validated using
another independent set of expérimental data. The results show good agreement between the

backscattering coefficient provided by the radar Systems and that simulated by the calibrated
version of the lEM. This calibrated version of the lEM can be used in inversion procédures to

retrieve surface roughness and/or moisture values firom radar images.

Key words: Intégral Equation Model (IBM), calibration, radar images, soit roughness, soil
moisture.

1. Introduction

Many studies have been carried out on the possible use of radar remote sensing for retrieving soil
moisture and roughness values. Inverting the radar signal in terms of roughness and moisture
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requires either a backscattering model capable of reproducing the radar signal regardless of soil
roughness or moisture, or a large set of expérimental data linking the backscattering coefficient to
the varions soil parameters (roughness, moisture) and to the instrumental parameters of the radar
sensors (incidence angle, polarization, wavelength). However, to produce a database that is

représentative of ail possible physical conditions of the soil surface using différent radar
configurations would require a huge investment in time and manpower, making the use of this
inversion procédure difficult.
Soil parameters can be retrieved fi-om imaging radar data using radar surface diffusion models,
which can be either statistical or physical. The first approach requires a large number of
expérimental measurements in order to dérivé empirical models (e.g. Oh et al, 1992; Dubois et
al, 1995; Shi et al, 1995). These models are dépendent on the site and surface type on which
they were developed and tested; furthermore, they are obtained for limited ranges of incidence
angle, wavelength, and soil parameters. The second approach involves using theoretical models
based on electromagnetic scattering théories; it provides relationships that are valid for différent
radar parameters (polarization, incidence angle, wavelength) and surface conditions (surface
roughness and soil moisture). The physical approach is therefore préférable because it provides
site-independent relationships. The Intégral Equation Model (lEM) (Fung, 1994) is the most
commonly used physical model. Unlike other models (SPM, GOM,POM, etc.) that are usually

adapted to smooth or rough surfaces, the validity domain of the lEM covers the range of surface
roughness values encountered with agricultural soils. To be capable of inverting this model
would be particularly useful, as the physical parameters of the soil surface could be retrieved
fi-om radar images.

However, none of the existing models provide consistently good agreement with the measured
data firom satellite radar (Rakotoarivony et al, 1996; Remond, 1997; Zribi et al, 1997; Baghdadi
et al, 2002b). The discrepancy between simulations and measurements can reach several
decibels, which renders the inversion results inaccurate. According to numerous studies, the

discrepancy between models and measured data increases with incidence angle(Oh et al, 1992;
Rakotoarivony, 1995; Boisvert et al, 1997). It is therefore essential that these models be
calibrated so as to correct or compensate for any possible defects.
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The description of surface roughness on bare agricultural soils is currently based on three

parameters, namely the standard déviation of heights, the corrélation length, and the corrélation
function. This is not sufficient to correctly characterize the true géométrie structure of the soil.

Normally, the corrélation function is adjusted using an exponential or Gaussian function.
However, a number of studies bave shown that the backscattering coefficient varies considerably

depending on the shape of the corrélation function (Altese et al., 1996). Furthermore, measuring
the corrélation length (L)is a problem because of the substantial instability of agricultural soils.
Recent studies have shown that roughness parameters estimated from field measurements are

very sensitive to the length of the roughness profile (Baghdadi et al, 2000c). They have also
shown that the surface height (rms) and the corrélation length (L) increase with profile length.
Using simulations, Oh and Kay (1998) showed that corrélation length measurements are
unreliable when conventional profilometers of 1 or 2 m long are used (error over 50%), whereas

the accuracy associated with the rms is ofthe order of 15%. New ^proaches based on the firactal

analysis of the surface have been introduced to improve simulation of the radar signal by
incorporating a new roughness parameter, namely the fi-actal dimension (Zribi et al,2000).
The backscattering model that we decided to test and calibrate empirically is the IBM. It takes the
State of the soil into account through input parameters such as moisture (mv), standard déviation

of heights(rms), corrélation length (L), and corrélation function shape. Baghdadi et al (2002a, b)
imdertook a study to understand the behaviour of the IBM and to develop a robust empirical

calibration that would allow a good fit between the model-simulated data and the radar data. The
discrepancy between the IBM and the satellite radar data should be directly related to either the
shape of the corrélation function or the accuracy of the corrélation length measurements, as the
other IBM input parameters (standard déviation of heights, soil moisture, incidœce angle, and
radar wavelength) are relatively accurate. The approach consisted in replacing the measured

corrélation length by a calibration parameter (Lopt) so that model simulations would closely
agree with radar measurements. The calibration parameter (Lopt) intégrâtes the true corrélation

length as well as the imperfections of the IBM. In this first study, Baghdadi et al (2002a, b)used
an exponential shape for the corrélation flmction. Initial results fi-om only three databases (CW23°, C-HH39°, and C-HH-47°) showed that the calibration parameter is dépendent on

roughness and incidence angle. This led to the preliminary conclusion that the IBM does not
correctly describe angular dependence. The dependence between the calibration parameter and
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the incidence angle actually artificiaily corrects ûiis weakness of the model. Exponential
expressions were produced for the calibration parameter (Lopt) as a function of the rms and the
incidence angle(0).

In this study, we intend to investigate this semi-empirical approach further by analyzing the efîect
ofthe corrélation function shape: in addition to the exponential corrélation function, we looked at
a fractal corrélation function and a Gaussian function. In order to improve calibration robustness,
we used a number of databases (eight expérimental databases) acquired from différent sites in
France and Canada. The effect of radar frequency and polarization on lEM behaviour was aiso
examined using available L-, G-, and X-band data. This paper describes the databases and the
lEM. As a first step, the lEM was tested by comparing the backscattering coefficient from the
radar data and the backscattering coefficient from the model. Then, an empirical calibration of
the lEM was carried out in order to correct the model's errors. Finally, the calibrated version of
the lEM was validated using another database.
2. Databases

2.1. Study areas

Six measurement campaigns were carried out in France (Orgeval 94-95, Alpilles 97, and Pays de
Caux 94-98-99) and two in Canada(Brochet 99 and Châteauguay 99,in the Province of Quebec).
The study sites consisted of agricultural fields on low-relief plateaus. Fieldwork was carried out
at the same time as airbome and satellite radar overpasses and provided descriptions of the soils
and their dielectric and structural properties(roughness, moisture).
> The first study area was in the Pays de Caux, in Normandy, France (long. 0°50'W, lat.
49°47'N). It was selected as a study area for the European FLOODGEN project(FLOOD risk
réduction by spacebome récognition of indicators of excess runoff GENerating areas)(King,
2001). Soil composition at this site is about 67% silt, 13% clay, and 17% sand. Fieldwork was
carried out in 1994, 1998, and 1999 to describe the roughness and moisture parameters in a
few reference plots.
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> The second study area was in the Rhône valley in southem France (the Alpilles; long. 4°45'E,
lat. 43°47'N)- It was chosen as part of the European RESEDA project (Baret, 2000). Soil

composition is 54% silt, 40% clay, and 6% sand. Fieldwork was carried out in 1997.
> The third study area was the Orgeval site, 70 km east of Paris(long. 3°07'E, lat. 48°51'N). Soil

composition is about 78% silt, 17% clay, and 5% sand. Several radar measurement campaigns
were carried out over this basin, particularly as part of the international SIR-C/X SAR'94

project and the European AIMWATER project (Le Hégarat et al, 2002). In addition,
fieldwork was carried out to measure soil moisture and roughness (Zribi et al, 1997; Quesney
et al,2000).

> Two study areas in Canada were also used, the first in the Châteauguay River basin south of
Montréal(long. 73°46'W, lat. 45°191^0 and the second in the 650 km^ basin ofthe Rivière aux
Brochets (long. 72°54'W, lat. 45°08TsO. a tributary of Lake Champlain on the borders of
Quebec, Vermont, and New York State. Soil composition at both sites is about 42% silt, 36%
clay, and 22% sand.
2.2. Satellite data

Satellite data were obtained from the varions study areas using ERS, RADARSAT, SIR-C, X-

SAR, and ERASME sensors. Image characteristics are described in Table 1. The radar data are

available in HH and W polarizations, with incidence angles between 23° and 57°, and for three
fi-equencies(L,C,and X).

The radar images underwent various types of pre-processing in order to retrieve calibrated and
georeferenced radiometric information. The average backscattering coefficient was calculated for
each reference plot.
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Table 1. Description ofthe database.

Database

Orgeval 94

Field data
(roughnen, molstore)

06 parcelles

CETP «094»

Orgeval 95

Radar confîguration

Radar data

(frequency, polarization,incidence)

SIR-C,
SAR-X

C-W-44° ; L-W-44°
C-HH-44°,45°, 52°, 55°, 57°
L-HH-44°,45°, 52°, 55°, 57°
X-W-45°,48°, 52°, 55°, 57°

11 parcelles

ERS-2

C-W-23°

08 parcelles

ERASME

C-HH-25°

CETP «095»

Pays de Caux 94

C-W-25°

CETP «C94»

Pays de Caux 98

45 parcelles

ERS-2 RADARSAT

C-W-23°

C-HH-39°,47°

BRGM «F98»

18 parcelles

ERS-2 RADARSAT

C-W-23°

16 parcelles

ERS-2 RADARSAT

C-W-23°

Brochet 99
CARTEL «BRO»

11 parcelles

RADARSAT

C-HH-23°,40°
C-HH-21°,45°

Châteauguay 99

27 parcelles

RADARSAT

C-HH-25°,35°,47.5°, 47.7°

Pays de Caux 99

C-HH-23°,39°

BRGM «F99»

Alpilles 96-97
BRGM «RES»

CARTEL «CHA»

23. Field data

During the measurement campaigns, reference plots were visited and physical parameters
(moisture and surface roughness) were measured at the same time as radar data were acquired.
The main characteristics ofthe data sets used are shown in Table 1.

Roughness measurements were made using laser and needle profilometers (1 and 2 m long and
with 0.5, 1, and 2 cm sampling intervais). Four to twelve roughness profiles were established for

each training field. From these measurements, the standard déviation of surface height(rms) and
the corrélation length (L) were calculated using the mean of the autocorrélation fimction. The
surface was assumed to be isotropic and the autocorrélation fimction was fitted to an exponential

fimction. The rms values dépend on the agricultural practices used and the aggressive effects of
rain on bare soil surfaces; lower values correspond mainly to sowed fields and higher values to
recently ploughed fields.
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The volumetric water content at field scale was assumed to be equal to the mean value estimated

from several samples(4 to 15 per field) coUected from the top 5 cm of soil using the gravimétrie
method and a TDR (Time Domain Reflectometry) probe. The soil moisture measurements used
in this study were acquired either on the same day as the radar data or on différent days, but in
similar meteorological conditions. The standard déviation of the measured volumetric water
content is about 5%. The empirical model developed by Hallikaïnen et al.(1985) was used to link
the volumetric water content to the corresponding complex dielectric constant. This model uses
the sand and clay composition ofthe soil.
3. Modelling the radar signal

3.1. Intégral Equation Model(lEM)backscattering model

The Intégral Equation Model (IBM) backscattering model (Fung, 1994) bas a validity domain
that covers the range ofroughness values that are commonly encountered for agricultural surfaces

(k.rms<3, where kis the wave number s 1.11 cm'^ in C band). It provides a value for the
backscattering coefficient (a°) using the characteristics of the sensor (incidence angle,
polarization, and radar wavelength) and the target (dielectric constant, standard déviation of
heights, corrélation length, and corrélation fimction).
Over bare soils in agricultural areas, the backscattering coefficient of the surface contribution is
expressed as:

u)
2

n=l
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8I

tr
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: Fresnel coefficient at vertical polarization

œs0+ _^—(l-sin^û)

fF^''\a,b)= —ffp''(x,y)e-'^'"^^dxdy
is the Fourier transform ofthe nth power ofthe surface corrélation coefficient.

: dielectric constant, which is obtained on the basis of volumetric water content nsing the
empirical model of Hallikaïnen et al.(1985).
:relative peimitivity
0: incidence angle

rms: standard déviation ofsurface height
L: corrélation length

pp: co-polarization(pp = HH or W)
Re: real part ofthe complex number
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f*pp:conjugate ofthe complex number
p{x, y): surface corrélation function. Its distribution is exponential for low surface roughness
values and Gaussian for high surface roughness values. Zribi (1998) proposed a fractal

corrélation function for bare soils in agricultural areas. For one-dimensional roughness profiles,
the corrélation functions are defined as foUows:

-f-1

p{x)= e
=

-f-T

:
:

..iii
=e ^^ .
:

exponential
Gaussian

(2)

fi-actal

with T= -1.67 D +3.67. D is the fi-actal dimension calculated fi-om the empirical corrélation
fimction that best adjusts the expérimental function so that it is between the Gaussian function

and the exponential function. It is approximately 1.4 for agricultural plots (Zribi, 1998). Thus,the
coefficient t is approximately 1.33.
This difficulty in characterizing soil roughness also applies to corrélation length. The corrélation

length is calculated fi-om the corrélation fimction and is always highly variable, even on plots
with homogenous soil (Rakotoarivony, 1995). This variability can introduce significant errors in
the modelled radar signal.

We used the IBM for this study because it is theoretically valid for a wide range of roughness
values. However, many studies have shown that a discrepancy exists between simulations based
on the IBM and expérimental data extracted fi-om varions radar sensors(BRS,RADARSAT,SIRC, X-SAR, etc.) (Rakotoarivony, 1995; Baghdadi et al., 2002b; Zribi et al, 1997). If this
discrepancy is confirmed, we would expect to correct its behaviour through a semi-empirical
calibration ofthe model.

3.2.IBM results

The IBM backscattering model allows us to simulate, for a given radar configuration, the
backscattering coefficient of a surface fi-om its physical characteristics. Simulations of

were
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donc using différent databases. In order to study the efifect of the shape of the corrélation
fimction, simulations were done using each ofthe three corrélation functions: exponential, fractal,
and Gaussian (Eq. 2). Values of

simulated using the lEM and

measured from radar images

were compared (Figs. 1 and 2). In each case, the lEM-simuIated backscattering coefficient
differed fi-om the radar-measured backscattering coefficient, regardless of the radar configuration
used. Table 2 présents the results obtained (mean and standard déviation of the différence

between lEM o° and radar a°). In Figures 1 and 2, the mean and the standard déviation of the
error were calculated on the one hand for each database and on the other hand for ail the

databases with similar radar configurations (slightly différent incidence angles).

Table 2. Comparison of uncalibratedlEM simulations and radar data for the available ERS and
RADARSAT(lEM-radar)configurations. Exponential, fi-actal, and Gaussian corrélation
functions were med.

RADARSAT

RADARSAT

RADARSAT

ERS W23°/24''
HH21''/24°/25°/26°

standard
mean

HH45°/47747.5°/47.7°

standard
mean

déviation

standard
mean

standard
mean

déviation

déviation

déviation

Exponential

-0.78

5.39

-1.31

3.84

1.61

3.06

3.43

2.64

Fractal

1.41

3.64

2.77

2.78

3.80

2.70

5.02

3.36

Gaussian

3.71

2.47

5.39

3.95

1.73

8.06

-5.29

17.25
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Frectal corrélation function

Exponantial corrélation function
10
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FBS:(lEM-ndar)[dB]> -3.24*6.95
085:(lEModar)[dBJ ■ +3.25*1.91
RES:(lEM^adar)[dB]-+1.19*3.89
ToM :(lEM-radar)IdB)« -0.78*5.39

a
•o

F99:(lEM+edv)[dB]- +3.10*2.85
F98:(lEMradar)[dB]- +0.12*3.98
095:(lEMradar)(dQ•+0.63*318
- RES:(lEMradar)^■+295*297
Total : (lEMradar) IdBI - +1.41*3.64
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Figure 1. lEM-simulated backscatterlng coefficient (with L measured) as a function of the
backscattering coefficient measured fi-om radar images. Exponential, fi-actal, and Gaussian
corrélation functions were used:

(a), (b) and (c) ERS W23°/24°
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Figure 1 (continued). lEM-simulated backscattering coefficient (with L measured) as a function
of the backscattering coefficient measured from radar images. Exponential, fractal, and Gaussian
corrélation functions were used:
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Figure 2. lEM-simulated backscattering coefficient (with L measured) as a function of the
backscattering coefficient measured fi-om radar images. Exponential, fi-actal, and Gaussian
corrélation functions were used:
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Figure 2 (continued). lEM-simulated backscattering coefficient (with L measured) as a function
of the backscattering coefficient measured from radar images. Exponential, fractal, and Gaussian
corrélation functions were used:

(d), (e) and (f) RADARSAT HH45747°/47.5747.7°
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For both the exponential and the fractal corrélation fiinctions, the bias increases as the incidence

angle increases. For an exponential function, the bias varies from -0.78 dB for W23°/24° to
3.43 dB for HH45°/47747.5747.7°. The IBM underestimates the radar a° for W23724° and
HH21724725726° and overestimates it for HH35°/39°/40° and HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°. Bias is

greater for the fractal function than for the exponential function, varying from 1.41 dB for
W23°/24° to 5.02 dB for HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°. For the fractal function, the IBM

overestimates the radar

regardless of the radar configuration used. Unlike the results provided

by the exponential and fractal functions, the bias associated with the Gaussian function is high at
low incidence angles(3.71 dB for W23°/24° and 5.39 dB for HH21°/24°/25°/26°). It is 1.73 dB
for HH35°/39°/40° and -5.29 dB for HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°. It should be noted that for ail

corrélation functions, the bias is less for configuration W23°/24° than for configuration
HH2r/24/25°/26°.

With both the exponential and the fractal corrélation functions, the standard déviation ofthe error

is very high for W23°/24°(5.39 dB for the exponential corrélation function and 3.64 dB for the
fractal corrélation function). With the exponential function, it decreases with increasing incidence

angle (from 5.39 dB for W23°/24° to 2.64 dB for HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°). With the fractal
function, it shows little variation with the incidence angle (maximum variations of about 1 dB).
With the Gaussian function, it increases with increasing incidence angle (2.47 dB for W23°/24°
and 17.2 dB for HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°).

These results led to the conclusion that the IBM results are far from accurate, regardless of the
corrélation function used. They show that defects in the IBM introduce a clear inadequacy to the

measurements. Ail the reference plots were used in this study, regardless of the surface

roughness. The poor corrélation noted between the IBM and the expérimental data has nothing to
do with the IBM's validity domain (poor resuit regardless of k.rms). However, the exponential
corrélation function appears to be the best adapted to agricultural plots.
A number of hypothèses have been developed to explain this discrepancy between the IBM and
the radar data. The inadequacy noted could be related to the uncertainty of the corrélation length
measurements and/or to the model itself. According to recent studies, roughness parameters
calculated from field measurements(rms and L)are very sensitive to the length of the roughness
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profile(Baghdadi et al,2000c). These studies have shown that L increases with profile length. In
addition, Oh and Kay (1998) used simulations to demonstrate that corrélation length
measurements are unreliable when conventional profilometers of 1 or 2 m long are used (error
over 50%), whereas the accuracy associated with the rms is of the order of 15%. However,
measurements are more robust and reliable for the other IBM input parameters, such as rms, soil
moisture, and incidence angle.

This discr^ancy between the model and the data is presented herein as an introduction to the

problem. In the following paragraph, we propose a semi-empirical calibration of the IBM by
estimating a calibration parameter that intégrâtes the measured corrélation length and the
imperfections ofthe model so as to ensure better agreement between the model and the data.
4. Semi-empirical calibration of the IBM

Our objective is to develop a robust calibration that would ensure good agreement between IBM-

simulated data and radar-sensor data. The approach involves adjmting the corrélation length so as
to force the model to better reproduce the data. It should be possible to extrapolate this calibration
to other databases that are not used in the calibration process. In concrète terms, this would

involve replacing the measured corrélation length by an optimal calibration parameter (Lopt)for
each radar configuration. The optimal calibration parameter Lopt is a forcing parameter that
compensâtes for both the very approximate corrélation length (L) measurement and any defects
of the model. It is a semi-empirical calibration and, consequently, no modification of the model
formulation should be reqiiired.

Figure 3 shows the behaviour of the IBM as a fimction of the corrélation length for a given plot.
It shows that for a radar-measured backscattering coefficient, parameter L bas two possible

solutions, Loptl and Lopt2, which ensure good agreement between the IBM and the radar a°. The
calibration parameters Loptl and Lopt2 were calculated for ail reference plots. For a small

number of plots, it proved impossible to détermine the values of Loptl and Lopt2 because of a

lack ofagreement between the IBM and the radar a°.
In previous work, Baghdadi et al (2002a, b)used the solution corresponding to Loptl (the lowest
value), which they considered to be the optimal calibration parameter. In addition, only the
exponential corrélation fimction was used. Initial results showed that the calibration parameter
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dépends on the roughness and the incidence angle. In dut study, we used the three corrélation
functions (exponential, Gaussian, and fractal) to examine the behaviour of the two solutions

Loptl and Lx)pt2. Similarly, the calibration was improved through the use ofnew databases. Most
of the data are from C-band radar sensors. Only the Orgeval 94 database contains data from L-,
C-, and X-band radar. This database also made it possible to examine the behaviour of Lopt as a
fimction ofradar frequency.
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Figure 3.lEM behaviour as a fimction of corrélation length for an exponential corrélation
fimction. Surface characteristics are defïned as mv=30% and rms=1.7 cm. The radar

configuration used is C-HH24°.

Figures 4,5,6, and 7 show the relationship between calibration parameters and surface roughness
for each C-band radar configuration and each corrélation fimction. Two trends are noted for

Loptl. The first is seen at low rms values and is characterized by a constant Loptl. The second is
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defined for higher rms values and for a Loptl that increases with the rms; it can be described

using a power-type behaviour for the three corrélation functions:

Lopt1(rnis,0,pp)= a rms^

(3)

In the case of Lopt2, a single trend was noted for the rms,regardless of the radar configuration or
the corrélation function sh^. This trend is described using a power-type behaviour (Eq. 3) for

both the exponential and fractal corrélation functions and a linear behaviour for the Gaussian
corrélation function (Lopt2= a.rms+p). Figure 8 shows the relationship between the calibration
parameters and the measured corrélation length.
Baghdadi et al. (2(X)2a, b) used exponential behaviour to describe the trend between Loptl and
the rms. Only those plots having k.rms ^ 3 were used. In our study, ail reference plots were used,

regardless of their rms. The exponential behaviour, which is no longer valid for high rms values,
was replaced by a power-type behaviour better adapted to the wide range of rms values (from
0.25 to 5.5 cm). The optimal calibration parameter must ensure better agreement between the

lEM

and the radar a° as well as correct physical behaviour between the lEM a° and the rms

(increasing

with increasing rms for a given moisture value). When exponential behaviour was

used to describe the trend betweei Loptl and the rms, it proved difficult to fînd a function that
ensured the correct physical behavioiu for some configurations, especially those with low
incidence angles.
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Figure 5. Calibration parameters Loptl and Lopt2 for HH21°/24725°/26° (RADARSAT) as a
function of surface height, for exponential, fractal, and Gaussian corrélation functions.
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Figure 7. Calibration parameters Loptl and Lopt2 for HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7° (RADARSAT) as
a function of surface height, for exponential, fractal, and Gaussian corrélation functions.
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Figure 8. Comparison between calibration parameters and measured corrélation length, for an
exponential corrélation function:
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Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the behaviour of

as a function of rms by using the analytical

expressions of Loptl and Lopt2 in the lEM. Only Lopt2 cornes close to providing a correct

physical behaviour of

as a function ofrms,regardless ofthe corrélation function used. The use

of fractal and Gaussian corrélation functions leads to an extension of the lEM's theoretical

validity domain from k.rms=3 to k.rms«5.3. Wilh the exponential corrélation fimction, the IBM
ensures correct physical behaviour to approximately k.rms=3.
The results show that the optimal calibration parameter Lopt2 is highly dépendent on the
incidence angle (Fig. 11), It decreases as the incidence angle increases. For this reason, it proved
impossible to identify a single trend between RADARSAT configuration HH21° and
RADARSAT configurations HH24725°/26°. As for polarization, the Lopt2 value was slightly
less for W23°/24° than for HH24°/25726°. The différence between the two polarizations is
slight with the Gaussian corrélation function and very high with the fractal corrélation function.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the calibration, simulations were carried out using the
calibrated IBM for each radar configuration and each corrélation function. The corrélation length
measured for each plot was replaced by the relevant calibration parameter Lopt2 extracted fix)m
the previously established relationship betweai Lopt2 and the parameters rms,0, and pp.
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Figure 11. Effect ofincidence angle and polarization on calibration parameter Lopt2.
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Figures 12 and 13 présent a comparison of simulated by the calibrated IBM and a® measured
from radar data. Table 3 présents statistics relating to the différence between a° simulated by the
calibrated IBM and radar a®. After calibration, the bias between the IBM and the radar data
decreased markedly to less than 1 dB, regardless of the radar configuration or the corrélation
function used. For example,for HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°, the bias decreased from 3.46 dB to -0.07

dB for the exponential function, from 5.18 dB to -0.28 dB for the fractal function, and from 4.76 dB to -0.91 dB for the Gaussian function. Furthermore, the standard déviation of the error

noted before calibration decreased substantially with the calibrated IBM (cf. Table 3). Afler
calibration, it was about 1.3 dB for W23724°, 1.7 dB for HH21724725726°, 1.4 dB for
HH35°/39°/40°, and 1.8 dB for HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°.

In conclusion, the calibration was efficient for every radar configuration used. The best results

were provided by the fractal corrélation function.

Table 3. Comparison ofcalibrated lEM simulations and radar data for the available BRS and
RADARSAT(IBM-radar)configurations. Bxponential, fractal, and Gaussian corrélation
functions were used.

RADARSAT

RADARSAT

RADARSAT

HH21724725726°

HH35°/39°/40°

HH45°/47°/47.5°/47.7°

ERS W23724''

standard

standard

déviation

standard
mean

mean

mean

standard
mean

déviation

déviation

déviation

Bxponential

0.15

1.31

-0.40

1.73

0.35

1.49

-0.07

1.80

Fractal

0.05

1.32

-0.63

1.76

0.11

1.36

-0.28

1.60

Gaussian

-0.01

1.31

+0.26

1.54

0.08

1.48

-0.91

2.05
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Figure 12. Comparison between the backscattering coefficient simulated by the calibrated lEM
and the backscattering coefficient measured fi-om radar images. Exponential, fi-actal, and
Gaussian corrélation functions were used:

(a), (b) and (c) ERS W23724°
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Figure 12 (continued). Comparison between the backscattering coefficient simulated by the
calibrated IBM and the backscattering coefficient measured from radar images. Exponential,
fractal, and Gaussian corrélation functions were used:
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Figure 13. Comparison between the backscattering coefficient simulated by the calibrated IBM
and the backscattering coefficient measured firom radar images. Exponential, fi-actal, and
Gaussian corrélation functions were used:

(a), (b) and (c) RADARSAT HH35739°/40°
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Figure 13 (continued). Comparison between the backscattaring coefficient simtilated by the
calibrated IBM and the backscattering coefficient measured from radar images. Exponential,
fractal, and Gaussian corrélation fimctions were used:

(d), (e) and (f) RADARSAT HH45°/47747.5747.7°
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5. Validation of the lEM calibration

In order to validate the lEM calibration, we used the Pays de Caux 94 database with its two C-

band configurations (W25° and HH25°). This database was not used in the calibration. The
helibome ERASME radar sensor was used during this campaign. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the

results provided by the lEM before and after calibration. In the calibrated version ofthe lEM, we
used the Lopt2 extracted fi-om the analytical expressions established during the calibration of
W23°A^24° and HH24°/HH25°/HH26°.

Table 4 présents validation results for the calibrated lEM. These results show that the proposed
semi-empirical calibration of the lEM is robust, as it provides improved results. The blases and
the standard déviations of the error bave decreased for the two radar configurations and the three

corrélation fimctions. The results obtained using the Gaussian corrélation fimction are not quite
as good as those arrived at with the exponential and fi-actal corrélation functions.

Table 4. Calibration validation using ERASME W-25° and ERASME HH-25°(Pays de Caux

94)data. The mean and the standard déviation ofthe différence between lEM a° and radar a®
were calculated before and after calibration.

ERASME HH25°

ERASME W25°

Before calibration

After calibration

Before calibration

After calibration

Exponential

0.64

1.97

-0.09

1.54

0.40

2.33

-0.46

0.91

Fractal

-0.61

3.37

-0.35

1.73

-0.92

3.24

0.03

1.20

Gaussian

-21.20

27.83

-0.96

2.21

-19.89

20.29

0.31

1.51
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Figure 14. Backscattering coefficient simulated by the uncalibrated IBM as a function ofthe
backscattering coefficient meastired by the ERASME sensor. Exponential, fractal, and Gaussian
corrélation functions were used:
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Figure 14 (continued). Backscattering coefficient simulated by the uncalibrated IBM as a
function of the backscattering coefficient measured by the ERASME sensor. Exponential, fractal,
and Gaussian corrélation functions were used:

(d), (e) and (f) C-W25°
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Figure 15. Backscattering coefficient simulated by the calibrated lEM as a function ofthe
backscattering coefficient measured by the ERASME sensor. Exponential, firactal, and Gaussian
corrélation functions were used:
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Figure 15 (continued). Backscattering coefficient simulated by the calibrated IBM as a function
of the backseattering coefficient measured by the ERASME sensor. Exponential, fractal, and
Gaussian corrélation functions were used:
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6. Effect of radar frequency on calibration

In order to study the effect of radar frequency on the lEM calibration, simulations were done

using the Orgeval 94 database, or L-, C-, and X-band data from the SIR-C sensor were acquired
using several différent incidence angle and polarization configurations. Figure 16 shows the
behaviour ofthe calibration coefficient Lopt2 as a function of surface roughness for X-band data
retrieved using W polarization and incidence angles from 45° to 57°. As was the case for C-

band data, the calibration parameter Lopt from X-band data increased with increasing surface
roughness.
Figure 17 présents L-band and C-band calibration results for radar configurations with HH
polarization and incidence angles from 44° to 57°. The parameter Lopt2 and the rms increase
regardless of the corrélation function or the radar frequency. With the exponential corrélation
function, the C-band LoptZ was higher than the L-band Lopt2. The opposite behaviour was noted
for the Gaussian corrélation function (L-band Lopt2 higher than C-band Lopt2). For the fractal

corrélation function, the C-band Lopt2 appears to be slightly higher than the L-band Lopt2.
From these results, we conclude that the lEM calibration is dépendent on the radar frequency.
Calibration parameter Lopt2 increases abruptly with the rms for both exponential and fractal
(exponential or power type) corrélation functions. This increase is less significant for the
Gaussian (linear type)corrélation function.
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Figure 16. Behaviour of the calibration parameter Lopt2 for X-band radar data (Orgeval 94
database) with configurations W45748°/52°/55°/57° (SIR-C). Exponential, fi-actal, and
Gaussian corrélation fimctions were used.
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Figure 17. Calibration parameter Lopt2 as a function of rms for L- and C-band radar data
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fractal, and Gaussian corrélation functions were used.
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7. Conclusions

Modelling radar signais requires a good description of the soil surface and a suitable
backscattering model that is capable of reproducing a backscattering coefficient similar to that
measured by radar sensors. The lEM backscattering model was selected for analysis in this study
because its validity domain is adapted to agricultural soil surfaces. However, the lEM does have
defects that are not insignificant as it does not accxarately reproduce the backscattering coefficient
measured by radar sensors.
To correct these defects, a semi-empirical calibration of the model was carried out and evaluated
over a number of study sites in France and Canada in order to improve the corrélation between
simulated and measured data. The proposed calibration markedly improved the lEM's

performance for ail radar configurations and study areas (reduced bias and standard déviation of
the error). This calibration proved to be robust and widely applicable, as it is not dépendent on
either the database or the sensor used.

The lEM was calibrated using radar configurations with différent incidence angles (23° to 57°),

polarizations(HH and W),and radar fi-equencies (L, C, and X bands). The results revealed that
the calibration parameter and the instrumental parameters (incidence angle, polarization, and

firequency) were interdependent. To identify the best corrélation fimction shape, we tested
exponential, fi-actal, and Gaussian corrélation fimctions; the fi-actal fimction proved to be optimal
for good performance ofthe lEM. The calibration fimction was found to be dépendent on surface
roughness. With this calibration method, by inverting radar signais, it would be possible to
initially characterize bare agricultural soils using two surface parameters(rms surface height and
soil moisture)instead ofthree(rms surface height, corrélation length, and soil moisture).
This resuit suggests a possible operational use for the calibrated version of the lEM: it could be
used in radar data inversion (ERS, RADARSAT, ENVISAT, etc.) to retrieve surface moisture
and roughness data on bare agricultural soils.
The next step will be to study other radar configurations in order to fully calibrate the proposed
method (incidence angle, polarization, and radar fi-equency).
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